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1 | Introduction

Humans are social creatures by nature and hence they strive for
communication. Communication can be defined as ‘The imparting or
exchanging of information by speaking, writing, or using some other medium’
[1]. The way we communicate over large distances has changed drastically
throughout history. In the past, people used for instance drums, fire beacons,
or written forms. More recently, electronic forms of communication gained
popularity. The invention of wireless signals enabled an evolution of hand-held
devices which changed the way people connect to each other. Although these
electronic devices offer a wide range of possibilities, it is said that extensive use
will alter our ability for normal face-to-face communication. Nowadays, people
are continuously on-line and they expect to be able to access information
and interact with people at any time and place. To achieve this, wireless
connectivity is massively used.

To maximize the amount of information in wireless signals, high signal
bandwidth and high spectral efficiency of the signal is required. High
spectral efficiency is required to maximize the information rate in the
available bandwidth. An overview of a hypothetical signal spectrum is shown
in Figure 1.1. The indicated spectral purity is in this work defined as
the ratio between the desired signal and the undesired signal components.
These undesired signal components include noise, harmonic distortion and
disturbances. Fundamentally there are two domains, which define the spectral
efficiency: time and amplitude. Since the spectrum is strictly regulated and
partitioned, the bandwidth of the available band is limited. It can be seen
in Figure 1.1 that spectral impurities cause the effective signal bandwidth
to be less than the bandwidth of the available band. A lower level of
spectral impurities results in less unused bandwidth, see Figure 1.1. Hence,
to efficiently use the available band and thus maximize the information in
the time domain, a transmitter with high spectral purity is required. To
maximize the use of the amplitude domain within the signal bandwidth,
advanced modulation methods are used, e.g. QAM, OFDM etc. For accurately
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Figure 1.1: Maximum signal bandwidth depends on the
bandwidth of the available band and on the spectral purity

reproducing these high-resolution signals, a transmitter with high spectral
purity is required too.

Various wireless standards exist, which all have their own specific
requirements. Some standards have narrow-band signals but require a
high spectral purity, e.g. GSM. Especially for basestations which transmit
multicarrier signals, the required spectral purity is high. For multicarrier
GSM, a spectral purity of more than 80dBc is required [2], see also Chapter 2.
Other standards require a lower spectral purity but have a large signal
bandwidth, e.g. LTE. Therefore, a universal transmitter that covers all
standards, should have both high linearity and large bandwidth. Various high
spectral purity applications and wide-band applications operate at multi-GHz
frequencies, e.g. multicarrier GSM at 0.5-2GHz. These performance figures
and the exemplary application of multicarrier GSM are further discussed in
Chapter 2.

Two core functions of a transmitter are the digital-to-analog conversion
and the mixing to the RF frequency. This research shows that it
is advantageous to implement both functions together using a Mixing-
DAC. A Mixing-DAC is defined in this work as a single integrated design
which implements both a mixing function and a digital-to-analog-conversion
function. As such, various implementation options are categorized as Mixing-
DAC. Examples of architectures, which are classified as Mixing-DACs, are: a
high speed Nyquist DAC with integrated mixing in the digital domain or a
low speed Nyquist DAC with integrated analog mixer.

For the aforementioned wide-band transmitter with high spectral purity,
a Mixing-DAC with wide-band high spectral purity is required.
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1.1 Aims and scope

The research question of this work is:

Can a Mixing-DAC be used to generate wide-band signals with high spectral
purity, what are the dominant spectral-purity limitations and what can be

achieved with current process technologies?

The overall aim of this work is to explore the possibilities of using a Mixing-
DAC in a wide-band transmitter with high spectral purity. The first subgoal
is to analyze the limitations and strong points of Mixing-DACs. The second
subgoal is to design a chip implementation of a Mixing-DAC with high spectral
purity, to validate the analysis and explore what is the maximum achievable
linearity and spectral purity for Mixing-DACs, in view of the constraints of
the given technology. This research is not aimed at designing a Mixing-DAC
for a specific wireless standard. Instead, the intention is to find fundamental
and practical limitations on spectral purity.

The scope of this work is on the Mixing-DAC function within a
transmitter. Other transmitter blocks, e.g. filters or power amplifier, are not
considered. Also other concerns, such as the interfacing to the digital domain
with different sampling rates, the removal of signal images, or the power
control of the output signal are not considered. The focus is on the spectral
purity of a Mixing-DAC. Other characteristics of the Mixing-DAC are of minor
importance, e.g. power consumption or cost. The scope is limited to multi-
GHz Mixing-DACs up to 4GHz, as discussed in Chapter 2. As implementing
process technology, only 65nm CMOS is considered. However, the conclusions
of this work can easily be extended to other process technologies.

1.2 Scientific approach

The approach followed in this work is to first systematically explore the
limitations of Mixing-DACs, then synthesize the most optimal solution and
finally validate the approach by measurement of a test chip. Therefore, the
following steps are taken:

• analyze the state-of-the-art architectures;

• classify all aspects of a Mixing-DAC architecture;

• systematically analyze the impact of all architectural aspects on the
wide-band spectral purity;

• synthesize the concept of the most optimal architecture by combining
the most optimal choices for each architectural aspect;
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• design and measure a proof of concept to validate the effectiveness of
the classification.

This project was supported by the high-speed data converter group of IDT.
This industry partner provided IP blocks of a baseline DAC [3]. These IP
blocks, which provide functions that are not in the core of this research but
have supportive functions, are used for the design of the chip implementation.
Some blocks are used as-is, others are modified to match the Mixing-DAC
function.

1.3 Thesis outline

The outline of this work is given in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Thesis outline

Chapter Purpose

Chapter 2 To establish a common background and framework
for the research discussed in this thesis, the technical
background of the research, together with an analy-
sis of the state-of-the-art Mixing-DACs is discussed.

Chapter 3 To facilitate a structured synthesis of an optimal
architecture, a classification of various aspects of
the Mixing-DAC architecture and analysis of their
impact on the spectral purity is discussed in this
chapter.

Chapter 4 To show that the classification leads to three promis-
ing architectures, that need further investigation.

Chapter 5 to 9 To analyze the process-technology dependent as-
pects of the trade-off between the three promising
architectures.

Chapter 10 To summarize the conclusions of the previous chap-
ters regarding the process-technology dependent
aspects, and to conclude which architecture is the
most optimal.

Chapter 11 and 12 To validate the conclusions of the classification, an
implementation of the most optimal architecture is
designed and measured.

Chapter 13 and 14 To answer the research question, general conclusions
are drawn and recommendations for further research
are proposed.
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1.4 Original contributions

The original contributions of this work are:

• the classification of Mixing-DAC architectures based on architectural
aspects;

• the analysis of the impact of architectural aspects on spectral purity;

• architectures that are synthesized based on the classification, especially
the architecture which is implemented as a test chip;

• a new DAC segmentation trade-off which includes dynamic characteris-
tics;

• analysis of the impact of an output transformer on the Mixing-DAC
performance with the focus on linearity;

• a novel calibration method to improve the static linearity of
(Mixing-)DACs;

• validation of the theory using a chip implementation ;

• a measured design with an IMD of <-82dBc and an SFDRRB of >75dBc
up to 1.9GHz, which is more than respectively 10dB and 5dB better than
all known state-of-the-art publications.





2 | Background

The technical background of the research is described in this chapter. The
main differences between a transmitter with Mixing-DAC and a traditional
transmitter with separate DAC and Mixer are discussed. Typical spectra of
these two types of transmitters are shown and explained. The exemplary
application, multicarrier GSM, is discussed along with the importance of a
high spectral purity. The current-steering principle is chosen for implementing
a Mixing-DAC with high spectral purity. The most important non-linearity
figure is shown to be the IMD. Various performance metrics are discussed in
this chapter, which are used to quantify the performance of the Mixing-DAC
in the remaining part of the thesis. The state-of-the-art Mixing-DACs are
discussed and their performance analyzed.

2.1 Introduction

Transmitters are important parts of the wireless systems. The performance
of transmitters depends on the application. Especially for multicarrier
transmitters in basestations, the required spectral purity is high.

The traditional transmitter and the Mixing-DAC transmitter are discussed
in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3 respectively. The specifications of a target
application are discussed in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 proposes a Mixing-
DAC definition and applies the current steering approach to Mixing-
DACs. Performance figures of the Mixing-DAC are discussed in Section 2.6.
Section 2.7 gives an overview of the performance of state-of-the-art Mixing-
DAC publications.

2.2 Traditional transmitter

A popular transmitter architecture is the zero/low-IF transmitter. Like
most transmitters, the zero-/low IF transmitter exhibits a separation between
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low-frequency baseband functions, i.e. the Digital to Analog Converter (DAC),
and the high-frequency RF functions, i.e. mixer and Power Amplifier (PA).
A functional overview of such a transmitter is shown in Figure 2.1. This
particular example is based on I/Q signaling. Alternatives for I/Q signaling
are discussed in Section 3.3.2.

fout=4.05GHz

150MHz

3.9GHz

fin1=150MHz

Mixing signal

I input

Q input

AnalogDigital

DAC

DAC

PA
0º

90º

Figure 2.1: Signal chain of a traditional I/Q transmitter, with
exemplary signal frequency values

The transmitter elements are meant to be linear. Due to non-idealities
in the transmitter elements, the transfer function of the transmitter is non-
linear which introduces harmonic distortion and reduces the spectral purity
of the transmitter. The most non-linear elements in a typical transmitter
implementation are the PA and the mixer. Using non-CMOS implementation
technologies, e.g. GaAs, usually results in a higher linearity than standard
CMOS technology but also increases cost. The amplitude of the non-linear
distortion in the mixer and PA depends on the output power. Therefore, using
output power back-off also improves linearity, but degrades the efficiency.

Another method for improving the linearity is Digital PreDistortion
(DPD). The DPD adds a signal (counter-distortion) to the digital input
signal, which cancels the spurious components generated by the transmitter
non-linearity[4]. The characteristics of the additional counter-distortion can
be determined a-priori or using a feedback loop during operation. A-priori
characterization requires either a very elaborate characterization for various
signal conditions (e.g. signal power, signal frequency) and environment
conditions (e.g. temperature, supply voltage), and can also be limited in
the usability (e.g. limited bandwidth, sensitive to aging). Using a feedback
loop for characterization during normal operation requires a linear feedback
path and an algorithm to calculate the required DPD compensation. The
implementation of DPD results in a higher power consumption and increases
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the number of transmitter components, which increases cost. DPD also
introduces additional signal delay.

2.3 Mixing-DAC transmitter

Thanks to the continuous reduction of CMOS transistor size, integration
density increases and errors due to parasitic capacitance and coupling become
smaller, which can result in higher linearity. This enables the integration of
the mixing and DAC function at high speed and high linearity at reasonable
cost, and recently resulted in the introduction of the Mixing-DAC [5]. A
transmitter signal chain with this novel Mixing-DAC is shown in Figure 2.2.
A Mixing-DAC functionally features two signal inputs: the baseband (BB)

fs=1.95GS/s

3.9GHz

fout=4.05GHz

fin1=150MHz

Mixing-DAC

Mixing signal

I input

Q input

AnalogDigital

PA
0º

90º

Figure 2.2: Signal chain of I/Q transmitter with Mixing-DAC,
with exemplary signal frequency values

data input (i.e. ‘I input’ and ‘Q input’ in Figure 2.2), which contains the
sampled low frequency information signal; and a mixing signal, alternatively
called Local Oscillator (LO) signal.

As a single unit, the Mixing-DAC features much more architectural
choices, compared to just combining a DAC and a mixer. Potential advantages
of these new architectural choices include: lower power consumption, higher
linearity, higher signal frequency and lower noise power[6]. Moreover, by
combining the DAC and mixer in one package, the number of components of
a transmitter is reduced, which reduces the total footprint and reduces cost.

One of the most obvious differences between the traditional transmitter
and the Mixing-DAC transmitter, is the absence of a reconstruction filter
between the DAC and mixer function in the latter. This poses additional
requirements on the RF output filter, which now also has to filter out the signal
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images in the higher Nyquist bands. Figure 2.3 graphically shows the output
spectrum difference between a separate DAC and mixer with and without
reconstruction filter for the given input spectra. The former case represents
the signal at the output of the mixer in a traditional transmitter while the
latter case represents the output signal of a Mixing-DAC in the novel Mixing-
DAC transmitter.

Another disadvantage of the absence of a reconstruction filter is that
the Mixing-DAC sampling rate and the mixing frequency cannot be chosen
freely, but must be interdependent. This relationship is further discussed in
Section 3.4.2.3. In the traditional transmitter with reconstruction filter, the
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(a) Spectra of input signals: DAC digital input (PDAC) and LO input (PLO)
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(b) Spectrum of mixer output signal with reconstruction filter
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] 

(c) Spectrum of mixer output signal without reconstruction filter

Figure 2.3: Spectral content of the transmitter signals: DAC
digital input and LO input (a), mixer output signal with
reconstruction filter (b) and without reconstruction filter with
fLO = 3 · FS (c)
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mixing frequency is independent of the DAC sampling rate.

Although the Mixing-DAC changes the filtering requirements, it is
expected to offer architectural choices which enable high linearity at high
frequency. An application which can profit from these advantages is discussed
in the next section.

2.4 Multicarrier GSM

Different communication standards have different requirements on the
linearity and bandwidth of the transmitter. GSM is the most demanding
communication standard with respect to linearity. Advantages of using a
Mixing-DAC for GSM transmitters are similar to the general advantages of
Mixing-DAC transmitters: lower power consumption, higher linearity, higher
signal frequency and lower noise power (see Section 2.3).

The spectral purity of the GSM-transmitter output signal is defined by
a spectral mask in the GSM standard[2]. An exemplary mask is shown in
Figure 2.4. Since the lowest level of the spectral mask is 80dB below the signal
power, the required spectral purity of a GSM transmitter is: SFDRRB>80dBc
(Spurious Free Dynamic Range in a Reduced Bandwidth, see Section 2.6.2).
To account for the non-linear distortion of elements further in the signal chain,
e.g. the PA, ideally the SFDRRB should be above 85dBc, typically in a RB of
300MHz.

A single carrier transmitter can achieve these specifications by tight
filtering. For multicarrier transmitters, filtering is not applicable since
multiple carriers are present in the output signal, which would be attenuated
if one carrier is filtered with a tight bandpass filter. Specific filtering
is also not practical since it would need to be adjusted for each specific
frequency configuration. For multicarrier transmitters, wide-band noise,
intermodulation of various carriers and other spurious components can cause
violations of the spectral mask. Therefore, the satisfaction of the spectral
mask is much more challenging for multicarrier transmitters.

As intermodulation of the carriers should not produce violations of
the spectral mask, the required IMD (InterModulation Distortion, see
Section 2.6.2) is between -80dBc and -85dBc, while accounting for the
other transmitter elements. The required NSD (Noise Spectral Density, see
Section 2.6.2) can be calculated from the lowest mask level of -80dBc in a
measurement bandwidth of 100kHz, see Figure 2.4. The reference power of
the spectral mask (0dB in Figure 2.4) is measured in a 30kHz bandwidth
while the total power of one GSM carrier is spread over its signal bandwidth
of approximately 200kHz. Therefore, the reference power is approximately
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Figure 2.4: An examplary GSM mask [2]

6dB lower than the total power of the GSM carrier. The required NSD
is: NSD=-6-80-10· log10(100kHz)=-136dBc/Hz. Since most multicarrier GSM
transmitter operate in a back-off of typically -16dBFS and to account for other
spurious components and other transmitter elements with 10dB margin, the
required NSD of the Mixing-DAC is NSD=-162dBFS/Hz.

Some relaxing terms are present in the GSM specifications for multicarrier
basestation transmitters. Examples are: higher spurious components
are allowed in a limited number of bands, exceptions are specified for
intermodulation components, and wide-band noise specifications are relaxed
for the transmit band. However, it is beyond the scope of this work to evaluate
all these exceptions. Therefore, the specifications of single carrier GSM are
used, which is the most stringent reference point.

For multicarrier GSM transmitters in basestations, the required band-
width is large with respect to one carrier. This downstream bandwidth (i.e.
from the basestation to a mobile device) of a GSM basestation can be as
high as 75 MHz (i.e. for DCS1800 [2]). The use of predistortion for the
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mixer and the PA increases the bandwidth of the Mixing-DAC output signal
even more. Therefore, the bandwidth in which the high linearity should be
achieved (reduced bandwidth (RB)) is chosen to be 300MHz. The linearity
and bandwidth target are visualized in Figure 2.5. This figure clearly shows
the high required linearity and bandwidth of multicarrier GSM transmitters.

P
 [

d
B

c]

Freq
foutfout-½RB fout+½RB

300MHz

80dB

0

-20

-40

-60

-80

RF output "lter

SFDR target

Figure 2.5: Exemplary target performance figures of Mixing-
DAC output spectrum for this work

Current GSM standards are defined between 450MHz and 1990MHz[2].
To account for future GSM definitions at higher frequencies, and other
communication standards, in this work the target output frequency range
is between 0.4GHz and 4GHz.

2.5 (Current steering) Mixing-DAC

Since the Nyquist DAC architectures are closely related to Mixing-DACs,
Nyquist DAC principles are investigated as a starting point for the research.
All state-of-the-art high speed DACs are implemented using the current-
steering (CS) approach. A CS (Mixing-)DAC is based on an array of current
sources, which are switched on and off depending on the digital input data.
An overview of the CS DAC principle is shown in Figure 2.6.

The popularity of the CS approach is mainly because of how a CS
DAC produces the output power. CS DACs generate a continuous current
that creates signal power in a simple resistive load. This signal power is
continuously available to drive the load and output capacitance. Hence, there
is no necessity for an output buffer which can limit the performance.
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Figure 2.6: Principle of a current steering DAC

A CS DAC can achieve high accuracy thanks to the well-known matching
of current sources. Well-matched current sources require a large area, which
result in large parasitic capacitances, limiting the sampling rate. However, in
a CS DAC, these large current sources only generate a DC current and don’t
need to be switched at high speed. Furthermore, the large current sources can
be decoupled from the fast switching action by cascodes. This is not possible
if switched resistors or capacitances are used as reference components.

2.6 Performance figures

The performance of a Mixing-DAC is evaluated using the spectral
purity of the output spectrum. A distinction between the desired and
undesired components of the output spectrum is discussed in the next section.
Thereafter, performance metrics are defined and discussed.

2.6.1 Spectral contents

An exemplary signal spectrum at the output of the Mixing-DAC is shown
in Figure 2.7. Ideally, the target output spectrum only contains signal power
at the intended output frequency (signal inside the dashed box in Figure 2.7):

fout = fLO + fin, (2.1)

where fout, fLO and fin correspond to the output, LO and input signal
frequencies. However, due to the sampling nature of a DAC and harmonic
components in the mixing signal, the output spectrum also contains signal
energy at (see Figure 2.7):

fout = M · fLO +K · FS ± fin, (2.2)
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Figure 2.7: Exemplary simulated Mixing-DAC output spectrum
(fLO = 2 · FS)

where M , K ∈ Z, and FS is the sampling rate of the D/A conversion. The
power of these images depends on a number of variables, such as the shape of
the mixing waveform (e.g. sine or square, see Section 3.4.1.1) and the shape
of the Mixing-DAC impulse response.

In practice, Mixing-DAC implementations suffer from non-linear distor-
tion. For an input signal consisting of two tones at fin1 and fin2, the output
spectrum also contains undesired harmonic distortion components:

fout = M · fLO +K · FS +N1 · fin1 +N2 · fin2, (2.3)

where N1, N2 ∈ Z. This harmonic distortion depends on for instance the
sequence (i.e. order) of Mixing and DAC operation (see Section 3.5.2) or the
mixing locality (see Section 3.4.2.1).

The energy at M = 1, K = 0, and N1 = 1 or N2 = 1 is desired. For high
spectral purity, the other components should be minimized. A bandpass filter
(dashed line in Figure 2.7) can filter undesired output signals far from the
desired output signal frequency. However, Intermodulation Distortion (IMD,
see Section 2.6.2) is close to the desired output signal, which can be seen in a
zoom-in around the output frequency of the output spectrum in Figure 2.8,
where the dashed filter characteristic cannot filter the IMD tones. Therefore,
IMD is the most critical type of non-linear distortion.
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Figure 2.8: Zoom-in of simulated exemplary Mixing-DAC output
spectrum (fLO = 2 · FS)

2.6.2 Definitions of performance metrics

This section discusses the performance metrics which are used in this work
to quantify the performance of the Mixing-DAC.

2.6.2.1 Static specifications

Power consumption [mW]: sum of the power consumed from all static
power sources. Hence, dynamic sources such as the LO or clock input are not
taken into account in the power consumption figure. The power consumption
depends among others on the sample rate and the input signal.

Integral NonLinearity (INL) & Differential NonLinearity (DNL) [LSB]:
INL is the difference between the Mixing-DAC transfer characteristic and
the expected straight line, and DNL is the error in a DAC code transition,
see [7]. A good INL is crucial for achieving a high linearity. In this work,
the static linearity is not limiting the performance at high frequencies. The
measurement of INL is not trivial when using the used output configuration,
which is tailored for the measurement of the RF characteristics, see
Section 12.2.2. However, the order of magnitude of the INL can be estimated
from the low frequency harmonic distortion.

2.6.2.2 Dynamic specifications with sinusoidal signal

Output power [dBm]: The output power is measured per tone, unless
indicated otherwise. For example, for a dual-tone signal, the output power
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per tone is 6dB lower than a single tone with the same amplitude.

Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR) [dBc]: The ratio between the
power of the desired signal and the power of the highest tone of the undesired
spurious components (spurs). For an input signal with multiple tones, the
power of the tone with the highest power is used as the signal power. In
this work, the input signal is a full-scale1 single tone signal, unless otherwise
specified. The bandwidth in which the spurs are measured, is one Nyquist
band. Hence, LO leakage and signal images are not taken into account.

SFDR in a Reduced BandWidth (SFDRRB) [dBc]: SFDR measurement
within a predefined frequency band (the reduced bandwidth RB), which is
smaller than the Nyquist band. In this work, the position of the RB in the
frequency domain is relative to the output signal. The RB is from fout−RB/2
to fout+RB/2. When the input frequency fin is low, the LO frequency falls
in the RB (|fout−fLO|<RB/2). In that case the SFDRRB could be equal to
the LO leakage, since that spur is mostly higher than all other spurs around
the output signal in this work. Therefore, for low input frequency values, the
RB is chosen such that the LO leakage does not fall in the RB: the RB is then
from fLO to fLO+RB for the high Nyquist band and from fLO to fLO-RB for
the low Nyquist band.

InterModulation Distortion (IMD) [dBc]: The ratio between the power of
the IMD tone and the desired output signal power per tone. The two signal
tones have equal power per tone. The power of both signal tones is equal.
Theoretically, for a two-tone output signal with frequencies f1 and f2, the
IMD spectral components are situated at n1 · f1 + n2 · f2, with n1, n2 ∈ Z.
In a Mixing-DAC, IMD is generated in two different frequency domains: the
baseband domain and the RF domain. If the IMD is generated in the baseband
part of the Mixing-DAC, these spurs are generated due to the frequencies fin1
and fin2, and then mixed with fLO. Hence, baseband IMD is present in the
output spectrum at fLO+(n1·fin1+n2·fin2). If the IMD is generated in the RF
domain, the IMD is generated due to fout1=fLO±fin1 and fout2=fLO±fin2,
and hence occurs at n1·fout1+n2·fout2. Since spurs close to the output signal
are the most important spurs, in this work only the IMD components close to
the output signal are considered when discussing IMD, hence the odd orders
which satisfy: |n1 + n2| = 1. The order of the IMD component is defined as
|n1|+ |n2|. For example, the two IMD3 components are shown in Figure 2.8.
In this work, the IMD3 value is calculated using the highest of the two IMD3
tones. When a IMD value is given without reference to the order of the IMD
tone, the highest tone of all odd IMD orders is used.

1In measurements, limitations in the software used for generating the digital input signal,
forces the maximum input amplitude to be -0.1dBFS
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Harmonic distortion (HD) [dBc]: The harmonic distortion components,
which are measured using a single-tone output signal, are situated at frequency
multiples of the fundamental frequency. For a given frequency fex, the HD
components are at (n+1) · fex, with n ∈ N. For Mixing-DAC harmonics that
are generated in the baseband domain, the HD frequencies are fLO+(n+1)·fin.
When a HD component falls outside the Nyquist band, the power of the folded
back component is used as the corresponding HD value. HD components
which are generated in the RF domain, are situated at (n + 1)·fout. The
frequency of the HD components in the RF domain is far from the fundamental
output frequency, and hence only the HD components from the baseband
domain are taken into account.

LO leakage [dBm]: Power in the output signal at the frequency of the LO
signal. The absolute power is used for the LO leakage, since it is shown to be
independent of the output signal power.

Image leakage [dBc]: The output of a single Mixing-DAC contains two
input signal components, one at fLO+fin and one at fLO-fin. When using
I/Q signaling and two LO signals with 90◦ phase difference, one of those two
images can be canceled in the combined output. However, this suppression is
never perfect. The amplitude of the undesired suppressed signal image with
respect to the desired output component is the image leakage.

Phase noise [dBc/Hz]: Phase noise is uncertainty in the phase of the
output signal. Phase noise can distort narrowband output signals. A phase
noise measurement uses a single tone output signal. The phase noise is
measured in the frequency domain at various frequency distances from the
output tone.

Noise Spectral Density (NSD) [dBFS/Hz]: Wide-band noise can also cause
violations of the spectral mask of the target application. A wide-band noise
measurement uses a small input signal to prevent harmonic distortion which
can obscure the noise measurement. The NSD is measured in the frequency
domain and as far from the carrier as necessary to not measure the phase
noise.

Efficiency [%]: The efficiency is the output power divided by the total
power consumption. The output power is measured using a sinusoidal single
tone input signal with full scale amplitude.

2.6.2.3 Dynamic specifications with modulated signal

Error vector magnitude (EVM) [dB]: Error in the accuracy of the
modulated signal. For high linearity Mixing-DACs, the EVM is usually orders
of magnitude smaller than specified by the standard. Measurement of the
EVM requires specialized hardware to demodulate of the signal. Therefore,
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it is not taken into account in this work.

Spectral mask: The GSM application defines a spectral mask, which is the
maximum power of the output signal at each frequency, see Figure 2.4. This
spectral mask is drawn over the spectrum of the output signal to reveal any
violation.

Adjacent Channel Leakage Ratio (ACLR) [dBc]: The ACLR is defined for
wireless standards which have predefined signal bands, which are adjacent.
The ACLR is the ratio between the signal power in the desired signal band
and the power in the adjacent channel with the highest power. The signal
power is integrated over the complete signal band. The ACLR is a measure
of the linearity and noise performance of the Mixing-DAC. In this work, the
ACLR figures of WCDMA and LTE signals are measured.

2.7 State of the art Mixing-DAC performance

The first appearance of an RFDAC or Mixing-DAC at RF frequency [5]
uses the traditional CS DAC topology, where the current-source transistor
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Figure 2.9: Overview of the IMD of state-of-the-art Mixing-DAC
publications, DACs and mixers (at 1Vpp output signal amplitude)
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acts as the amplitude reference and as a mixer. Other publications use the
same architecture [10, 11, 13]. However, there is a trend toward topologies
based on a (fully balanced) Gilbert-cell mixer [8, 9, 12, 17–23, 25–27, 29–32].
Compared to a CS DAC output stage, these topologies have an additional layer
of transistors which implement the mixing function. This strategy can enable
separate optimization of the three functions in the Mixing-DAC output stage
(i.e. reference generation, data switching, and mixing). The additional layer
of transistors sacrifices voltage headroom which otherwise could have been
used for cascoding the current source or the entire output stage. Therefore,
only few publications combine Gilbert-cell mixing with an output cascode
[21,22,33] and none combine it with a current source cascode.

Topologies focusing on high efficiency and high output power use a minimal
stack of just one or two transistors [28, 34–37]. This low number of stacked
transistors requires a low operating voltage and enables a large output voltage
swing and hence can result in a high energy efficiency.

To achieve a high frequency, some publications use a low resolution, which
results in a small area and hence achieves high frequency [10–13, 21–23, 29,
30]. In these low resolution Mixing-DACs, the quantization noise is shaped
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using ∆Σ-modulation. However, ∆Σ-modulation results in high noise power at
frequencies farther away from the output frequency (out-of-band) and hence
limit the bandwidth. Some solutions use a bandpass filter to remove the high
out-of-band noise [21, 22].

For a high performance Mixing-DAC, both the static and dynamic errors
should be sufficiently low. Most publications are unable to sufficiently isolate
those two types of errors. They achieve either high performance at low
frequency or low performance at high frequency. This can be seen in the
overview of the IMD and SFDR performance of relevant DACs, mixers and
Mixing-DACs, which is given in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10 respectively. For
mixers, the 3rd order interception point at 1Vpp output voltage is chosen as
a measure of the linearity.

These figures clearly show that the intrinsic linearity of both the Mixing-
DAC and the traditional DAC and mixer combination is not sufficient for the
exemplary application. Above fout=600MHz, the IMD values are worse than
necessary for the multicarrier GSM target. Mixing-DAC SFDR values close to
the target are only achieved in a narrow reduced bandwidth, e.g. [5,13], using
expensive non-CMOS technologies, e.g. GaAs [8], or at low output power, e.g.
[22].

Using an architecture which isolates the static errors from the dynamic
errors, enables separate optimization and can offer high performance at high
frequency.

2.8 Conclusion

A Mixing-DAC can be used to replace the DAC and Mixer of a traditional
transmitter. Using a Mixing-DAC instead of a separate DAC and mixer
reduces the number of components in a transmitter, which can decrease the
cost and increase robustness. Novel architectures of Mixing-DACs can offer
higher linearity and higher signal to noise ratio and lower power consumption.

The current-steering principle is the main approach for the implemen-
tation. The exemplary application, i.e. multicarrier GSM, requires a high
linearity and large bandwidth, which cannot be achieved by state-of-the-art
Mixing-DACs. The most important non-linear distortion component is the
IMD because it cannot be filtered out.
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classification and
synthesis

To achieve high spectral purity, a novel architecture is needed. However,
there are numerous possible architectures. This chapter proposes a classifica-
tion of Mixing-DAC architectures. Each architecture is characterized based on
its architectural aspects. This chapter proposes a set of thirteen architectural
aspects and subdivides them into three different groups: system level, signals
level and implementation level.

The structured synthesis of an architecture consists of a set of choices for
all architectural aspects. The optimal choices for all architectural aspects lead
to three proposed candidate architectures.

This chapter is based on a paper submitted to the Springer journal Analog
Integrated Circuits and Signal Processing [82].

3.1 Introduction

The design space of Mixing-DACs is highly complex. Numerous
interdependent architectural choices exist. In open literature, a high number
of exemplary Mixing-DAC implementations can be found, as illustrated
in Section 2.7. However, the choice for a given architecture is not well
substantiated, since a comparison between Mixing-DAC architectures is not
available.

To achieve high spectral purity, a novel architecture needs to be
synthesized. Only a structured synthesis lead to the most optimal
architecture. Therefore, this chapter proposes a classification to clarify and
structure the impact of high level architectural choices on the Mixing-DAC
performance. The scope of this comparison is high spectral purity. The
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classification incorporates the Mixing-DAC definition of Section 2.5. The
focus is on architectural choices which are specific for Mixing-DACs and are
differentiating between various architectures. Subjects like Data drivers, LO
driver, segmentation or RF packaging are not discussed since these are not
differentiating between the various architectures. Using the classification, a
candidate Mixing-DAC architecture is proposed, which is expected to provide
sufficient intrinsic performance for multicarrier GSM.

The classification of Mixing-DAC architectures is proposed in Section 3.2.
Three levels of abstraction are discussed: system level, signal level and
implementation level in Section 3.3, Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 respectively.

3.2 Mixing-DAC architecture classification

For high spectral purity at high output frequency, the Current Steering
(CS) principle is almost solely used. The reasons for that are explained in
Section 2.5 and Section 3.3.1. In this classification, the class of CS Mixing-
DACs is mainly considered. In CS (Mixing-)DACs, the output wide-band
noise power is predominantly caused by the thermal noise of the current
sources. Therefore, it is not differentiating between architectures and is not
discussed into detail. Simulations of exemplary circuits are done using an
implementation in 1.2V/3.3V 65nm CMOS. For the simulations, each Mixing-
DAC output stage (array of parallel current cells which generate the output
signal, e.g. Figure 3.4 or Figure 3.8) are modeled at transistor level, unless
stated otherwise. To focus on the differences between various output-stage
architectures, the common signals (e.g. the LO and Data signal, and the
biasing signals) are assumed to be ideal. Realistic signal levels and transition
times assure realistic simulation results and an accurate comparison between
architectures.

An overview of the proposed classification is shown in Figure 3.1. The
three levels of abstraction in the classification are discussed separately in the
next three sections.

3.3 System level classification

The three system level classes are: Power class, data representation and
smart methods.
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3.3.1 Power class

Two main principles are in use for generating the output power: current
steering and class-E-like[28].

The current-steering approach is well known from high performance DACs,
and offers high linearity and high sample rate at reasonable output frequency.
For example, the DAC of [38] produces IMD3<-85dBc at 1.5GSps and
152MHz input frequency. However, the efficiency of a current-steering DAC
is not very high, typically well below 1% [3,38].

Class-E type Mixing-DACs are based on the class-E power amplifier (PA),
which is a switching type PA and offers high output power and a high
efficiency. The class-E Mixing-DAC basically consists of a number of class-E
amplifiers in parallel, which are enabled depending on the digital input data.
Just like class-E PAs, high output power and efficiency are achieved (e.g. 20%
at 2GHz in [28]), compared to current-steering Mixing-DACs. Since this type
of Mixing-DAC basically uses a transistor in the linear region as reference-
resistor, the linearity of this Mixing-DAC principle is low compared to CS
Mixing-DACs.

The current-steering principle is the best option for achieving the high
linearity which is required for a Multicarrier-GSM transmitter. Hence, in the
following parts of the classification, it is assumed that the current-steering
principle is used.

3.3.2 Data representation

Most traditional transmitters use the Cartesian data representation and
processing, i.e. I-Q signaling. Another option for the signal representation
is polar signaling. In polar signaling, a signal is defined by its phase and
amplitude(i.e. envelope). Examples of transmitters using polar signaling
are the Kahn Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EER) [39] or Direct
Digital RF (DDRF) polar transmitters [33, 35, 36]. The general advantages
and disadvantages of Cartesian and polar Mixing-DACs are summarized in
Table 3.1. The advantages and disadvantages of a complete polar transmitter
are elaborately discussed in literature [41–43].

3.3.2.1 Efficiency

The efficiency of Cartesian and polar Mixing-DACs partly depends on the
balancing of the signals, which is discussed in Section 3.5.1.

The main advantage of a transmitter based on a single-ended polar Mixing-
DAC is the high power efficiency, especially at low output power. Since the
phase is coded in the LO signal, the envelope signal will always have a positive
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Table 3.1: Comparison between signal representations

Signal
repres.

Example Characteristics

Cartesian Sine-wave RZ current
source mixing [5,10,11,
13]
Gilbert current
cell mixing
[8, 9, 18–20,30,31,40]
and many others

Advantages: baseband signal
does not need conversion, LO-
clock phase can be optimized.
Disadvantages: usually poor
power efficiency at low signal
level.

Polar Kahn envelope elimi-
nation and restoration
[39]
Differential direct digi-
tal to RF [33,35]
Single ended direct dig-
ital to RF [36]

Advantages: good power effi-
ciency at low signal level.
Disadvantages: signals need
larger bandwidth; disables RZ
masking of BB timing errors.

sign, and hence can directly control the number of enabled current sources in
the Mixing-DAC output stage. At a low signal level, only few current sources
are enabled, and hence the power efficiency can be high.

In a single-ended Cartesian Mixing-DAC, on average half of the current
sources are always enabled, since even a signal with small amplitude
resides around mid-scale. Quasi-differential signaling can improve the power
efficiency of I/Q Mixing-DACs[28], see Section 3.5.1.

Since baseband signals are usually in Cartesian format, a polar transmitter
may require a conversion step from Cartesian signaling to polar signaling,
which results in a higher power consumption and higher delay.

3.3.2.2 Bandwidth

A disadvantage of polar transmitters is the required bandwidth of the
envelope and phase signal, which is required to be much larger than the
bandwidth of the corresponding Cartesian signals to satisfy EVM[42,43] and
harmonic distortion requirements[41].

3.3.2.3 Synchronization

Another advantage of a polar Mixing-DAC is that only one Mixing-DAC
core is required for single sideband transmission. For Cartesian transmitters,
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two Mixing-DACs are required (for the I and Q path), or a steep filter is
required to filter out the undesired image in the output spectrum. The shape
of such a filter is shown as a dashed line in Figure 2.7.

In I/Q Mixing-DACs, the I and Q paths can be combined to remove one
of the two signal images at the left or right of the LO frequency. The I and
Q paths need to be matched in order to achieve good image rejection. This
problem has been extensively investigated for traditional I/Q transmitters.
Since both paths are of the same type, their behavior is intrinsically matched,
and only random mismatch causes an unbalance in the two signal paths. To
improve the matching, digital predistortion [44] can be used. Interesting I/Q
combining techniques exist for Mixing-DACs[28].

In polar Mixing-DACs, the hybrid matching of the phase path and
amplitude path poses a challenge[41]. These signals are different in type and
processing hardware, and do not offer intrinsic matching, as in I/Q matching.
Timing mismatch between the two paths worsens EVM, causes spectral mask
violations [42, 43], and causes harmonic distortion [41].

For polar Mixing-DACs, the transitions in the LO signal and the amplitude
signal are not aligned. Section 3.4.1.2 discusses that RZ signaling for the LO
signal can be used to mask the timing errors in the transitions of the BB
signal if these transitions are aligned with the ’zero’ phase of the LO signal.
Therefore, in polar Mixing-DACs the RZ signaling cannot be used to mask
the timing errors, which can be a disadvantage.

Section 12.4.4 shows that the phase between the sample clock and the LO
signal influences the harmonic distortion components. For I/Q transmitters,
this phase can be chosen freely, and hence optimized for performance. For
polar transmitters, this phase is dictated by the input data and cannot be
chosen freely.

3.3.2.4 Conclusion

Because of the disadvantage of polar transmitters regarding the signal
bandwidth, they are almost solely used for narrowband signals, e.g. single
carrier GSM[42]. Polar transmitters are not suitable for the transmission of
multicarrier GSM because of the high signal bandwidth combined with high
spectral purity of the signal, especially in combination with predistortion,
which is discussed in Section 2.2. However, polar transmitters are suitable for
narrowband, high efficiency and low spectral purity transmitters. Cartesian
transmitters can achieve large bandwidth and high linearity. Therefore,
Cartesian signaling is the best option for the highly linear multicarrier GSM
transmitter.
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3.3.3 Smart methods

Smart methods can be used to improve the intrinsic performance of a
CS Mixing-DAC architecture. Examples of smart methods are: amplitude
calibration [45, 46][87], see also Chapter 8, timing error calibration [47][88],
Sub-DAC harmonic cancellation[48], Σ∆ modulation[5, 11, 22], RF FIR
filtering [11–13, 49] or predistortion [50]. More examples of smart methods
are summarized in [7]. Although these smart methods can improve specific
non-idealities, the correction mechanisms can introduce or worsen other non-
idealities, e.g. increase the noise power, increase the power consumption or
decrease the maximum output frequency.

This chapter is aimed at synthesizing a Mixing-DAC architecture with the
highest intrinsic spectral purity. In general, smart methods can be applied
with almost equal effect on every architecture. Hence, it is assumed that the
Mixing-DAC architecture with the highest intrinsic performance also provides
the highest spectral purity when smart methods are taken into account.
However, smart methods will be mentioned when they influence the trade-
off between architectural choices.

3.4 Signal level classification

The mixer function in the Mixing-DAC has two input signals. One input
is the high frequency mixing signal (LO), usually only containing a discrete
number of frequencies. The other is the low frequency input containing the
baseband data (BB). These two signals are considered in the signal level of
the classification.

3.4.1 High frequency signal (LO)

One of the inputs of the mixer function is the high frequency mixing signal.
The characteristics of the LO mixing signal can be divided in two subsets:
amplitude and frequency characteristics. The amplitude characteristics are
subdivided into resolution and polarity characteristics.

3.4.1.1 Amplitude - resolution

Two common shapes of mixing waveforms are: sine-wave and square
wave, which corresponds with ∞-bit and 1-bit resolution. A third option
is quantized sine-wave mixing, which corresponds with n-bit resolution,
where n depends on the number of quantization levels. Examples of the
aforementioned options and a summary of the advantages and disadvantages
are shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Classification of Mixing-DAC architectures based on
the amplitude resolution of the LO signal

Shape Example Characteristics

Sine-wave Sine-wave RZ current
source mixing [5,10,11,
13]
Gilbert current cell
sine-wave mixing
[21,22,51]
Conventional two step
conversion

Advantages: low control sig-
nal feedthrough, low data tim-
ing error sensitivity, no addi-
tional input signal images in
output signal.
Disadvantages: sensitive to
mixing transistor non-linearity.

Quantized
sine-wave

Quantized sine-wave
two step conversion[52]
Quantized sine-wave
Mixing-DAC[53]

Advantages: controllable
number of additional input
signal images in output
signal, low data timing
error sensitivity, compatible
with modern CMOS process
technologies.
Disadvantages: high chip
area, limited output frequency.

Square-
wave

Single-ended square-
wave mixing [54–56]
Semi-differential
square-wave current
source mixing [57]
Direct conversion [48]
Gilbert current
cell mixing
[8, 9, 18–20,30,31,40]
Combined output mix-
ing [12,58]
Conventional two step
conversion [59]

Advantages: very well com-
patible with modern CMOS
process technologies, low sen-
sitivity to mixing transistor
linearity, high output signal
energy.
Disadvantages: additional
number of input signal images
in output signal.

Spurious components

The amplitude behavior of the LO mixer input determines the repetition
of the BB input spectrum in the RF output spectrum, i.e. |M | > 1 in (3.1)
(see also (2.2)):

fout = M · fLO +K · FS ± fin, (3.1)
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where fout, fLO and fin are the output, LO and input signal frequencies
respectively, and FS is the D/A-conversion sampling rate, and M , K ∈ Z.
Figure 3.2 shows the difference between the output spectra of sine-wave
mixing, quantized sine-wave mixing and square-wave mixing. When the
resolution is 1-bit, the LO mixer input is a square-wave. A square wave
with 50% duty cycle results in repetition of the BB input spectrum at each
odd multiple of the fundamental LO frequency[30], i.e. |M | ∈ {1, 3, 5, ...}
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Figure 3.2: Spectral consequence of sine-wave mixing, square-
wave mixing and quantized sine-wave mixing[52]
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in (3.1). An exemplary output spectrum of square-wave mixing is shown
in Figure 3.2(a). The undesired spurious components at higher frequencies
can be filtered out, which is illustrated by the dashed filter characteristic in
Figure 3.2(a).

When the resolution of the LO input is infinite, the mixing signal can be
a sine-wave, ideally resulting in just one repetition of the BB input spectrum
in the RF output spectrum[21], i.e. |M | ∈ {1} in (3.1). An exemplary output
spectrum of sine-wave mixing is shown in Figure 3.2(c). Sine-wave mixing
reduces the necessity of applying output filtering. However, repetitions of
the BB spectrum are also present in the output spectrum due to the sampled
nature of the BB input signal in combination with the zero-order-hold impulse
response of the Mixing-DAC, corresponding to |K| > 0 in (3.1). Hence,
choosing sine-wave mixing only reduces the spectral repetitions of the BB
spectrum, but it does not completely remove them.

With quantized sine-wave mixing, the number of input spectrum
repetitions in the output spectrum is controlled by the number of quantization
levels: |M | ∈ {1, 7, 13, ...} for the example of Figure 3.2(b) [52]. Output
filtering can be relaxed with respect to square-wave mixing since the closest
mixing spur is at a higher frequency.

Linearity

The linearity of the mixing transistors is important when using sine-wave
mixing. Only sine-wave mixing with a linearly mixing transistor results in no
input signal images in the output signal due to the mixing operation. Newer
CMOS processes exhibit lower linearity and faster switching[60]. Therefore,
square-wave mixing and quantized sine-wave mixing are more attractive than
sine-wave mixing when implemented in CMOS. However, square wave mixing
allows for a higher LO frequency than quantized sine-wave mixing, since the
latter requires more LO signal transitions for the same fundamental frequency.

Complexity

Another disadvantage of quantized sine-wave mixing compared to the
other two options, is the implementation complexity. Typically, multiple
synchronized control signals and DAC cores are necessary to generate the
quantized sine-wave mixing. This increases chip area and power consumption.

Feedthrough

Since both the square-wave mixing and the quantized-sine-wave mixing
use switching signals with steep transitions, coupling between the control
signals and the output of the Mixing-DAC can easily lead to spurs in the
output spectrum at harmonics of the control signal frequency. However, the
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frequency of this control signal feedthrough is n·fLO, which is much higher
than the frequency of the primary output signal, and hence can be filtered
out.

When using sine-wave mixing, the control signals do not contain sharp
edges and hence sine-wave mixing is less sensitive to mixing-signal feedthrough
to the output of the Mixing-DAC.

BB transition masking

Around the zero crossing of the sine-wave mixing signal, the mixer masks
the Mixing-DAC input from the output[10]. Therefore, if the input data
changes at that specific moment, the switching non-idealities of the transition
from one input code to the next are masked by the mixing signal. Since timing
errors in the transition between input codes introduces harmonic distortion
in the DAC output signal[61, 62][88], this masking behavior improves the
dynamic performance of the Mixing-DAC. The masking behavior is to a
smaller degree also present in a quantized sine-wave Mixing-DAC. The square-
wave mixing signal does not possess the aforementioned masking behavior,
unless RZ signaling is used for the LO waveform.

Output power

The output spectrum amplitude in the first Nyquist band, i.e. the primary
output signal, is dependent on the mixing signal shape. Assuming equal peak-
to-peak amplitude for both the square-wave and the sine-wave, the power of
the fundamental frequency in the square-wave spectrum is π

4
≈ 2.1dB times

the power of the fundamental frequency in the sine-wave spectrum. This
assumes the square-wave contains infinitely fast transitions, which is not true
in practice. Therefore, the output power of a square-wave Mixing-DAC can
be up to 2.1dB higher than a sine-wave Mixing-DAC. The output power of
quantized sine-wave mixing is comparable with sine-wave mixing.

Conclusion

Sine wave mixing is suitable for transmitters which have no output filter or
a simple output filter. Square wave mixing is suitable for transmitters where
the far-off spurious components are not important because of the presence of
an output filter, and where no masking of the BB timing errors is required,
unless RZ signaling is used. Hence, square-wave mixing is the most suitable
mixing-signal shape for the demanding multicarrier GSM transmitter.

3.4.1.2 Amplitude - polarity

The mixing signal can alternate between +1 and -1, i.e. Symmetric around
Zero (SaZ) signaling, or alternate between +1 and 0, i.e. Return to Zero
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(RZ) signaling. Examples of Mixing-DAC implementations are categorized in
Table 3.3, based on their LO signal shape and polarity behavior.

Table 3.3: Classification of exemplary Mixing-DAC architectures
based on LO signal polarity and shape

Shape SaZ RZ

Sine-wave Gilbert current cell sine-
wave mixing [21,22,51]
Conventional two step
conversion with sine-
wave mixing

Sine-wave RZ current
source mixing [5, 10, 11,
13]
Direct conversion [48]

Quantized
sine-wave

Quantized sine-wave two
step conversion[52]

Square-wave Single-ended square-
wave mixing [54–56]
Semi-differential square-
wave current source mix-
ing [57]
Gilbert current cell
square-wave mixing
[18–20,30,31,40]
Global square-wave mix-
ing [12]
Conventional two step
conversion with square-
wave mixing [59]

Gilbert current cell RZ
mixing [8, 9]
Combined output RZ
mixing [58]
Gilbert current cell
Multi-RZ mixing [17]

Advantage: higher
output power.

Advantage: lower sen-
sitivity to data signal
timing errors.

The reason for deliberately choosing RZ signaling is usually to mask the
transitions of the BB signal. Timing errors in these transitions cause harmonic
distortion. This masking is enabled by switching the BB signal during the
’Zero’ phase of the LO signal[5, 17]. The effect of BB timing errors can also
be alleviated by other techniques[47].

A downside of RZ mixing is that a portion of the output power is
lost, typically 50%. Moreover, RZ mixing results in a large common mode
signal at the output, which makes interfacing with other RF components
troublesome. The lower output power and large common mode output signal
can be alleviated by time-interleaving of two Mixing-DACs with RZ mixing.
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However, the power efficiency of RZ mixing remains two times lower than
SaZ mixing. RZ mixing is inherent to single-ended mixing[5, 12, 54], which is
discussed in Section 3.5.1.

When data timing errors are a concern, and no other technique is employed
to reduce the consequence of these timing errors, RZ signaling results in the
highest linearity. When data timing errors are not relevant, SaZ mixing is
the best option because of the output power advantage and RF interfacing
advantage.

3.4.1.3 Frequency

Usually, the first Nyquist band at the fundamental LO frequency of the
output spectrum is used as the primary output signal, i.e. M = 1 and K = 0
in (3.1). Higher Nyquist bands also contain signal energy which can be used
as output signal [17, 63], i.e. |K| > 0 in (3.1). When the LO signal also
contains energy at multiples (harmonics) of the fundamental LO frequency,
also the signal energy around these LO harmonics can be used as primary
output signal, i.e. |M | > 1 in (3.1). The signal energy in higher LO harmonic
bands can be maximized by choosing square-wave mixing, and by choosing a
specific duty-cycle for the LO waveform [58]. Figure 3.3 shows an exemplary
Mixing-DAC output spectrum, where both the higher Nyquist zones and the
LO harmonic bands are indicated. In this case, the LO frequency is twice the
BB sample rate, i.e. fLO = 2 · FS .
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Figure 3.3: Multiple Nyquist zones and LO harmonic bands in
a Mixing-DAC output spectrum contain signal energy and can be
used as primary output zone. In this case, fLO = 2 · FS

Using |K| > 0 or |M | > 1 does not result in better linearity while the
signal power and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is worse [17,63]. Therefore, for
high spectral purity, the output signal in the 1st Nyquist band and primary
LO output band should be used as the output of the Mixing-DAC.
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3.4.2 Low frequency mixer input signal (BB)

The other input of the mixer function is the baseband signal. The
characteristics of the baseband (BB) mixer input signal can be divided
in two subsets: amplitude and frequency characteristics. The amplitude
characteristics are subdivided into resolution and polarity characteristics.

3.4.2.1 Amplitude - resolution

When the resolution of the BB signal is high, mixing is applied to the
combined DAC output, i.e. ‘global mixing’. When the resolution of the BB
signal is 1 bit, mixing is applied locally to each DAC unit cell separately, i.e.
‘local mixing’. Examples of global and local mixing are shown in Figure 3.4
and Figure 3.5 respectively. An option in between global mixing and local
mixing is ‘subset mixing’, where a subset of the outputs of the DAC 1-bit
cells are combined before the mixing operation takes place. An example of
subset mixing is shown in Figure 3.6.

LO LOLO

Vb1

Vout Vout

M4 M7

Vdd

M5 M6

RLRL

M1

M0

M2 M3

Vg2

Vg1

Data Data

M8

Vb1 Vb1

Vb1 VgcVgc

M9

ImixBiasImixBias

Figure 3.4: Global mixing and simultaneous operations; the
architecture is synthesized based on the classification

Advantages and disadvantages of the various mixing locality options, and
literature examples are given in Table 3.4. Subset mixing does not appear in
open literature.

For global mixing, a very linear mixer is required since the current through
the mixer in Figure 3.4 is data dependent. However, a current commuting
CMOS transistor is not very linear. When increasing the bias current through
the mixer (ImixBias in Figure 3.4), the ratio between data-dependent current
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Figure 3.5: Local mixing and simultaneous operations; the
architecture is synthesized based on the classification
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Figure 3.6: Subset mixing and simultaneous operations; the
architecture is synthesized based on the classification
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and data-independent current decreases, which increases the linearity at the
expense of power consumption.

For local mixing, the current through the mixer only contains binary
information, hence the linearity of the mixer is not important. However,
mismatch between the numerous local mixers, i.e. mismatch in the LO signal
timing or mismatch of the mix transistors (M4-M7 in Figure 3.4), can degrade
the linearity of the Mixing-DAC. This effect is similar to timing errors in
traditional baseband DACs, discussed in [64].

The chip layout of a Mixing-DAC with local mixing is expected to be
more complex than with global mixing, since local mixing requires mixing
transistors for each current cell and the routing of the LO signal to each
current cell. A more complex layout can result in more undesired coupling
between signals.

The advantages and disadvantages of subset mixing largely depend on
the specific implementation. Subset mixing has a better mismatch sensitivity
than local mixing. However, mixer linearity is a concern in subset mixing,
since the current through the mixer is signal dependent. Subset mixing will
add layout complexity since the layout does not have the regularity of local
or global mixing.

The qualitative analysis of the differences between global mixing and local
mixing does not give a clear view on which option is better for high spectral
purity. Therefore, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 discuss a quantitative analysis of
the differences between these two options.

3.4.2.2 Amplitude - polarity

Almost all Mixing-DAC’s employ Symetric around Zero (SaZ) signaling
for the BB mixer input since there is no advantage in using Return to Zero
(RZ) signaling. This RZ signaling is not to be mistaken for the RZ mixing
of the LO signal, the advantages and disadvantages or which are discussed in
Section 3.4.1.2. The difference between the polarity of the LO signal and the
polarity of the BB signal are visualized in Figure 3.7.

RZ is only used when the architecture does not allow SaZ signaling because
the chosen architecture is completely single ended[54]. Section 3.5.1 discusses
the signal balancing.

3.4.2.3 Frequency

The sample rate of the BB mixer input influences the spectral content
related to the term K · FS in (3.1). These spectral components are usually
undesired and can be filtered out. When these spectral components are filtered
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Table 3.4: Examples of Mixing-DAC architectures for all three
classes of mixing locality

Mixing
locality

Example Characteristics

Local
mixing

Current source mixing
[5, 10, 11, 13]
Gilbert current
cell mixing
[8,9,18–22,30,31,40,51]
Single-ended square-
wave mixing [54–56]
Semi-differential
square-wave current
source mixing [57]
Direct conversion [48]

Advantage: insensitive to
mixing transistor non-linearity.
Disadvantages: sensitive to
mixing transistor mismatch,
larger chip area.

Subset
mixing

Characteristics between local
mixing and global mixing.

Global
mixing

Two step
conversion[52,59]
Combined output mix-
ing [12,58]

Advantages: insensitive to
mixing transistor mismatch,
smaller chip area
Disadvantage: sensitive to
mixing transistor non-linearity.
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Figure 3.7: Mixing-DAC output signal, indicating the difference
between BB polarity and LO polarity, with BB signal in analog
domain (global mixing)
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out between the D/A conversion and the mixing operation, the sample rate
FS of the BB signal can be chosen freely. However, when no intermediate
filtering is present, or when this filtering is not possible (e.g. cascoded mixing,
see Section 3.5.2), FS should be an integer value of the LO signal frequency
fLO:

FLO = n · FS , n ∈ Z. (3.2)

This synchronization is necessary to align the LO and BB transitions, and to
align the BB spectrum repetitions, related to |M | > 1 and |K| > 0 in (3.1),
in the output spectrum.

The advantage of a low sample rate is the low distortion due to timing
errors [64]. The advantages of high sample rate include: low noise floor due
to clock jitter[64], low quantization noise floor, large Nyquist bandwidth, and
large separation between the main output signal and the image in the second
Nyquist band. The choice for a certain sample rate is also influenced by the
positioning of the harmonic distortion components.

3.5 Implementation level classification

At the implementation level, four different aspects are distinguished:
balancing of the signals, sequence of the DAC and mixing operation, locality
of mixing, and the usage of the mixing transistors.

3.5.1 Signal balancing

The two main signals in the Mixing-DAC (BB and LO) can both be imple-
mented with single ended signaling, differential signaling or quasi-differential
signaling[28]. Table 3.5 gives examples of Mixing-DAC architectures with
different combinations of signal balancing. The various combinations are:
both signals differential (‘Fully differential’), one signal differential and
one signal single ended (‘Partially single-ended’), both signals single ended
(‘Single ended’), and combining two single ended Mixing-DACs to generate a
differential-like signal (‘Quasi-differential’).

3.5.1.1 Reference current

Fully differential CS Mixing-DACs can use a reference current source which
is always on. This enables the use of a large area which results in a high
accuracy. In single-ended Mixing-DACs, the reference is switched on and off,
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Table 3.5: Examples of Mixing-DAC architectures classified
according to balancing of signals

Signal
balancing

Example Characteristics

Fully differ-
ential

Gilbert current
cell mixing
[8,9,18–22,30,31,40,51]
Two step conversion
[52,59]
Direct conversion [48]
Combined output mix-
ing [12,58]

Advantages: insensitivity to
common mode disturbances,
low control signal feedthrough,
suppression of even order har-
monic distortion, undisturbed
power supply current.
Disadvantage: possibly
larger chip area, low energy
efficiency

Partially
single-
ended

Sine-wave RZ current
source mixing [5,10,11,
13]
Semi-differential
square-wave current
source mixing [57]

Advantages: moderate en-
ergy efficiency, partially insen-
sitive to common mode distur-
bances, partial suppression of
even order harmonic distortion
Disadvantage: output signal
contains large common-mode
part

Single-
ended

Single-ended square-
wave mixing [54–56]

Advantages: high energy effi-
ciency
Disadvantage: interface mis-
match with differential circuits
later in the signal chain

Quasi-
differential

Quasi-differential mix-
ing [28]

Advantages: high energy ef-
ficiency, partially insensitive
to common mode disturbances,
partial suppression of even or-
der harmonic distortion
Disadvantage: output signal
contains large common mode
part

and hence must occupy a small area to enable fast switching. This small area
results in a low accuracy, which degrades the linearity. Also quasi-differential
signaling uses a switched references, which needs to have a small area which
results in a low accuracy.
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3.5.1.2 Disturbance

When a certain signal is implemented with differential signaling, and both
wires are close together in layout, most disturbances equally couple to both
signals. This common disturbance is attenuated by the following block in the
signal chain, provided it has a high Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR).
With a single ended signal, disturbances are directly added to the signal.

Applying this to the Mixing-DAC, it can be argued that when both
input signals are implemented with differential signaling (fully differential
signaling), disturbances at the Mixing-DAC output are minimized. When
one of the two signals is single ended, or when the Mixing-DAC is completely
single-ended, the Mixing-DAC is most sensitive to disturbances, since each
disturbance directly couples to the output signal. With quasi-differential
signaling, both signals partially receive the same disturbance, depending on
the spatial separation. However, the disturbance sensitivity is higher than for
differential signaling since the two signals are usually not as close as differential
signaling, and there is no common reference.

3.5.1.3 Even-order harmonics

Another advantage of differential signaling is the suppression of even
order harmonic distortion. For the LO signal, even order harmonics only
influence signal frequencies far outside the band of interest. However, for
the BB signal, the frequency of the second order harmonic is close to the
signal band and hence must be as low as possible. The actual suppression
of even order harmonic distortion depends on the matching of the two paths
of the differential signals. Partial single ended signaling and quasi-differential
signaling exhibit partial second-order distortion cancellation, depending on
the specific implementation.

3.5.1.4 Signal feedthrough

For some fully differential circuits with differential control signals, the
feedthrough of the input signals to the output partially cancel. For instance,
a fully differential Gilbert cell mixer significantly reduces the coupling between
the LO signal and the output with respect to a single-ended mixer. For full
cancellation, matching of the differential signal paths is required.

(Partially) single ended signaling and quasi-differential signaling do not
offer input signal feedthrough cancellation.
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3.5.1.5 Data-dependent power consumption

The power consumption of (partially) single ended signaling and quasi-
differential signaling is dependent on the input signals. This causes input-
dependent voltage drop (i.e. IR-drop) over the power supply connections,
which can couple back to output stage and causes harmonic distortion in
the Mixing-DAC output signal.

Fully differential signaling results in a constant power consumption, and
hence the aforementioned coupling path does not cause harmonic distortion.

3.5.1.6 Chip area

Single ended circuits require less active components than differential
structures, hence the active chip area of a single ended Mixing-DAC can be
less. However, single ended signaling will require more decoupling capacitance
than differential signaling on the supply nodes to filter the aforementioned
input-dependent disturbance, which increases the chip area. The actual
amount of required chip area depends on a number of factors and is specific
for each architecture and implementation. Quasi-differential signaling requires
approximately the same chip area as differential signaling, due to the double
signal paths.

The larger active area of the active circuits and the double wiring of
a differential solution usually results in higher parasitic capacitances. An
example of this is the double output capacitance of a double balanced Gilbert
cell mixer in comparison with a single balanced Gilbert cell mixer. This results
in a higher power consumption or lower maximum frequency of differential
circuits.

3.5.1.7 Output signal

Almost all RF circuits require differential input signals, hence the Mixing-
DAC should produce such a signal. A fully single ended circuit cannot produce
a differential output signal without additional circuitry, e.g. a balun. A partial
single ended or quasi-differential Mixing-DAC has a positive and negative
output terminal, but does not produce a true differential output signal.
Instead, the common mode of the output signal is equal to half the magnitude
of the differential output signal[13]. This output signal behavior is not always
acceptable for RF applications. Only fully differential signaling produces a
true differential output signal without a large common-mode component.
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3.5.1.8 Efficiency

An advantage of single ended structures is that the power consumption of
the Mixing-DAC output stage scales with the power of the signal, when polar
signaling is used, see Section 3.3.2. For I/Q signaling, the power consumption
of a single-ended Mixing-DAC is half of the power consumption of a differential
Mixing-DAC, due to the DC level which is present in the BB input signal.
The power consumption of quasi-differential signaling is similar to the power
consumption of single-ended signaling.

3.5.1.9 Conclusion

For high spectral purity, the sensitivity of the Mixing-DAC to disturbances
must be minimized, while power consumption is a secondary consideration.
Therefore, fully differential signaling should be used for high spectral purity.

3.5.2 Sequence of operations

The sequence of the two operations in the Mixing-DAC (i.e. mixing and
digital to analog conversion) can be chosen freely. The two operations can
be done cascaded (mixing before the D/A conversion, or mixing after the
D/A conversion), or cascoded. Cascoded mixing and D/A conversion can be
done in the same current path (e.g. traditional Gilbert current-cell mixing
of for instance Figure 3.5) or using a folded cascode structure (e.g. folded
Gilbert-cell Mixing-DAC, proposed in Figure 3.8).
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Vdd

M5 M6
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M2 M3

Vg2

Vg1

Data Data
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Vb1 Vb1

Vgf VgfM9

Figure 3.8: Mixing-DAC architecture with local mixing, simul-
taneous mixing and DA conversion with folded structure; the
architecture is synthesized based on the classification
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The choice for the sequence of D/A conversion and mixing operation, and
the previously discussed choice for BB mixer input resolution (i.e. mixing
locality, see Section 3.4.2.1) are interdependent. Figure 3.9 graphically shows
this interdependence. For example: global mixing is not available with the
cascaded ‘mixing -> D/A conversion’ sequence.

Mixing -> D/A
Cascaded, Cascaded,

Cascoded

Sequence of operations

M
ix

in
g

lo
ca

lit
y

D/A -> Mixing

Global mixing

Local mixing

Figure 3.9: Choices for mixing locality and sequence of operations
are interdependent

Examples for the classification based on the sequence of mixing and DAC
operation in the Mixing-DAC are given in Table 3.6.

The main difference between the various operations sequences is the
presence or absence of an analog voltage-to-current (V-I) and a current-to-
voltage (I-V) conversion.

3.5.2.1 Cascaded: DAC before mixing

An I-V conversion using a MOST is a non-linear operation. 1-bit signals
remain undistorted by definition when passing a non-linear operation while
analog signals are distorted. Therefore, the linearity of analog mixers is limited
and hence ‘D/A -> mixing’ sequence results in a non-linear mixing operation
[6].

Applying mixing after the D/A conversion enables the use of an analog
reconstruction filter between the DAC and mixer. This filter can remove
the undesired signal images associated with K 6= 0 in (3.1) and reduces the
requirements of the RF filter after the Mixing-DAC.

3.5.2.2 Cascaded: mixing before DAC

In cascaded ‘Mixing -> D/A’, mixing is done on 1-bit signals, hence
a high linearity can be achieved. This digital mixing requires a DAC
core which is capable of producing at least 8GSps for a 4GHz RF output,
which is a very high speed for the required linearity. Known problems
with high linearity DACs at high frequency are the data-dependent output
impedance[65], random timing errors due to mismatch [64] and inter-symbol-
interference.
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Table 3.6: Classification of Mixing-DAC architectures based on
sequence of the operations mixing and DAC

Sequence Example Characteristics

Cascaded:
mixing
before
DAC

Single-ended square-
wave mixing [54–56]
Semi-differential
square-wave current
source mixing [57]
Direct conversion [48]

Advantages: no mixing sig-
nal feedthrough to output be-
cause of mixing in digital do-
main, compatible with mod-
ern CMOS process technologies
because of mixing in digital
domain, possibility of interme-
diate filtering.
Disadvantages: higher power
consumption because of two-
stage conversion, digital mix-
ing reduces possibility of high
output frequency

Cascaded:
DAC
before
Mixing

Quantized sine-wave
two step conversion[52]
Conventional two step
conversion [59]

Advantages: possibility of
intermediate filtering.
Disadvantages: higher power
consumption because of two-
stage conversion.

Cascoded Sine-wave RZ current
source mixing [5,10,11,
13]
Gilbert current
cell mixing
[8,9,18–22,30,31,40,51]
Combined output mix-
ing [12,58]

Advantages: no linearity
degradation due to multiple
stages in signal path, low power
consumption.
Disadvantages: no possibil-
ity of intermediate filtering,
reduced current cell voltage
headroom.

Timing errors are an important consideration in digital mixing. Mixing
to the RF frequency can be done anywhere in the digital signal chain,
ranging from the Mixing-DAC data input signal to the Mixing-DAC driver
stage. Implementing the latter option results in a novel architecture which
is proposed in Figure 3.10. The potentially large mismatch in the RC time
constant of the Mixed nodes causes timing errors. These timing errors will
introduce non-linear distortion and limit the spectral purity. The magnitude
of the non-linearity due to the timing errors requires quantitative analysis,
which is discussed in Chapter 6.
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Applying digital mixing early in the signal chain enables digital filtering
and digital I/Q combining, as opposed to mixing in the driver or later in
the signal chain. Filtering in the digital domain reduces the requirements on
analog RF filtering. However, digital filtering of the upconverted RF signal
requires additional digital hardware. Digital filtering at the RF frequency
can be very costly in terms of power when the RF output frequency is
high. However, with newer CMOS process technologies, digital operations
are becoming cheaper in terms of power consumption and chip area. I/Q
combining (see Section 3.3.2) in the digital domain is accurate and does not
suffer from the mismatch in I/Q combining or LO leakage of analog I/Q
combining.

3.5.2.3 Cascoded

Cascoded mixing and DAC offers a choice in mixing locality. Sec-
tion 3.4.2.1 shows that both global and local mixing have advantages and
disadvantages. This is further discussed in Chapter 5.

Cascoded operations with the traditional Gilbert-cell mixing has the
disadvantage that it requires additional voltage headroom with respect to a CS
DAC, due to the transistors which implement the additional mixing function.
Two exceptions are the use of the current source transistor as the mixer [5], or
using a folded structure. Mixing using the current source is limited in speed
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or accuracy, depending on the size of the current source transistor. Cascoded
operations with the folded Gilbert-cell mixing has the disadvantage that it
has a higher current consumption due to the additional current path through
the folded mixer path, with respect to the CS DAC.

3.5.2.4 Conclusion

The three options for the sequence of mixing and D/A conversion are
discussed in the previous sections. Cascaded operations with mixing after
D/A conversion has an analog I/V and V/I conversion which results in severe
non-linear distortion.

Cascaded operations with D/A conversion after mixing is sensitive to
timing errors, but determining its magnitude requires further quantitative
analysis, which is discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6. Cascoded mixing and
D/A conversion is sensitive to non-linear mixing or timing errors, depending
on the mixing locality. Determining the actual magnitude of the resulting non-
linear distortion also requires further quantitative analysis, which is discussed
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

3.5.3 Transistor usage

When using a current commutating transistor as a mixer, two different
usage scenarios are available with respect to the LO and BB signals, see
Figure 3.11.

BB

LO LO

Out

(a)

LO

BB BB

Out

(b)

Figure 3.11: Difference between options of transistor usage: BB
current through transistor(a) and LO current through transistor(b)

One option is to supply the gate of the mix transistor with the LO signal
and put the BB signal in the current through the mixer, see Figure 3.11(a).
An example of this mixing configuration is proposed in Figure 3.5.

The other option is to supply the gate of the mix transistor with the
BB signal and put the LO signal in the current through the mixer, see
Figure 3.11(b). This option is available for two architectures types. The
first architecture is digital mixing, imagine Figure 3.10 but with swapped LO
and Data connections. The second architecture group is when mixing and
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DAC conversion are executed cascoded in the output stage and local mixing
is applied, imagine Figure 3.5 but with swapped Data and LO signals, or
mixing in the current sources [5].

Figure 3.11(b) shows that when the current through the mixer is at a high
frequency, the source node of the mixer transistor contains high frequency
voltage swing. For charging and discharging the parasitic capacitance at that
node, signal current is used. Simulations have shown that the power loss can
be as large as 1.5dB compared to the other transistor usage option.

Simulations of the Gilbert cell Mixing-DAC based on Figure 3.5 do not
show a linearity difference between the two transistor usage scenarios, but
output power difference is present. Therefore, the LO gate option is chosen
although there is no advantage in spectral purity.

An overview of the classification based on transistor usage is given in
Table 3.7.

Table 3.7: Classification of Mixing-DAC architectures based on
transistor usage

Usage Example Characteristics

BB gate Sine-wave RZ current
source mixing [5,10,11,
13]
Combined output mix-
ing [12, 58] Gilbert cell
mixing [18–22,40]

Disadvantage: lower output
power.

LO gate Gilbert cell mixing [8,
9, 30, 31, 51]

Advantage: higher output
power.

3.6 Conclusion

The proposed systematic analysis and classification of Mixing-DAC
architectures reveals the most crucial architecture choices, when high
frequency high spectral purity is considered. The sequence of mixing and
D/A operation and the resolution of mixing signals are important architectural
choices that strongly determine the linearity of a Mixing-DAC architecture.

For high spectral purity at GHz frequencies, the following characteristics
are optimal: current-steering principle, Cartesian signaling, square-wave
mixing, symmetric around zero signaling for the LO and data signal, fully
differential and LO-gate transistor usage. The best mixing-locality option
depends on the magnitude of the mixer non-linearity and the timing errors
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for global mixing and local mixing respectively. The best sequence of mixing
and D/A conversion operations also depends on the impact of timing errors.
However, mixing after the D/A conversion is expected to result in a poor
linearity. These uncertainties require additional quantitative analysis, which
will be discussed in the next chapter.

With the presented analysis of Mixing-DAC architectures, designers and
researchers now have a clear insight on the impact of architectural choices on
the spectral purity of the Mixing-DAC output signal.
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The preceding classification of Mixing-DAC architectures identifies a
number of characteristics of a Mixing-DAC which are expected to enable
the best spectral purity. This leads to three promising architectures, which
require additional quantitative analysis. In the classification, the trade-off
between various architectures was virtually technology-independent. But for
the analysis of timing errors and mixer linearity, 65nm CMOS is assumed to
be the implementing process technology. However, the analysis can be extended
to other process technologies.

4.1 Introduction

The top level view of the synthesis of the most optimal architecture is
shown in Figure 4.1. All possible architectures are considered. First, the
classification is used to analyze which choices for all architectural aspects
result in an architecture which is suitable for wide-band signals and is expected
to lead to high spectral purity. These architectural choices are: current-
steering principle, Cartesian signaling, square-wave mixing, symmetric around
zero signaling for the LO and data signal, fully differential and LO-gate
transistor usage. However, there are also architectural aspects which require
further analysis. These architectural aspects are further analyzed using
process information, which leads to a most optimal architecture.

4.2 Classification uncertainties

The previous chapter identifies two architectural choices which need
further analysis: mixing locality and sequence of operations.

Mixing locality defines if mixing is done locally in each current cell or
globally on the combined output of the current cells, see Section 3.4.2.1. Both
local mixing and global mixing could result in a high linearity. For global
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Figure 4.1: Process to synthesize a promising Mixing-DAC
architecture

mixing, the linearity of the mixer is crucial. For local mixing, mismatch
between the local mixers introduces non-linearity. The magnitude of both
effects depends on the implementation and on the sequence of the mixing and
D/A conversion, and requires quantitative analysis.

The sequence of the two Mixing-DAC operations (D/A conversion and
mixing) determines the order in which these two operations take place.
Three options can be distinguished: cascaded DAC before mixing, cascaded
mixing before DAC and cascoded operations, see Section 3.5.2. Main
difference between these two options is the presence or absence of V-I and
I-V conversions. Cascaded DAC before mixing is expected to produce large
non-linearities due to an analog V-I and I-V conversion. Hence, only cascoded
operations and cascaded mixing before DAC can result in a high linearity.

4.3 Architecture synthesis

Combining the two options for the two architectural choices of the previous
section, three promising architectures can be synthesized. These architectures
are:

• cascoded global mixing, see Figure 3.4,

• cascoded local mixing, see Figure 3.5,

• digital mixing, see Figure 3.10.

The trade-off in the mixing locality between cascoded global mixing and
cascoded local mixing is discussed in Chapter 5. The trade-off in the sequence
of mixing and D/A conversion between cascoded local mixing and digital
mixing is discussed in Chapter 6.
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4.4 Other architecture considerations

Other important aspects of a CS Mixing-DAC architecture are: amplitude
errors and segmentation. Amplitude errors between the current source
of the current cells result in non-linearity in the transfer characteristics
[7]. Chapter 8 presents a calibration method which is especially aimed at
(Mixing-)DACs at high frequencies and with high robustness.

The trade-off for the segmentation of the Mixing-DAC is a complex
problem. A theoretical framework for the segmentation of Nyquist DACs
is published in [66]. However, that work is focused at low-frequency
characteristics, i.e. INL and DNL. For Mixing-DACs, dynamic characteristics
are much more important, e.g. IMD and SFDR. Therefore, a segmentation
trade-off for high frequency Mixing-DACs is discussed in Chapter 9.

4.5 Conclusion

The classification identifies two architectural choices which need further
analysis: mixing locality and sequence of operations. Combining these
architectural choices results in three promising Mixing-DAC architectures:
cascoded global mixing, cascoded local mixing and digital mixing. These
architectures require quantitative analysis, which is discussed in the following
chapters. The analysis of amplitude errors and segmentation is important,
which is also discussed in the next chapters.
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The previous chapter discussed that the mixing locality is an important
trade-off in the architecture synthesis of a Mixing-DAC with high spectral
purity. Local mixing is sensitive to mismatch between the local mixer in each
current cell. Global mixing requires a linear mixer. Based on an estimation of
parasitic capacitances on the most sensitive nodes, global mixing is shown
to offer a lower linearity than local mixing. It is also shown that local
mixing requires an output cascode in each current cell to sufficiently isolate
the internal nodes from the large output voltage swing. An alternative to the
output cascode is an output transformer, which is discussed in Chapter 7

This chapter is based on a paper published in the proceedings of the IEEE
ISCAS 2012 conference [85].

5.1 Introduction

Numerous error sources that limit the Mixing-DAC linearity exist.
Simulations show that the mixing locality has a major impact on the linearity.
This mixing locality is also discussed in Section 3.4.2.1. Two main options
for mixing locality are distinguished: global mixing and local mixing, see
Figure 5.1.

In global mixing, the output signals of the unit DAC functions are
first combined before being mixed. When implementing global mixing with
transistors, the non-linearity of the transistor results in a non-linear mixing
function.

When local mixing is used, the mixing is executed inside the DAC unit
cells before the signals are combined. These unit cells contain only 1-bit
signals, hence the mixing operation is inherently linear even if real transistors
are used. However, mismatch between the mixing operation in the unit cells
can deteriorate the linearity of the Mixing-DAC.

A third option for mixing locality is subset mixing. With subset mixing, a
subset of the DAC unit element output signal is combined before the mixing
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Figure 5.1: General model of global mixing (a) and local mixing
(b)

operation is applied, see Figure 3.6 in Section 3.4.2.1. The linearity of subset
mixing largely depends on the implementation and the error sources are a
combination of the error sources of local mixing and global mixing. Therefore,
this third option is not discussed separately.

5.2 Analysis and simulations

For the analysis of the two mixing locality options, a specific implementa-
tion is assumed: a 65nm 1.2V/3.3V CMOS process with thin-oxide and thick-
oxide transistors. However, the analysis can be extended to other process
technologies.

Since high linearity DACs are usually implemented as Current Steer-
ing(CS) DACs, the Mixing-DAC under investigation is chosen to be a CS
Mixing-DAC. The simplified schematics of a CS Mixing-DAC with global
mixing and local mixing are shown in Figure 5.2(a) and Figure 5.2(b)
respectively

Table 5.1 summarizes the most important error sources of the CS Mixing-
DAC which lead to non-linearity. The following subsections systematically
analyze each error source separately, using the corresponding identification
number in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2. Unless otherwise indicated, simulations
use the following simulation setup. The load resistors (RL) are 25Ω
(50Ω double terminated) each and the maximum output current is 20mA,
generating a differential output-signal amplitude of 1VPP. The input signal
is a two-tone full scale signal at fin1=150MHz and fin2=165MHz. Together
with a mixing signal frequency (fLO) of 4.02GHz, the resulting output signal
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Table 5.1: Mixing-DAC error sources leading to non-linearity

# Description

Output
effects

1 Non-linear Cgd combined with output voltage swing
2 Non-linear Rdb combined with output voltage swing

Global
mixing

3 Mixer input-current dependent mixing

Local
mixing

4 Mixer data-dependent timing errors
5 Ccs combined with the output-voltage dependent settling

of the mixer common source nodes after data switching

Common 6 Common-source node disturbance due to LO transition
combined with Ccs, dependent on output voltage swing

DAC
effects

7 Data timing errors
8 Disturbance due to data switching combined with Cdcs

9 Mismatch between output current of current sources

frequencies (fout) are 4.17GHz and 4.19GHz. In the simulations, the IMD3 of
the output signal is used as a measure for the linearity.

5.2.1 Output effects

For isolating the Mixing-DAC non-linear output effects in simulation, the
simulation setup of Figure 5.3(a) is used. An ideal Mixing-DAC output signal
is generated by Iout and RL, while M1 and M2 model the output non-linearity
of a Mixing-DAC. A sweep over the output common mode voltage (Vout dc)
for various values of the output signal frequency (fout) is used to show the
effect of the output non-linearities, see Figure 5.3. This simulation clearly
shows that an IMD3 of -85dBc at 4GHz is achievable with CMOS output
transistors.

The most limiting output effects are: gate-drain capacitance and drain-
bulk leakage (error sources 1 and 2 in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2). These two
effects mainly depend on Vout dc, fout and output signal voltage swing.

5.2.2 Specific global mixing non-linearities

In the global mixing simulation model, only transistors M4 to M7 of
Figure 5.2(a) are real transistors. The other parts of the Mixing-DAC are
implemented in Verilog-A.

Global mixing suffers from non-linearity errors due to the data-dependent
current through the mixing transistors (error source 3). Global mixing can
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results (b)

be linearized by optimizing the ratio between signal current and bias current,
hence by adding bias current through the mixer (ImixBias in Figure 5.2(a))

Figure 5.4 shows the IMD3 dependence on ImixBias. For equal bias
voltage levels at each node, increasing ImixBias also means increases the size
of the mixing transistors, which increases the output-related non-linearity.
Therefore, there is a maximum achievable IMD3 for global mixing which is
-82dBc (see Figure 5.4). This is worse than the required -85dBc.

5.2.3 Specific local mixing non-linearities

In the simulation model of the local Mixing-DAC, only transistors M4

to M7 of Figure 5.2(b) are real transistors, the other Mixing-DAC parts are
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implemented using Verilog-A.

The current through a mixer transistor pair (e.g. M4-M5) exhibits a large
step if the input code of the corresponding data transistor (e.g. M2) changes.
This generates a large voltage step at the mixer common source node Vcs.
The settling behavior of the Vcs step depends on the output voltage (error
source 5), which introduces a error charge on the parasitic capacitance Ccs.
By optimizing Ibleed, this error source can be minimized.

Threshold voltage mismatch of the mixing transistors causes timing errors
in the mixing operation between current cells, generating non-linearity (error
source 4). A more elaborate discussion of the nature of the timing errors in a
local Mixing-DAC is given in Chapter 6.

The results of a Monte Carlo (MC) mismatch simulation are shown in
Figure 5.5. In this simulation the transition time of the LO waveform is 50ps
and RL is chosen very small (0.25Ω) to isolate the mismatch non-linearity.
The simulated standard deviation of the timing errors is approximately 0.8ps.
In the corresponding IMD3 distribution, 99% of all IMD3 results is better
than -93dBc. Therefore, it is concluded that the LO timing errors do not
degrade the dynamic linearity of the CS Mixing-DAC below the required
IMD3=-85dBc. The timing errors due to imperfect signal routing are assumed
to be negligible and hence are not taken into account.

5.2.4 Common mixing non-linearities

Both local and global mixing are very sensitive to capacitance Ccs at the
common source node of the mixer (error source 6). During an LO transition
a disturbance occurs at the common source node of the mixer transistors.
The size of this disturbance is dependent on the Mixing-DAC input signal,
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generating non-linear distortion. For local mixing, this data dependence
originates from the finite isolation between the output voltage swing and the
mixer common-source node. For global mixing, the signal current through the
mixer causes the above mentioned data-dependence.

Figure 5.6 shows the IMD3 dependence on the value of Ccs. In this
simulation, the same models as given in Section 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 are used.
Realistic values for Ccs are 10-20fF for local mixing and 1-2pF for global
mixing. In those regions, the linearity of the Mixing-DAC is reduced to
IMD3=-72dBc, which is much worse than the required -85dBc.

5.2.5 DAC non-idealities

Non-linearities specifically related to the DAC function (e.g. error sources
7-9) are not discussed in this chapter. Other authors have extensively
discussed these effects [61, 64][87, 88]. Moreover, the DAC-function non-
linearities are common to global mixing and local mixing.

5.2.6 Output cascode

For local mixing, the isolation between the output signal and the mixer
common source node can be increased by adding a local output cascode to
each cell. Figure 5.7 shows the schematic of a local Mixing-DAC with output
cascode. Careful biasing ensures all transistors do not exceed their maximum
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operating conditions. The new IMD3 dependence on mixer common source
node capacitance is simulated using a simulation model where only M4-M9

are real transistors. The results are shown in Figure 5.8. It can be seen
that the simulated performance is improved to IMD3=-92dBc. The isolation
between the output and internal nodes can also be implemented using an
output transformer, which is further discussed in Chapter 7.

Using a simulation model where all Mixing-DAC current cell transistors
(M0-M9) are real transistors and assuming realistic wiring capacitances, the
IMD3 is -88dBc, achieving the desired linearity.

For global mixing, adding additional isolation between the output and
the mixer common-source node does not improve the linearity, since the Ccs

dependent non-linearity in global mixing is due to the data dependent current
through the mixer. Figure 5.8 confirms this claim, where the expected IMD3
value is -75dBc.

5.3 Conclusion

For high linearity Mixing-DACs, mixing locality is a major concern. For
a current steering Mixing-DAC, the impact of the capacitance at the mixer
common-source node (Ccs) dominates the Intermodulation Distortion (IMD)
performance. For global mixing, this error source cannot be prevented.
For local mixing, the IMD degradation due to Ccs originates from coupling
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from the mixer common-source node to the output voltage. Implementing
a local output cascode reduces the sensitivity to Ccs. The expected IMD3
performance of the exemplary local mixing CS Mixing-DAC is <-88dBc
at fout>4GHz output frequency, enabling the use of a Mixing-DAC for
multicarrier GSM applications.
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The architecture classification in Chapter 3 identified mixing locality
and the sequence of mixing and D/A conversion are important trade-offs.
Chapter 5 demonstrates that local mixing is the most promising mixing locality.
In this chapter, the sequence of operations is investigated by comparing two
architectures with local mixing: cascoded local mixing and cascaded mixing
before DAC (digital mixing). It is shown, that the impact of timing errors is
different for the two architectures. Cascoded local mixing has advantageous
characteristics with respect to its timing errors, but timing errors in digital
mixing do cause a non-linear distortion that is much worse than in the case
of cascoded local mixing.

This chapter is based on part of a paper published at the IEEE ISCAS 2014
conference[83].

6.1 Introduction

A Current Steering (CS) Mixing-DAC with local mixing (see Chapter 5)
can be very linear if the responses of all 1-bit switched current sources (current
cells) are uncorrelated and identical, or ideally scaled for binary current cells.
For high linearity at high frequency, both timing and amplitude of the 1-bit
cells should be considered. The amplitude matching in CS (Mixing-)DACs
has been thoroughly researched, and many intrinsic and correction methods
exist[67], for example the calibration method proposed in Chapter 8. However,
the synthesis of a Mixing-DAC architecture with the focus on timing errors
is not discussed in open literature, while this is critical for achieving high
linearity at high frequency.

This chapter focuses on local mixing, since this architecture can suffer from
timing errors, see Chapter 5. With local mixing, the timing synchronization
between the current cells is important, since timing errors degrade the
linearity.
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Current steering Mixing-DACs predominantly use a segmented implemen-
tation, with a unary scaled MSB part and a binary scaled LSB part. Without
loss of generality, the analysis in this chapter assumes a 16 bit Mixing-DAC
with a segmentation of 6bit unary MSB and 10 bit binary LSB, implemented in
65nm CMOS. The presented analysis is also applicable to other segmentations.
The used signal frequencies are: input frequency fin=150MHz, sample rate
FS=1.95GSps and LO mixing frequency fLO=3.9GHz.

Section 6.2 discusses the characteristics of timing errors in a CS Mixing-
DAC. Various architecture options are proposed in Section 6.3. The timing
errors on the three most important signals in the Mixing-DAC are analyzed in
Section 6.4, Section 6.5 and Section 6.6. A comparison between the proposed
architectures is discussed in Chapter 6.7.

6.2 Timing errors characteristics

In CS Mixing-DACs, a segmented approach results in the most optimal
performance. For a full-scale signal, the performance of the unary (MSB) part
is most critical. Timing errors in the unary part are only randomly distributed.
No systematic timing errors are present since each cell is identical.

Random timing errors predominantly can occur in three signals in the
Mixing-DAC unit cells: Data input, LO input and the Mixed signal (see
Figure 6.2 for Data and LO, and Figure 6.4 for Mixed). Only timing error
differences between the current cells are relevant since they lead to non-linear
distortion. The timing errors are assumed to be Gaussion distributed with
zero mean.

Two types of timing errors are considered: delay timing errors and duty-
cycle timing errors. An ideal periodic square waveform and the same waveform
with timing errors are shown at the left of Figure 6.1. The difference between

∆ waveform: ∆ spectrum:

Delay:

Duty-cycle:

fs

Ts

t

3fs 5fst

t

t

t

f

f0 2fs 4fs

Figure 6.1: Time domain and spectral characteristics of timing
errors
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the base waveform and the waveforms with timing errors, and the spectra of
these differences, are also shown. For all practical values of the timing errors,
the error spectrum of the ∆-waveform with a delay timing error only contains
odd harmonics of the base frequency, and the duty-cycle error spectrum only
contains even harmonics of the base waveform. This spectral difference is
important for the Mixing-DAC architecture analysis.

For all practical segmentations and for a full-scale signal, the response
of the MSB unary current cells determines the performance. In this section
the binary current cells are thus assumed to be ideal. The next subsections
discuss possible Mixing-DAC architectures and the impact of timing errors at
three nodes in a Mixing-DAC: LO, Data and Mixed signal. The value of the
SFDRRB in a a 200MHz band around fout=fLO+fin is used as a measure of
the spectral purity.

6.3 Architecture options

Two main Mixing-DAC architectures with local mixing, but with different
choices for the sequence of operations, are: cascoded local mixing and
cascaded mixing before DAC (digital mixing). Another degree of freedom
is the locality of the LO driver, which can be either global or local. Hence,
in this chapter three Mixing-DAC architectures are compared: cascoded local
mixing with global LO driver, cascoded local mixing with local LO driver,
and digital mixing. For digital mixing, the choice of a local or global driver
does not influence the results of the timing error analysis.

Mixing-DAC architectures with cascoded local mixing with a global and
local LO driver, are shown in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 respectively. For
digital mixing, the mixing can be done in the driver using a mixing-driver
(see Figure 6.4) or earlier in the digital signal path.

In this chapter, intrinsic timing error sensitivity of the three proposed
architectures is mutually compared. Numerous timing error calibration
techniques for CS DACs exist [47,61][88] but they are not considered since it
is assumed that they are equally applicable to all proposed architectures.

6.4 Timing of Data signal

Timing errors in the Data input signal are extensively discussed in
publications regarding CS DAC timing errors[47, 61, 64, 68][88]. The same
conclusions and calibration techniques apply to all proposed Mixing-DAC
architectures, which is verified with simulations. Therefore, Data timing
errors have no influence on the architecture comparison.
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6.5 Timing of LO signal

Sensitivity to LO timing errors is specific for Mixing-DACs. Figure 6.5(a)
shows the results of transistor level simulations of the circuit of Figure 6.2 at
fLO=3.9GHz, where the two types of timing errors are deliberately introduced
in the LO input. Each current cell has its own independent random timing
error, which is fixed for one trial of the Monte Carlo simulation. To isolate the
nonlinear distortion due to timing errors, other error sources are eliminated:
RL ≈ 0 (to reduce output related effects [85]), the drivers and current sources
are modeled with ideal components with realistic drive strength and transition
times.

A 90% yield SFDRRB of 85dBc at fLO=3.9GHz requires σ(delay)<55fs
and σ(duty-cycle)<1.3ps. Hence, the Mixing-DAC is very sensitive to delay
errors, but at least 20 times less sensitive to duty-cycle errors. The cause for
the difference in sensitivity to the two types of timing errors can be seen in
Figure 6.6, where two output spectra with added delay and duty-cycle timing
errors in the LO signal are shown. The delay timing errors cause spurs around
fLO (which is close to the output band) while the duty-cycle timing errors
create spurs around 2·fLO. This can be expected, see Figure 6.1, since the
delay error spectrum contains energy at the fundamental frequency (i.e. fLO),
while the duty-cycle error spectrum contains energy at double this frequency
(i.e. 2·fLO).

With a single common LO signal (i.e. a single global LO driver, see
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Figure 6.5: Resulting SFDRRBof timing errors (error bar=90%,
#trials=20)

Figure 6.2) and output stage mixing, predominantly duty-cycle timing errors
occur. The duty-cycle timing errors mainly originate from threshold mismatch
and gain mismatch in the mixing transistors, M4-M7 in Figure 6.2. This
can be verified in the results of Monte Carlo mismatch simulations for the
architecture of Figure 6.2, which is shown in Figure 6.7, where only the mixing
transistors have mismatch. The mismatch-induced timing errors are almost
exclusively duty-cycle timing errors. The standard deviation of each type of
timing error are: σ(delay) =35fs and σ(duty-cycle) =0.92ps. These values
are very close to the required values. The resulting 90% yield SFDRRB is
approximately 85dBc.

A significant delay error can only originate from imperfect layout of the
LO distribution or output recombination structure. Careful layout of the
corresponding tree structures can reduce the expected delay error to less than
±5fs.

A local LO driver, as proposed in Figure 6.3, introduces additional duty-
cycle timing errors and delay timing errors, which can easily exceed 200fs,
while <55fs is required.
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6.6 Timing of Mixed signal

Figure 6.5(b) shows the results of a Monte Carlo transistor level simulation
of the Mixing-DAC architecture with mixing-driver of Figure 6.4, where
RL ≈ 0, and with ideal current sources, and ideal Data and LO drivers.
In each current cell with mixing-driver, a random timing error is deliberately
introduced in the Mixed signal (i.e. output of mixing-driver). Again, the
performance is very sensitive to delay timing errors: σ(delay)<31fs for 90%
yield SFDRRB>85dBc.
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Mismatch in the mixing-driver, e.g. in the current source (Md0 in
Figure 6.4), load resistor value (RD) or (parasitic) load capacitance CD of
the CML driver, can generate large timing errors. Note that CD is not an
intentional capacitor, but consists of the parasitic capacitance of the driver
transistors (M3d-M6d), wiring and the switches in the output stage (M2 and
M3). The exemplary implementation of the aforementioned Mixing-DAC with
digital mixing is simulated with mismatch in the value of RD and CD. The
simulation results are presented in Table 6.1. The frequencies of the signals
are: 3.9GHz LO signal and 160MHz and 175MHz dual-tone input data at
1.95GS/s sample rate.

Table 6.1: Simulated digital Mixing-DAC non-linearity due to
mismatch in the driver RC-constant

σRC = 1% σRC = 3% σRC = 10%

σ(delay) 87fs 0.26ps 0.87ps

SFDRRB(90%) 76dBc 66dBc 56dBc

The relationship between the 90% yield SFDRRB value and the spread in
CD and RD is:

SFDRRB(90%) ∝ 1/σ2
RC (6.1)

The physical positions of the RD’s and CD’s are spread over a large area, i.e.
the complete output stage width which can be as wide as 1mm. Therefore,
3% mismatch estimation is realistic. A mismatch of 3% in RDCD results in a
delay timing error of σ(delay)=0.26ps, while σ(delay)<31fs is required. The
corresponding 90% yield SFDRRB value of is -66dBc. Hence, mismatch in the
local mixing-driver already causes enough timing errors to severely limit the
spectral purity.

6.7 Architecture comparison

A summary of the performance of cascoded local mixing and mixing in
the driver is given in Table 6.2.

Digital mixing with a mixing-driver requires σ(delay)<31fs for a 90% yield
SFDRRB of85dBc, while the expected timing errors are much larger, leading
to a inferior spectral purity. Cascoded local mixing (Figure 6.2) requires:
σ(delay)<31fs and σ(duty − cycle)<1.3ps. Simulations show that these
requirements can be achieved when a single global LO driver is used. Hence,
the architecture with cascoded local mixing achieves the highest performance
and is expected to achieve the target SFDRRB of 85dBc.
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Table 6.2: Comparison of the two Mixing-DAC architectures

Architecture Figure
SFDRRB

Nominal 90% yield

Cascoded local mixing 6.2 88dBc 85dBc

Cascaded mixing in the driver 6.4 84dBc 66dBc

6.8 Conclusion

Timing errors are a main concern in high speed highly linear Mixing-DAC
architectures. The random timing errors of the unary part influence the choice
of the most optimal architecture. The linearity of a Mixing-DAC architecture
is very sensitive to delay timing errors in the LO and Mixed signal. Hence,
the architecture with cascoded local mixing achieves the highest performance.
The simulated performance of this architecture is: 90% yield SFDRRB=85dBc
at fout=4GHz.
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Chapter 5 shows that the isolation between the large output voltage swing
and internal nodes is important for achieving high linearity. A traditional
solution is the use of a local output cascode. Another solution, discussed in
this chapter, is an output transformer. It is shown that using a high turn ratio
results in a high attenuation of the output voltage swing from the secondary
to the primary side. But it is also shown that a high turn-ratio also results in
a high power consumption.

This chapter is based on a paper published in the proceedings of the IEEE
ECCTD 2013 conference [84].

7.1 Introduction

An RF-DAC based on the Current Steering DAC approach can be very
linear when the 1-bit switched current sources are independent and identical.
However, among the main causes of harmonic distortion are the output related
error mechanisms, which are discussed in Chapter 5. The large signal swing
at the output (typically 1Vpp) modulates the non-linear output capacitance
and couples to internal nodes due to the finite output impedance. When the
output signal swing is reduced, the linearity of the converter improves.

For a simple simulation, Figure 7.1 shows the IMD3 (i.e. linearity) versus
the load resistance at Iout,pp=20mA and fout=4GHz. At the typical load
resistance of 50Ω, the IMD3 is -71dBc, which is not sufficient for a highly
demanding application such as multicarrier GSM. Since the output related
non-linearity mainly originates from the switching output transistors, only
those transistors are realistically modeled in the simulation of Figure 7.1.

In Chapter 5, local output cascode transistors are used to shield the
internal switching transistors from the output, and hence improve the
linearity. This chapter proposes another solution: the use of an output
transformer, which is shown in Figure 7.2. When the turn ratio of the
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transformer n is larger than one, the load impedance seen from the Mixing-
DAC current cells is roughly RL/n

2. Therefore the voltage swing at the output
of the Mixing-DAC current cells is lower than at the load, which reduces the
output related non-linearities. An RF-DAC with output transformer has been
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presented before [28], but it has never been proposed for linearity reasons.
The next section compares these two linearity enhancement methods.

In Section 7.3, implementation options for the output transformer are
discussed. Section 7.4 presents calculations of the specific transformer setup.
Section 7.5 presents simulation results of the transformer and Mixing-DAC
with transformer.

7.2 Cascode vs. transformer

Two methods for RF-DAC linearization, discussed in this section, are:
local output cascode and output transformer. Note that the two methods are
not mutually exclusive, but can be combined. Table 7.1 gives an overview of
the comparison.

Table 7.1: Comparison of cascode and transformer for RF-DAC

Cascode Transformer

Area ++ --

Power consumption / efficiency ++ --

Common mode isolation -- ++

Voltage headroom -- ++

High frequency output filtering - +

DC output filtering o o

Added non-linear elements - +

High frequency capability - +

Noise - +

Main disadvantages of the output transformer method include power
consumption and chip area usage. For the transformer, a turn ratio n > 1 is
required to decrease the output related non-linear distortion. However, the
Mixing-DAC output current needs to be increased by n to maintain equal
signal power at the load, increasing the power consumption and area of the
Mixing-DAC core. In addition, inductors usually consume significant chip
area and create power losses.

Main advantages of the transformer are as follows. The output transformer
introduces common mode isolation between the Mixing-DAC and the load,
resulting in a completely independent common mode level at the load.
Moreover, the required voltage headroom is lower than for the output cascode.
Especially in advanced process technology nodes, the voltage headroom is
severely limited. The output transformer also filters the low frequency offset
and higher frequency undesired output components. Low frequency filtering
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can be a disadvantage of the transformer when DC-coupling to a next stage
is required. A core-less transformer (i.e. passive element) is highly suitable
for high frequencies and does not introduce significant additional non-linear
distortion. An output cascode on the contrary consists of transistors (i.e.
active element), which are inherently non-linear and introduce additional
parasitic capacitances, limiting the maximum signal frequency. The wide-
band output noise of the Mixing-DAC is mainly generated by the current
source transistors. Since the output current is increased in the transformer
method, the SNR will also improve for equal current density.

7.3 Implementation options

Three different transformer implementation options are considered: on-
chip (i.e. on-die), on-laminate and on-PCB; see Figure 7.3. In principle,
multiple cascaded transformers with different implementation can also be
used. For simplicity, in this chapter only a single transformer is considered.

Die

Implementation: On-Chip and/or On-laminate and/or On-PCB

Laminate RF out

PCB

Figure 7.3: Three implementation options for the Mixing-DAC
output transformer

On-chip transformers are very popular in literature [69–71], but not
yet proposed for linearity enhancement of RF-DACs. For the design and
simulation of a fully customized transformer, numerous tools are available.
The interface between the Mixing-DAC and the transformer is very good,
since both reside on the same substrate. However, the transformer coils can be
bulky for the low target frequencies, which can make the on-chip transformer
expensive.

A discrete on-PCB transformer is the most inexpensive and flexible option,
but is only available in a limited number of configurations. The interface
between the transformer and the Mixing-DAC contains one or multiple
bondwires, which can degrade the transformer performance.
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With on-laminate transformers, large inductors are possible due to the
low cost of laminate area compared to standard CMOS chip area, and
custom transformer design is possible. However, a bondwire interface is
present between the Mixing-DAC and the transformer. Flip-chip assembly
can minimize the inductance and resistance of the chip-to-laminate interface.

Simulations of the transformer model including bondwires reveal the most
suitable implementation, see Section 7.5.2.

7.4 Theoretical framework

The transfer of a Mixing-DAC with a transformer as output buffer can be
calculated. Two models of a Mixing-DAC with transformer are discussed in
this section. Calculation results and simulation results provide the optimal
parameter values.

7.4.1 Transformer model

For calculations and simulations, the Direct form model of [69] is
used. Figure 7.4 shows this transformer model with the source and load
configuration, where k is the transformer coupling factor (k < 1), and n is the
turn ratio n =

√

L2/L1.

I in
Cpar

kI2n

I1

L1 CL
kI1/n

I2L2 RL

VoutVin
Simple transformer model

Figure 7.4: Simple transformer model for calculations

The signal source is the Mixing-DAC, which can be modeled as a current
source (Iin) with finite output impedance. In practice, the output resistance
is much larger than the load resistance, hence it is not modeled. The output
capacitance Cpar is typically 1pF. The load impedance is ideally only a
resistor (RL), but typically also contains some capacitance (CL).

In reality, transformers also contain parasitic capacitances and resistances.
Bondwires are usually not taken into account in transformer analysis, but
can severely limit the transformer performance. Therefore, also an extended
model of the transformer with the aforementioned elements is used in the
simulations, see Figure 7.5.

Calculations on transformer characteristics in open literature usually
discuss the transformer performance in the case of matched source and
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I in Cpar

Cps

Cps

kI2n
I1

L1C1 C2 CL
kI1/n

I2L2 RL

VoutVin
Lbond2Lbond1

BondwireBondwire LoadMixing-DAC 

Rbond1 Rbond2R1 R2

Extended transformer model

Figure 7.5: Extended model of a transformer in a Mixing-DAC

load impedances and only dicuss S-parameters. In the Mixing-DAC output
transformer, the source impedance is not matched and the S-parameters do
not give the desired information. Instead, the voltage attenuation between
input and output, HV V (ω), is of main importance. The power transfer is
analyzed using the input current to output voltage transfer of the transformer
HV I(ω). Both performance metrics are discussed in the next subsections. For
the first order approximation, the simple model of Figure 7.4 is used.

7.4.2 Current-to-voltage transfer HV I(ω)

It is assumed that the output current of the Mixing-DAC current cells
is scaled with n, such that the output power at the load is constant. The
output impedance of the Mixing-DAC current cells also changes accordingly:
Iin = Iin,0 · n, Cpar = Cpar,0 · n. The calculated transfer characteristic is:

HV I(ω) =
Vout(ω)

Iin(ω)
= H0 ·
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where:

H0 =RL · k ·
1

n
, ωres =

√

1

(1− k2) L2

n
Cpar,0

, (7.2)

ωL =
RL

L2

, ωA =
RLk

2

L2(1− k2)
, (7.3)

ωH =
1

RLCL

, ωB =
n

k2RLCpar,0
. (7.4)

An approximation of the bode plot of the HV I(ω) amplitude is shown in
Figure 7.6. The passband amplitudeH0 is determined by RL, converted by the
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transformer with ratio k/n. The lower frequency corner ωL is mainly due to
the RL/L2 time constant. A resonance peak and second order low-pass filter
corner is present at ωres. This resonance is caused by an LC tank, formed by
the leakage inductance (1 − k2)L2 and the Mixing-DAC output capacitance
seen at the transformer output Cpar,0/n. The other high frequency pole ωH

is mainly due to the RLCL time constant. The other two roots at ωA and ωB

only slightly influence the HV I transfer characteristic around the resonance
frequency.

|H
V

I(ω
)|

ω

H0

ωres ωHωL

Figure 7.6: Amplitude of the HV I(ω) of the simplified trans-
former model

7.4.3 Voltage gain HV V (ω)

The voltage gain HV V (ω) of the transformer is a measure for the linearity
improvement which can be attained when adding the transformer to the
output of the Mixing-DAC:

HV V (ω) =
Vout(ω)

Vin(ω)

=k · n ·
1

1 + (1− k2)jω L2

RL
− (1− k2)ω2CLL2

(7.5)

As expected, the low frequency value of HV V (ω) is determined by k · n.
The bandwidth is determined by the leakage inductance due to imperfect
transformer coupling L2(1− k2) together with RL and CL.

7.5 Simulation results

In this section, simulation results of the separate transformer and
simulations of the Mixing-DAC with output transformer are presented.
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7.5.1 Transformer

The configuration of the simulation setup is: RL = 50Ω, CL = 500fF
and Cpar,0 = 1pF . Simulations have shown that an optimal transformer
configuration for the exemplary application (0.7-4.0GHz) is: L2 = 8nH,
k = 0.85 and n = 4 (hence, Cpar = 4pF and L1 = 0.5nH), where k and n
are limited by what is practically achievable. The resulting simulated transfer
characteristic HV I(ω) and voltage gain HV V (ω) are shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Simulation results of simple transformer model

The shapes of the simulated |HV I(ω)| and |HV V (ω)| closely match the
calculated shapes. The passband amplitude of |HV I(ω)| is 22dBΩ, resulting
in approximately 1Vpp signal at RL for Iin=n·20mA=80mA. The passband
flatness is 6dB. At low frequencies |HV V (ω)| is 10.7dB, lowering to 9.4dB at
4.0GHz. The |HV I(ω)| in-band flatness of 6dB can be improved by improving
k or Cpar, which are both practically limited. However, simple digital
preprocessing can easily counteract the non-flatness of the power transfer. The
4GHz |HV V (ω)| value can only be increased by decreasing the L2 inductance,
increasing the turn ratio n, or improving the coupling factor k, which are all
impractical or undesirable.

7.5.2 Extended transformer model

One of the important extensions to the simple transformer model is
bondwire inductance and resistance. The bondwire inductances act in
the same way as imperfect transformer coupling k, lowering the resonance
frequency in |HV I(ω)| and lowering the bandwidth of |HV V (ω)|.

The transformer input inductance value L1 is very low (L1 = L2/n
2),

hence the transformer input is sensitive to additional bondwire inductance.
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Figure 7.8 shows the |HV I(ω)| flatness and the values of |HV V (ω)| at the
extremes of the band of interest, as a function of Lbond1. For higher Lbond1

values, the |HV V (ω)| bandwidth and amplitude degrades, and the resonance
peak in |HV I(ω)| shifts in the band of interest, causing a poor |HV I(ω)|
flatness. Therefore, Lbond1 should be less than 0.15nH, which is not practical.
Hence, transformers for high frequency and with high turn ratios (i.e. small
inductance at the transformer input) can only be implemented on-chip,
resulting in Lbond1 ≈ 0.
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Figure 7.8: Transformer performance degradation due to Lbond1

A bondwire at the transformer output with achievable values for the
inductance and resistance (Lbond2=0.5nH, Rbond2=1Ω) does not degrade the
transformer performance significantly.

The required parasitic coil resistance and capacitance for performance
preservation are not critical. The following values are assumed: C1=100f,
C2=200fF, Cps=200fF, R1=1Ω, R2=4Ω.

7.5.3 Transformer and Mixing-DAC

The Mixing-DAC model, mentioned in Section 7.1, together with the
simple and extended transformer model of Section 7.5.1 and Section 7.5.2 is
used to verify the linearity improvement when using the output transformer
on a Mixing-DAC. The IMD3 dependence on n of the Mixing-DAC for the
most critical output frequency (4GHz) is shown in Figure 7.9.

The signal voltage swing at the load is approximately 1Vpp for all
simulations. For an almost ideal transformer ‘Simple, k=0.95’, the IMD3
at n=4 is -89dBc, 18dB better than the conventional Mixing-DAC. However,
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Figure 7.9: Simulated IMD3 for Mixing-DAC with output
transformer

the linearity degrades when the non-idealities of the transformer are added,
specifically at lower values of k. Also k itself strongly influences the linearity.
For the simulation setup with insufficent linearity improvement, it can be
observed that signal power at the transformer input at multiples of the
LO frequency is not attenuated by the transformer because of the limited
transformer bandwidth. This unattenuated high frequency signal power
causes non-linear distortion in the Mixing-DAC. A higher k increases the
bandwidth of the transformer and hence improves the linearity. Using the
extended transformer model at n=4 and assuming k=0.9 is achievable, the
resulting IMD3 is -85dBc, 14dB better than the conventional Mixing-DAC.

7.6 Conclusion

Output related non-linearity is a major concern for highly linear current
steering RF-DACs. This chapter proposes a novel approach for RF-DAC
linearization based on a wide-band impedance transformation. Simulations of
the presented transformer model clearly indicate that for the implementation
of an output transformer for high-frequency wide-band RF-DACs, on-chip
transformer implementation is the only viable approach.

Higher turn ratios result in a larger voltage gain, and hence a higher
linearity improvement. However, higher turn ratios also increase the power
consumption of the DAC output stage, thus decreasing the efficiency of
the Mixing-DAC. Simulations of a specific RF-DAC model with an output
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transformer show that the IMD3 improves by about 14dB. The proposed
novel output-transformer based RF-DAC architecture is expected to enable
the design of highly linear wide-band transmitters.
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One of the sources of non-linearity in Current Steering (CS) DACs and
Mixing-DACs is mismatch of the current sources in the switched current cells.
Some traditional calibration methods compensate this mismatch by means of a
calibrating DAC in each current cell. However, this method tries to calibrate a
mismatch value with a nominal value. These two values respond differently to
changes in the environment, e.g. temperature changes. Hence, the calibration
is only valid for the same environment as the calibration environment.

A novel calibration method is discussed in this chapter, that compensates
the mismatch of the main current source with the mismatch of another current
source. This ensures equal response to environment variations. Simulations
demonstrate the effectiveness of the calibration method.

This chapter is based on a paper published in the proceedings of the
IEEE ISCAS 2011 conference [87] and in the proceedings of the annual STW
ProRISC 2011 conference [86].

8.1 Introduction

The static DAC linearity, e.g. INL (Integral Non Linearity), is mainly
limited by the finite matching of the DAC current source transistors. The
mismatch between identically sized and biased transistors is given in (8.1)
[72].

(σI
Ī

)2

=

(

A2
β +

4A2
V T

(VGS − VT )
2

)

·
1

2WL
(8.1)

Using large devices (W · L) reduces the random mismatch, but increases
occupied area and hence increases the systematic mismatch and degrades
high-frequency performance. The dynamic linearity, e.g. SFDR (Spurious
Free Dynamic Range), is usually limited by the achieved static linearity, and
further reduced at high speeds by the parasitic capacitances and resistances
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of the current source transistors. Therefore, to achieve high linearity at high
speed, both small and accurate current source transistors are necessary.

To improve the DAC static linearity and to reduce the size of the DAC
current source transistors, calibration of the mismatch errors of the DAC
current sources can be used. An example of calibration in a Current Steering
DAC (CSDAC) is shown in Figure 8.1 [46]. For an analysis of different
correction methods, see [73].

OPERATIONAL
CIRCUIT 

CALIBRATION 
CIRCUIT 

CALIBRATED UNIT ELEMENT (CUE)

Vb2

Cal_on

Vb1

M1

Cal_off
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3

,o
n

M
3
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ff

Calibrating

DAC

(CALDAC)

Imain

Icor

Icue

CALIBRATED

CURRENT SOURCE

Figure 8.1: Implementation of CalDAC calibration principle in a
current cell[46]

Two types of calibration strategies can be distinguished: foreground
and background calibration. Background calibration is continuously running
while the DAC is actively used [74]. It suffers from increased power
consumption during operation and the output signal may be polluted by
spurious components of the calibration activities. Foreground calibration
is only active when the DAC is idle, e.g. at startup, and hence avoids the
aforementioned disadvantages. However, discrepancies in the environment
between calibration and use, e.g. temperature or supply voltage, can reduce
the advantages of the calibration. In addition, the advantages of the existing
calibration methods also reduce at high speeds [74].

The proposed foreground calibration method uses identical unit transistors
in both the current source and the CalDAC to guarantee matched responses
to disturbances and temperature variations. The current cell is calibrated
by combining unit transistors with opposite mismatch within one current cell
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such that their combined mismatch is minimized.

The next section explains the temperature and disturbance sensitivity of
the conventional calibration. In Section 8.3, a new CalDAC implementation
and calibration algorithm is proposed which is insensitive to temperature
variations and disturbances. Section 8.4 shows simulation results.1

8.2 Temperature and disturbance dependence

An exemplary schematic of a CSDAC using CalDAC calibration is shown
in Figure 8.1, which is used in [75] and [76]. In the current cell, named
Calibrated Unit Element (CUE), transistor M1 is the main current source with
output current Imain. Due to process spreading and systematic mismatches,
the value of Imain deviates from the nominal designed value Īmain, i.e. for
the n-th current source Imain,n = Īmain + Ierror,n. The CalDAC generates a
correction current such that the output of the CUE Icue,n equals the value of
Īcue.

In the example of Figure 8.1, the state of transistors M3,off and M3,on

decides if the CUE output current is either used for the normal operation of
the DAC or connected to the Calibration circuit and measured for calibration.

An exemplary implementation of a conventional CalDAC is shown in
Figure 8.2 [76, 77]. The main current source M1 consists of M transistors.
The CalDAC, consisting of transistors Mcal,1 to Mcal,N , adds the required
correction current.

N-bit CALDAC

CALIBRATED CURRENT SOURCE, Vb1 > Vbcal

Vb1

1b
mem

1b
mem

M1

W2/L2
M(W1/L1) 2W2/L2

Mcal,1 Mcal,2
...

2N-1W2/L2

Mcal,N

1b
mem

Vbcal

1st bit 2nd bit Nth bitMain current source

made of M units

Icue Icor

Imain

Figure 8.2: Conventional implementation of the CalDAC

1The presented calibration method is not used in the Mixing-DAC design of Chapter 11.
Instead, the calibration method which is available in the baseline DAC from the industry
partner (see Section 11.1) is used, which can calibrate both the static and dynamic errors
of a DAC [3].
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To achieve high post-calibration static linearity, the LSB of the CalDAC
should be much smaller than the LSB of the DAC [7]. Therefore, the
transistors of the CalDAC have a smaller overdrive voltage (VGS − VT ) and
usually also different width (W) and length (L) with respect to the main
current source transistors. With the exemplary DAC of [76], measurements

show that a relative correction step of
ILSB,cor

ILSB,main
< 0.2 results in a 12 bits

linearity and a relative correction step of
ILSB,cor

ILSB,main
< 0.1 results in a 13 bits

linearity [73].

8.2.1 Temperature response

In CMOS processes, the mismatch between the output current of
identically biased transistors is given by (8.1). For high performance DACs,
the main current source transistor is usually much larger than the feature size
of modern CMOS processes. Thus, the current mismatch is dominated by the
threshold voltage mismatch. This assumption is confirmed by measurements
of an existing DAC implementation [7]. Figure 8.3 shows the standard
deviation of the output current of the 15 unary current cells. The mismatch
clearly exhibits a square root dependence on the drain current, which is in
conformance with (8.1) in combination with the drain current relationship of
a MOS transistor in saturation, as shown by (8.2).

ID =
µCoxW

2L
(VGS − VT )

2 (8.2)

At high temperatures, the mobility of the carriers (µ) decreases. Usually,
a temperature independent current controls the output current of the DAC
current source transistors. Therefore, at high temperatures, VGS−VT increases
to compensate for the decreasing µ. Together with the matching equation of
(8.1), it is clear that when the temperature increases, i.e. VGS − VT increases,
the relative threshold mismatch decreases. Mismatch measurements of the
existing DAC at high temperature confirm this analysis, see Figure 8.3.

In the discussed conventional CUE, the mismatch of a main current source
is compensated by the nominal value of the CalDAC output current, i.e.
Icue,n = Īmain + Ierror,n + Icor,n. Īmain and Icor,n are set by temperature
independent references, while Ierror,n is temperature dependent. Therefore,
the temperature coefficient of Icue,n depends on the ratio between Icue,n and
Ierror,n. Figure 8.4 shows the buildup of the output current of two exemplary
CUEs. The CUEs are calibrated at T = 25◦C, but for T 6= 25◦C, the CalDAC
calibration is not valid.

To quantify the temperature dependence, a simple transistor level
simulation based on [76] is performed. Two calibrated CUEs with threshold
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Figure 8.4: Output current temperature dependence of two CUEs

voltage mismatch between each other are simulated over a temperature range
of −50◦C to 125◦C. The temperature dependence of the CUEs output current
difference, i.e. errorLow−errorHigh, can be as large as 8 CalDAC LSBs, which
is 1.3% of the CUE output current.

Thus, for foreground calibration, the INL degrades and also the SFDR
worsens when temperature changes. This phenomenon is confirmed by INL
and SFDR measurements of an existing DAC [7].

8.2.2 Disturbance response

Next to the temperature dependence of the calibration, the CUEs exhibit
a calibration dependent disturbance response. It can easily be argued that two
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CUEs with different ratios between main current and CalDAC current have
different responses to a disturbance on the gate node of the CalDAC current
sources. This also holds for disturbances on other nodes of the CUEs. For
an exemplary DAC, implemented in a CMOS 65nm process, with two current
cells with different correction currents and a disturbance at Vbcal of Figure 8.2,
the difference in the output current response of the two current cells is shown
by the top waveform of Figure 8.5. The cell dependent response difference of
more than 50% will certainly introduce input code dependent behavior, which
results in spurious components, significantly reducing the SFDR.

I(
d
B
)

Freq(Hz)

Conventional CalDAC

Proposed CalDAC

Figure 8.5: Difference in response of two current cells with
different calibrated mismatch for both the conventional CalDAC
and the new proposed CalDAC

8.3 Proposed new calibration method

To match the response of the correction hardware to temperature and
on-chip disturbances, and hence extend the advantages of the foreground
calibration, a new calibration method is proposed [86, 87]. A chip
implementation of this method is later published in [78].

In the proposed CUE, the same number of unit transistors (M) is used in
every CUE. These M transistors are divided in two groups, M − K unit
transistors in the fixed group and K unit transistors in the configurable
group. The K unit transistors in the configurable group can be interchanged
with X additional redundant unit transistors, such that the mismatch of the
configurable group transistors compensates the mismatch of the fixed group.
The two groups together generate the desired output current.

A novel principle is the use of identical unit transistors for both the fixed
group and the configurable group, sharing a common bias voltage, providing
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a matched response for every CUE in the DAC. Another novel concept is
to compensate the mismatch of the fixed group of transistors in the current
cell with the mismatch of the configurable group transistors, generating a
temperature stable calibration.

8.3.1 Hardware

A schematic overview of the new CalDAC implementation is shown in
Figure 8.6. The M − K main current source transistors provide the fixed
current Imain. K units in the group of P unit transistors in the CalDAC are
switched on to generate the correction current Icor. The value of X defines the
added amount of redundant current sources with respect to the M -transistor
intrinsic current cell. The value of P is an indication of the added layout
complexity, since every transistor in the CalDAC is controlled separately.

CALIBRATED CURRENT SOURCE

Vb1

1b
mem

1b
mem

M1 W1/L1(M-K)(W1/L1) W1/L1

Mcal,1 Mcal,2
...

W1/L1

Mcal,P

1b
mem

1st unit 2nd unit Pth cellMain current source

made of M-K units CALDAC made of P=K+X units

Icue Icor

Imain

Figure 8.6: Proposed Caldac with common transistor dimensions
and biasing

8.3.2 Algorithm

The algorithm to find the optimal correction for a current source is
explained using a segmented DAC architecture, of which the Least Significant
Bits (LSBs) are implemented using binary current cells and the Most
Significant Bits (MSBs) are implemented with unary coded current cells. Note
that the described method can also be applied to a fully unary or binary coded
DAC. Two different calibration methods are used for the unary current cells
and the binary current cells, which are described separately.
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8.3.2.1 Unary current cells

The principle of the calibrating algorithm of one CUE is to select which
transistors of the CalDAC should be switched on such that Icue is properly
corrected. The first step in the algorithm is to sort the transistors in the
CalDAC according to their output amplitude and then switch on K of the
highest amplitude transistors. Figure 8.7 gives an example, where M = 8,
K = 3 and X = 3. The top figure shows the output amplitude of the unit
transistors (which are named a-k), and gives the first step.
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Figure 8.7: Example of the calibration algorithm

The second step in the algorithm is to swap transistors between the on-
group and the off-group until the total output current becomes less than the
reference. The top diagram of Figure 8.7 indicates the first three swap actions
(named 1-3). The bottom diagram gives the resulting total output current
of the CUE for the initial state (named 0) and after each swap action. The
algorithm will stop after swap step 3, because the total output current is less
than the reference Iref .

For the calibration of the unary current cells, the reference consists
of the sum of all binary current cells and one LSB current source as in
[77]. Therefore, the binary current cells should be calibrated before the
unary current cell calibration. The main hardware component necessary to
implement the algorithm for the unary current cells is a comparator to sort
the transistors and compare the reference and the CUE total output current.
The algorithm can be realized as a simple Finite State Machine (FSM).
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8.3.2.2 Binary current cells

The algorithm to calibrate the binary current cells is largely identical to
the algorithm for the unary current cells. For the calibration of Nlsb binary
current cells in one DAC, Nlsb reference currents are required, with a ratio of
2 between two successive references. Since exact current ratios are difficult to
implement in the analog domain, the complete binary calibration algorithm
is implemented in the digital domain. Therefore, all unit transistor currents
are measured using an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC), and all transistor
sorting, swapping and output current calculation can be done digitally. To be
insensitive to gain and offset errors of the ADC, the main current source of the
binary current cells is omitted (M −K = 0). Instead, the current cell output
current is constructed using the separately measured unit transistors of the
CalDAC. The algorithm is insensitive to the ADC offset and gain error since
all unit transistors share the same ADC errors with equal relative importance.

For the binary calibration, the simple comparator check in the unary
current cell calibration is replaced by a check if the difference between the
reference and the total output current is minimal. The reference for the binary
calibration is generated by separately measuring all CalDAC transistors of the
complete DAC with the ADC, computing the average and multiplying by the
corresponding power of two.

The necessary hardware to implement the binary current cell calibration
is the ADC and a FSM. The ADC does not need to be fast or accurate and
is implemented as a Successive Approximation (SAR) ADC [76, 77] with 5
bits linearity. The additional area for the ADC and the FSM is negligible
compared to the area of the current source array.

8.4 Simulation results

The effectiveness of the proposed calibration method is validated with
simulations of the INL improvement, temperature response and disturbance
response.

8.4.1 Algorithm

The presented new calibration algorithm is validated using a Matlab model
of a 6+6 (unary + binary) bits segmented DAC. All current cells are based
on the same unit transistor. The LSB current cell consists of 1 transistor,
the next current cell of 2 transistors, etc. Thus, the unary current cell has a
weight of 2Nlsb LSB, and hence consists of M = 64 transistors.
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There is a trade-off between the additional hardware and hardware
complexity in the choice for K and X. The achieved improvement between
the intrinsic INL and the calibrated INL depends on K and X. Monte Carlo
simulations of 1200 DACs per one simulation point are executed to investigate
the effects of using different values for K and X on the 99% yield INL.

First, these simulation show that with a fixed number of CalDAC
transistors (P ), the highest improvement of INL is achieved when K = X,
since then the number of possible combinations is maximized. For different
values of K, X and unit transistor matching, the 99% yield INL values, with
respect to 12 bits accuracy, are shown in Figure 8.8. It is clear that using more
transistors in the CalDAC results in more possibilities for the algorithm and
hence higher improvement when applying the calibration method. It is also
observed that the improvement between the intrinsic INL and the calibrated
INL is constant when the values of K and X are fixed.
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Figure 8.8: Matlab simulations showing the matching- and
configuration-dependent 99% yield INL of the new calibration
method

When for the exemplary 6+6bits DAC, 12 bit linearity is required and
99% yield for the INL specification, the combination of 3% unit transistor
matching and a CalDAC with K = X = 20 results in an improvement of
static linearity from 9.4 bits to 12.2 bits, while only increasing the current
source area with approximately 30%.

8.4.2 Temperature response

To investigate the temperature coefficient of the proposed calibration
method, the same transistor level simulation of Section 8.2 has been
performed. After calibration, the temperature dependence of the difference
between the two currents is less than 0.001% of the total output current
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over the complete temperature range, which is 1000 times lower than the
conventional CalDAC calibration. Thus, the proposed calibration principle
results in a temperature stable calibration.

8.4.3 Disturbance response

The same number of transistors is switched on in every CUE. Therefore,
every CUE has approximately the same response to disturbances, independent
of the correction current. This indicates that the calibration advantages are
also present at high speeds. For a disturbance at the gate node of the current
source transistors (Vb1 in Figure 8.6), the difference in output response of the
two exemplary CUEs is shown as the bottom waveform in Figure 8.5. Over the
complete frequency band, the difference in response between the two CUEs is
less than -70dB. Since the response difference is magnitudes lower than the
conventional CalDAC, it is expected that the spurious components due to
on-chip disturbances are significantly reduced.

8.5 Conclusion

The proposed novel calibration method overcomes the problems with the
cell-dependent temperature coefficients of the Calibrated Unit Elements. Also
the cell-dependent response to disturbances is reduced. Due to the reduction
of these two cell-dependent responses, the spectral purity of the DAC output
signal is expected to improve.

The new calibration algorithm provides opportunities to improve the post
calibration INL of a DAC. For an exemplary 6+6bits segmented current
steering DAC, the expected 99% yield INL improves with almost 3 bits when
using only 30% additional current cell area. The proposed new calibration
method will obliviate the need for background calibration, while also providing
calibration advantages to high DAC speeds.





9 | Segmentation

The segmentation trade-off of many current-steering DACs is based on
the segmentation approach of [66]. This trade-off is based on the INL/DNL
characteristics of the converter. However, for high speed DACs and Mixing-
DACs, also the dynamic characteristics of the converter influence the
segmentation trade-off. This chapter discusses these dynamic characteristics
and proposes a new approach to the segmentation trade-off.

This chapter is based on part of a paper published at the IEEE ISCAS 2014
conference[83].

9.1 Introduction

Current Steering (CS) Mixing-DACs predominantly use a segmented
implementation, with a unary scaled MSB part and a binary scaled LSB part.
A CS Mixing-DAC with local mixing[85] can be very linear if the responses of
all 1-bit switched current sources (current cells) are uncorrelated and identical,
or ideally scaled for binary current cells.

For multicarrier transmitters, the power of a single carrier is much lower
than the total full scale output power. This significantly increases the
importance of the responses of the binary (LSB) current cells and alters the
segmentation trade-off. As discussed before, amplitude errors are extensively
discussed in open literature. In this chapter, the timing error of the binary
part and its impact on the performance are discussed. In the binary part,
systematic timing errors are dominant over random timing errors. The
systematic binary timing errors are discussed in this chapter.

Section 9.2 introduces the concept of output power back-off and its impact
on the spectral purity. In Section 9.3, the importance of matching of the
binary LSB part of a Mixing-DAC is discussed. The consequences of these
two subjects for the segmentation trade-off are discussed in Section 9.4.
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9.2 Output power back-off

One of the characteristics of a multicarrier transmitter is that the power
of each single carrier is lower than the full scale signal, which is called back-
off (typically around -16dBFS/tone). In such a transmitter, the signal of one
tone only uses a small subset of the unary current cells, effectively changing
the segmentation of the Mixing-DAC. Hence, the binary part of a segmented
Mixing-DAC becomes increasingly important. Figure 9.1 shows the spectra
of a full-scale dual-tone signal at -6dBFS/tone, and a signal at -16dBFS/tone
(10dB back-off). While the difference in signal power is 10dB, the spur-floor
is at the same absolute level, reducing the SFDR. The cause of this high
spur-floor is systematic timing errors between the binary current cells.
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Figure 9.1: Spectral compariston between full-scale output and
back-off

9.3 Binary matching

In a traditional DAC output stage, only one critical high-speed node
should be rigorously optimized for binary scalability: the source of the output
cascodes. In the chosen Mixing-DAC architecture of Figure 9.2, two sets of
high-speed nodes need precise optimization: the source of the output cascodes
(nodes A and A′) and the source of the mixer (nodes B and B′). The response
of these nodes should be exactly scaled with respect to the unary current cell.
To guarantee this binary matching, the capacitance values and the gain of the
transistors at these nodes should scale exactly with the binary current cell
scaling.
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Figure 9.2: Chosen Mixing-DAC architecture with annotated
timing errors: output stage mixing with a single global LO driver

To illustrate the sensitivity of the performance to capacitance deviations
in the binary current cells, Figure 9.3 shows the SFDRRB as a function of
the parasitic capacitance at the source of the output cascodes (A and A′) of
the three most significant binary cells (B9, B8 and B7) in the LSB part of
the exemplary Mixing-DAC. The pre-annotated capacitance in the schematic
model of the current cells is altered. The x-axis is in % deviation of the
ideally scaled value to ease the comparison between the various binary cells.
The ideal value at 0% is the exactly binary scaled capacitance: the 6fF in the
unary cell results in 3fF for B9, 1.5fF for B8, etc.

Figure 9.3 clearly demonstrates the low robustness of the spectral purity
to the capacitance value. A change of 4% in the capacitance value in B9
results is a SFDRRB degradation of 9dB to 83dBc, which is worse than the
required 85dBc.

Figure 9.3 also shows a relationship between the capacitance robustness
and the binary cell index. The B9 cell has the lowest robustness: ±3%
for 85dBc. The subsequent binary cells have a doubled robustness for each
index decrement: B8=±6%, B7=±12%. Even though the actual robustness
numbers may only be valid for the exemplary Mixing-DAC implementation,
the robustness trend is valid for all CS (Mixing-)DACs. The robustness of an
implementation is limited, which also limits the maximum SFDRRBwhen the
segmentation is fixed.
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9.4 Segmentation

A novel, back-off aware segmentation trade-off is proposed in Figure 9.4(a),
in analogy to the segmentation trade-off figures in [66]. A larger unary
MSB part improves the SFDRRB, but a lower output power reduces the
SFDRRB. The segmentation trade-off of the exemplary Mixing-DAC is shown
in Figure 9.4(b). The proposed segmentation (6b unary, 10b binary) is design
point α, where SFDRRB=86dBc at -16dBFS/tone. If the back-off requirement
increases to -22dBFS/tone, the SFDRRB=80dBc (design point β). If the
SFDRRB of 86dBc value should be maintained at -22dBFS/tone back-off, the
segmentation should be changed to one more unary bit, which is design point
γ. This illustrates the trade-off between SFDRRB, segmentation and output
power back-off. Naturally, changing the segmentation has numerous other
implications, e.g. on layout area or maximum signal frequency.

The simulated performance of the exemplary Mixing-DAC segmentation at
-16dBFS/tone (10dB back-off) of SFDRRB=86dBc is sufficient for the required
85dBc, hence the chosen segmentation is optimal.

9.5 Conclusion

Timing errors are an important consideration in high speed highly linear
Mixing-DAC architectures. For multicarrier transmitters, output power back-
off is often used. With back-off, the matching of parasitic capacitances at the
high-speed nodes in the binary current cells is crucial for achieving a high
SFDRRB. The proposed segmentation trade-off shows that for every 6dB of
additionally required back-off, one extra unary bit is needed.
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The proposed method leads to an optimal segmentation for the chosen
Mixing-DAC architecture tailored toward the high spectral purity and high
frequency requirements of multicarrier GSM transmitters. The simulated
performance of this architecture is SFDRRB=86dBc at fout=4GHz and
-16dBFS/tone output power (10dB back-off).
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Chapter 4 discusses three promising architectures. Chapter 5-9 addresses
the differences between those architectures. This chapter summarizes the
conclusions of that analysis and proposes the most optimal architecture.
Based on the linearity of the three architectures, both in the nominal case
and with mismatch, it is concluded that cascoded local mixing is the most
optimal architecture. The implementation of this architecture as a test chip is
discussed in Chapter 11.

10.1 Classification

The classification (see Chapter 3) identifies the most optimal charac-
teristics for a high spectral purity GHz frequencies Mixing-DAC: current-
steering principle, Cartesian signaling, square-wave mixing, symmetric around
zero signaling for the LO and data signal, fully differential and LO-gate
transistor usage. The classification identifies two architectural choices which
need quantitative analysis: Mixing locality and sequence of operations.
Combining these architectural choices results in three promising Mixing-DAC
architectures: cascoded global mixing, cascoded local mixing and digital
mixing.

10.2 Quantitative architecture analysis

Chapter 5 shows that cascoded local mixing achieves a higher linearity
than global mixing with the use of a local output cascode. Chapter 6
shows that cascoded local mixing exhibits much lower timing-error sensitivity
than digital mixing. These conclusions are summarized in Table 10.1 by
comparing the SFDRRB values of all three promising architectures. For
these simulations, the frequency values are: fLO=3.92GHz, FS=1.96GHz,
fin=150MHz & 165MHz. For the mismatch simulations, only the relevant
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components have mismatch. Mismatch that is corrected with calibration is
not taken into account.

Table 10.1: Comparison of a selection of Mixing-DAC architec-
tures

Sequence Locality Figure
SFDRRB

Nominal 90% yield

Cascoded
Global 3.4 75dBc 75dBc

Local
3.5 88dBc 85dBc

Mixing → DAC 3.10 84dBc 66dBc

It can seen that cascoded operations together with local mixing achieves
the best spectral purity, both in the nominal case and the mismatch case.

Chapter 7 shows that using an output transformer instead of a local output
cascode is feasible. However, the resulting power consumption is much higher
than when using an output cascode. Since the output cascode also achieves
the desired linearity, no output transformer is used.

Based on the classification of Mixing-DAC architectures and the afore-
mentioned quantitative analysis, a strong candidate Mixing-DAC architecture
for high spectral purity can be synthesized. The basic characteristics of the
architecture are as follows: Cartesian signaling, 1-bit SaZ LO mixer input
(square-wave LO signal), 1-bit SaZ BB mixer input (local mixing), fully
differential signaling, cascoded mixing and D/A conversion, LO mixing signal
at transistor gate.

The choice for SaZ LO mixer input over RZ LO mixer input is influenced
by the features of the baseline DAC of the industry partners, see Section 11.1.
This DAC core contains a method to reduce the effect of BB timing errors,
which eliminates the advantage of using RZ LO signal, see Section 3.4.1.2.
Since this calibration method also calibrates the amplitude mismatch of the
current source, the calibration method of Chapter 8 is not used.

10.3 Segmentation

The segmentation of the baseline DAC of the industry partner is used for
the implementation of the proposed Mixing-DAC architecture. The resolution
is 16 bit, segmented in 6 MSB unary bits and 10 LSB binary bits. This
segmentation results on the one hand in a nominal SFDR which is just over
the required 85dBc. On the other hand, the capacitance of the output tree
is such that the output power at the target maximum frequency of 4GHz
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is reduced with approximately 5dB, which is significant. However, changing
the segmentation to less MSB bits will result in a worse SFDR which is not
desired.

10.4 Expected performance of final architecture

A mixing-DAC architecture incorporating all above mentioned character-
istics is shown in Figure 3.5. A typical output spectrum of the implementation
of this architecture is shown in Figure 10.1 and Figure 10.2. For this
simulation, the frequency values are: fLO=3.92GHz, FS=1.96GHz, fin=150
& 165MHz. In this random mismatched simulation, the IMD3 is -86dBc and
the SFDRRB in a reduced bandwidth of 300MHz is -85dBc.
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10.5 Conclusion

The classification leads to a number of promising Mixing-DAC archi-
tectures for high spectral purity at GHz frequencies. Quantitative analysis
of these promising architectures leads to the synthesis of the most optimal
architecture. The characteristics of this architecture are: Cartesian signaling,
1-bit SaZ LO mixer input (square-wave LO signal), 1-bit SaZ BB mixer
input (local mixing), fully differential signaling, cascoded mixing and D/A
conversion, LO mixing signal at transistor gate.
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11 | Design of a highly
linear wide-band
Mixing-DAC

In the previous chapter the most optimal Mixing-DAC architecture for high
spectral purity is proposed. To validate this architecture, it is implemented
in 65nm CMOS. Various aspects of the design are discussed in this chapter,
together with main performance limitations. The discussed circuits are: output
stage, LO driver, data path and elevated bulk generation. This chapter also
presents the simulation results of this architecture. Measurement results of
this design are presented in Chapter 12.

This chapter contains parts of a paper submitted to the IEEE ISSCC
conference [81].

11.1 Introduction

To validate the proposed architecture, a 16 bit 2GSps 4GHz Mixing-DAC is
designed. The used process technology is a triple-well 65nm CMOS with 1.2V
and 3.3V supplies. IP blocks of a baseline DAC are provided by the industry
partner. These IP blocks include: the digital signal processing, the data path
including the data drivers, the chip outline including IO ring and ESD devices,
the biasing, the current source array, and the calibration circuitry. Large
amount of alterations needed to be made to add the circuitry for changing
the function to a Mixing-DAC.

One of the most important features which are used, is the sort-and-
combine calibration algorithm to calibrate the timing errors of the data path
and the amplitude errors of the current source array, see Section 11.2 and
Section 12.2.3. The maximum sample rate of the baseline DAC is more than
2GSps, hence this is also the target of the Mixing-DAC. For generating an
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output signal up to 4GHz, a maximum LO frequency of 4GHz is chosen.
Since the case of FS=2GSps and fLO=4GHz is the most challenging case,
this configuration is used in most of the simulations. The frequency of the
baseband input signal is around 150 MHz since in that case any LO leakage
falls outside the RB with a bandwidth of 300MHz. The typical full-scale
output current is 20mA, terminated in 50Ω differential load.

In Section 11.2, the various elements of the architecture are introduced.
The main elements are: output stage, LO driver, elevated bulk generation
and data path. These elements are discussed in Section 11.3 to Section 11.6
respectively. Section 11.7 presents the high level simulation results of the
Mixing-DAC.

11.2 Architecture

An overview of the architecture is shown in Figure 11.1. The chip
consists of two independent Mixing-DACs which can also be used in an
I/Q configuration. These two Mixing-DACs are designated Mixing-DAC A
and Mixing-DAC B. The schematics of the two Mixing-DACs are identical
and there are no significant differences between the layouts. Unless stated
otherwise, Mixing-DAC A is discussed.

The 16 bit converter is segmented into a 6 bit unary part and a 10 bit
binary part. The data decoding for the 63 unary current cells is done by
a programmable decoder, which is also used for calibration similar to [3].
The sort-and-combine algorithm calibrates the static mismatch of the current
sources and timing mismatch of the data switching in the switched current
cells of the output stage. Besides the minimum required 63 unary current
cells, there are a number of redundant current cells. These redundant current
cells are used for outlier elimination in the calibration algorithm. The current
cells with the most deviating behavior are disabled during normal operation.

The performance of the Mixing-DAC is mainly determined by the output
stage. The output stage generates the output current, and is discussed in
Section 11.3. The LO signal is generated by the LO driver from the external
LOin signal. This driver is required to have a low output impedance since it
needs to drive the LO distribution tree and the gate capacitance of the mixer
transistors. The LO driver is discussed in Section 11.4.

The triple-well process technology enables using a separate bulk voltage
if desired. An elevated bulk voltage is used for a number of transistors in
the output stage, in order to raise the absolute operating voltages of these
transistors. The generation of this elevated bulk voltage is discussed in
Section 11.5.
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The baseband data is provided externally by the Datain signal. After
processing, the signal is decoded to the segmented coding of the output
stage. Latches and drivers synchronize the signal and amplify it to the desired
amplitude. This data path is discussed in Section 11.6.

11.3 Output stage

An overview of the output stage is shown in Figure 11.2. Both the
schematic (see Section 11.3.1) and layout (see Section 11.3.2) of the output
stage are important for achieving high performance.
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Figure 11.2: Schematic of output stage

11.3.1 Schematic

A current cell contains a cascoded current source (M0, M1), baseband data
switches (M2, M3), mixer switches (M4-M7) and output cascodes (M8, M9).
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The array of current sources is drawn separately from the other part of the
current cell to indicate that there is a relatively large spacing between those
two parts in layout while the current sources themselves are close together.
The measurement probes (M8m, M9m) for the error measurement of the
calibration can individually connect each current cell to the measurement
circuit during calibration. The bleed currents have cascoding at the same
levels as the path of the main signal current. This is to ensure a maximum
output impedance, to protect the thin-oxide devices and to minimize parasitic
capacitances at the sensitive nodes OutCasc, s and mix, cs.

Besides the cascode transistors M1,M8-M9, the switching transistors (data
switches M2-M3 and mixing transistors M4-M7) also act as cascodes. This
multi-level cascoding strategy ensures that each function of the current cell
is isolated from the other functions. Some state-of-the-art Mixing-DACs
combine multiple functions in one transistor, which hampers the separate
optimization of each function. Examples of combining functions are: use
the current source transistor also as mixer[5, 10, 11, 13, 13], use the current
source also as Data switch [29], or combine the function of the Data and
LO switch [79]. The separate transistor level per function of the proposed
architecture enables the precise optimization of the implementation of each
function. Additional cascoding (M1,M8,M9) and bleed currents are used to
protect the most sensitive nodes and increase the output impedance.

11.3.1.1 Output cascode

The output cascode (M8,M9 in Figure 11.2) isolates the sensitive internal
nodes of the output stage from the large output voltage swing. At the output
cascode, three error-sources introduce non-linear distortion:

• non-linear drain impedance,

• switching of the drain impedance,

• settling of the source node.

The non-linear drain-impedance mainly comes from the gate-source and gate-
drain capacitance (Cgs and Cgd), which both originate from the channel of
the output cascode. The magnitude of this non-linear distortion depends on
the size of the capacitances and on the non-linearity of the capacitance.

The non-linearity of these two capacitances strongly depends on the output
common-mode voltage, given a fixed gate voltage Vgc. This dependence is
illustrated in Figure 11.3, where Vout cm is the common-mode output voltage.
The shape of the waveform is different than discussed in Section 5.2.1, since
that section discusses a thin-oxide transistor while the final output cascode,
discussed in this section, is implemented using a thick-oxide transistor. The
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drain voltage, which is the Mixing-DAC output voltage, determines the shape
of the channel in the output cascode, and thereby the non-linearity introduced
by the channel modulation. For low Vout cm, the output cascode is in the linear
region where Cgs and Cgd are both connected to the output through a low
resistance. Hence, they both fully contribute to the non-linearity. When
Vout cm is increased, the output cascode transistor is more in saturation, Cgs

counts less and the non-linearity is less. The optimum (at 2.8V for the
example of Figure 11.3) is due to partial cancellation of the non-linearity
of the two capacitances. This cancellation effect is very stable and is present
in all simulations. Hence, Vgc is chosen such that the output voltage is in this
optimal region.
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Figure 11.3: Linearity dependence on the output common-mode
voltage

The size of the capacitance is minimized by reducing the area of
the transistor. The width/length ratio of the output cascode (Woc/Loc)
is minimized while respecting the mixer voltage headroom required for
saturation. At a given Woc/Loc ratio, the area is minimized by minimizing
Loc. However, reducing Loc increases the non-linearity of the Cgs and
Cgd capacitance values. Hence, there is an optimal value of Loc, which is
demonstrated in Figure 11.4.

The second non-linearity is generated due to the switching of the output
cascode, which generates a data-dependent output capacitance [65]. This
capacitance again depends on the Cgs and Cgd capacitances. The difference
of the capacitance values between the on- and off-state can be reduced by
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Figure 11.4: Linearity dependence on the length of output
cascode

adding bleed currents. The total bleed current through the output cascode is
the sum of the bleed current through the mixer (Ibleed,mix) and the additional
bleed current (Ibleed,oc):

IcascBias = Ibleed,mix + Ibleed,oc. (11.1)

The third error source which generates non-linear distortion is the settling
of the source nodes of the output cascode (OutCasc, s node in Figure 11.2).
Incomplete settling causes inter-symbol-interference (ISI) for transitions of the
Data signal, which causes non-linear distortion. Incomplete settling after LO
signal transitions do not cause ISI since the LO signal switches in each current
cell, and hence there is no cell-dependent behavior which can cause non-linear
distortion. The ISI due to incomplete settling at the Data transitions can
also be reduced by increasing IcascBias. The dependence of the IMD3 value
on IcascBias is shown in Figure 11.5. In this simulation, the width of the
output cascode transistors linearly depends on the maximum current through
the output cascode to keep the occupied voltage headroom constant. For low
values of IcascBias, increasing IcascBias improves the IMD3 value since the ISI
effect is reduced. However, when IcascBias is too high, the transistor size of
the output cascode has to increase significantly, increasing the impact of the
non-linear drain impedance and thereby increasing the non-linear distortion.
The optimum depends on the value of the parasitic capacitance of the output
cascode source node COutCasc,s. For this design, the optimal IcascBias is
between 10µA and 100µA for COutCasc,s=5fF.
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Figure 11.5: Linearity dependence on the total bleed current
through the output cascode

The output cascode also acts as a selection switch. Together with another
set of transistors (M8m,M9m), the output cascode selects the output tree or
the measurement tree as the output network for the current cell.

11.3.1.2 Mixer

The mixer operates at the LO frequency and hence its parasitic
capacitances are critical. Therefore, ideally the mixer should be implemented
using thin-oxide devices. This would result in a challenge to fit 4 cascoded
transistors in a voltage headroom of only 1.2V, which is the maximum
voltage for thin-oxide devices without reducing the reliability. Decreasing the
voltage headroom for each level of transistors requires the W/L ratio of the
transistors to be larger which increases the size of the parasitic capacitances.
Larger parasitic capacitances result in lower switching speed for the switches
and larger non-linearity. The lower voltage headroom also results in more
mismatch for the current-source transistor which also reduces the linearity.

The state-of-the-art Mixing-DAC architectures solve the voltage-
headroom problem by reducing the number of stacked transistors. This is
done by combining multiple functions in one transistor level, which hampers
the separate optimization of the implementation of each function leading to a
reduction in the performance, as discussed in Section 11.3.1. Another solution
is to omit cascoding of the current source [18–20, 22], which results in a
decrease in the performance. A third solution is to apply a negate bulk voltage
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to the current source and its cascode [79], which requires a negative supply
voltage. Using a thick-oxide transistor as mixer is also a solution, but this
results in a lower switching frequency or a higher power consumption. Hence,
these solutions are not practical or result in inferior performance.

The proposed architecture uses a solution which does not have the
aforementioned disadvantages. Utilizing the triple-well technology, the
operating voltages of the mixer are shifted. The bulk voltage of the mixer
transistor is elevated by approximately 0.6V. If the absolute voltages of the
terminals of the mixer transistor are between 0.6V and 1.8V, the relative
voltages between the mixer terminals are lower than 1.2V and the reliability
is not compromised. The total available voltage headroom for the thin-
oxide transistors is increased to 1.8V, supplying sufficient additional voltage
headroom for the thin-oxide mixer transistors. Since all functions are
implemented using a separate level of transistors, and a current-source cascode
is applied to protect the sensitive current-source drain node, maximum
performance is achieved. No impractical negative supply voltage is necessary.

There are three mechanisms which generate non-linear distortion related
to the local mixer. One error mechanism is mismatch in the mixer which
generates timing errors. This is discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
Another error mechanism is related to the LO signal transitions which
generate a disturbance on the voltage of the common-source node of the
mixer (Vmix,cs in Figure 11.2), see error mechanism 6 in Section 5.2.4. The
waveforms are shown in Figure 11.6, which shows the output waveform and
the disturbance on Vmix,cs. The size of the disturbance, induced by a LO
transition, depends on the settling value of Vmix,cs. Due to a limited output
impedance, the settled Vmix,cs value depends on the output voltage. Since
there is parasitic capacitance on this node, the output-dependent disturbance
consumes signal charge and hence introduces non-linear distortion.

The third error-source is the settling of Vmix,cs when the Data signal
switches. The mixer common-source node settles slowly. When the data
switches again before Vmix,cs is settled, ISI occurs, which generates non-linear
distortion. This settling behavior is shown in Figure 11.7.

The non-linear distortion due to the latter error-source can be reduced
by increasing the bleed current Ibleed,mix. Increasing Ibleed,mix decreases the
settling time and hence reduces the ISI. The required bleed current also
depends on the input signal frequency, since a higher frequency results in
the Data signal switching more frequent and thus the ISI occurring more
often. This relationship is demonstrated in Figure 11.8 and Figure 11.9. To
isolate this specific error source fLO and FS are chosen to be a low value
(1GHz), which eliminates the other non-linearities. In this simulation, the
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Figure 11.6: Mixer transitions cause disturbance on Vmix,cs

which introduces non-linear distortion
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Figure 11.7: Incomplete settling of Vmix,cs after Data transitions
can cause Inter-Symbol-Interference (ISI) which causes non-linear
distortion

width of the mixer transistors linearly depends on the maximum current
through the transistor. The total bleed current through the output cascode
is kept constant. The figures clearly shows the impact of the Data related
ISI, which is present at higher input frequencies. Increasing Ibleed,mix
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decreases this distortion. However, for very high Ibleed,mix, the transistor
sizes become significantly larger, which increases COutCasc,s, increasing other
non-linearities. A high bleed current also results in a high power consumption
and large area. The chosen bleed current is 30µA, which is a trade-off between
performance, power consumption and area.
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Figure 11.8: IMD3 dependence on bleed current and input
frequency

The capacitive load for the LO driver should be as small as possible.
Therefore, the area of the mixer is minimized. The length of the mixer (Lmix)
is chosen 80nm, which is almost the lowest value. Choosing a lower value
does not result in a significant lower capacitance but increases the mismatch
significantly which worsens the timing errors.

The width of the mixer transistor (Wmix) is minimized for two reasons.
The first reason is minimizing the capacitive load on the LO signal. The
second reason is to minimize the parasitic capacitances at the source and
drain of the mixer in the output stage. The capacitance at these nodes degrade
the linearity. However, minimizing Wmix is limited by the available voltage
headroom. Moreover, for scaling of the binary cells, a mixer transistor consists
of 8 unit elements, which limits the minimum total Wmix. Choosing less unit
elements will hamper the matching of the binary cells and degrade the SFDR,
see Section 11.3.1.5.

The ISI due to the Cmix,cs introduces IMD3 and single-ended HD2.
Increasing Wmix increases this parasitic capacitance. Since the external balun
has a limited common-mode rejection ration (CMRR), also the differential
HD2 of the output signal is affected. The HD2 dependence on Wmix is shown
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11.3.1.3 Data switches & cascoded current sources

The data switches and cascoded current source are identical to the
implementation of the baseline DAC. The sizing of the Data switches and
current source cascode are optimized for voltage headroom for the current
source and for minimizing the parasitic capacitances Cmix,cs and Cdata,cs.
These transistors consist of a number of unit elements to offer good scalability
for the binary current cells.

11.3.1.4 Local biasing and decoupling

To prevent crosstalk between the various unary current cells, local biasing
and decoupling is used. A global gate-source voltage is distributed to generate
a local bias current in each current cell. This bias current is used to locally
generate the gate voltage of the current-source cascode (Vg2) and output
cascode (Vgc and Vgm). Local decoupling of the sensitive voltages ensures
that disturbances are filtered out. All static voltages of transistors higher
than the current source cascode (Data switch, mixer, output cascode and
bleed-current cascodes) are decoupled to the 1.2V supply. In this way, almost
all voltages in the current cell are relative to the 1.2V supply. Using a one
common reference prevents disturbances between multiple references, which
could generate spurious components in the output.

11.3.1.5 Binary cells

The response of the binary current cells should be an exactly scaled version
of the response of the unary cell. An example of the difference between the
output spectrum of sub-optimal scaling and optimized scaling is shown in
Figure 11.11. The scaling of the binary part is also discussed in Chapter 9.
Three techniques are employed to achieve optimal scaling.

The first technique is that each transistor in the unary current cell consists
of 2u unit elements, where u is an integer number. In this way, binary scaling
is as easy as disconnecting a number of the transistor unit elements. Each
binary cell has half the unit elements enabled compared to the previous binary
cell. In the unary current cell, the mixer transistors consist of 8 unit elements
each. This means that unit-element scaling is possible up to the third binary
cell (B9, B8 and B7). For the other binary cells the width of the transistor
needs to be scaled to approach the accurate scaling. The output cascode
transistors consist of 4 unit elements, hence unit-element scaling is possible
for B9 and B8. However, the width of the unit element transistors is such
that width-scaling is possible and acceptable results are achieved.
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Figure 11.11: Spectrum of the simulated back-off output signal
with sub-optimal and optimized B9 layout

The second technique is the scaling of the parasitic capacitances. When
the parasitic capacitances are not accurately scaled, the time-constant of the
nodes are not identical and hence the response is different. The scaling of
the parasitic capacitances requires a scalable layout, which is discussed in
Section 11.3.2.

The third technique is to make the unary and binary cells identical for
the driving signals. In that way, the Data driver and the LO distribution
tree do not need to be altered for the binary cells and can be identical for all
current cells. The Data driver and the LO distribution tree need to sense the
same input impedance for each unary and binary current cell. However, only
a subset of the Data and LO unit transistors are used in the main output
branch for the binary cells. The remaining unit transistors are also connected
to the driving Data and LO signals, but their drain-source current is used in
a replica branch. This replica branch has approximately the same behavior
as the output branch such that the total impedance for the driving signals is
identical to the unary current cells. A schematic representation of the replica
branch is shown in Figure 11.12, where the biasing and the bleed currents are
omitted for clarity.

The use of a replica branch also aids the scaling of the parasitic
capacitances. Since the replica branch has identical behavior with respect
to the output branch, parasitic capacitances between corresponding nodes of
the replica branch and main branch do not conduct error charge and hence
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Figure 11.12: Binary current cell with ultimate replica branch

are not important.

11.3.2 Layout

The layout of the output stage is key to achieving a high spectral purity.
Reducing parasitic capacitance values at crucial nodes prevents crosstalk, ISI
and other error sources which cause non-linear distortion.

11.3.2.1 Floorplan output stage

The floorplan of the complete output stage is shown in Figure 11.13. In
this floorplan, the length of the RF signal path is minimized. Therefore, the
LO distribution tree, mixer, output cascode and output tree are close together.
The track of the Data signal connects the Data drivers to the Data switches.
The sample rate of the Data signal is lower than the LO frequency, and the
Data signal switches only at the input frequency. Hence, the distance of the
Data track is less important than the distance of the tracks of the RF signals.
Also less important is the distance between the biasing and current source
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array on the one hand and the other parts of the output stage on the other
hand.
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Figure 11.13: Floorplan of the output stage with Data drivers
and latches

The current cells are positioned in vertical slices, where shielding between
the slices prevents crosstalk. The binary cells are positioned at the center of
the current-cell array, while the unary current cells are positioned on either
side of the array.

The layout of a current cell influences the impact of processing imperfec-
tions, e.g. due to shading effects in the processing. In the proposed layout,
half of the current cells have inversely polarized Data and LO connections.
Hence, layout unbalances due to the processing are compensated when two
neighboring cells are both enabled. This is true for most cases, since the
current-cell array is controlled in a thermometer fashion.
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11.3.2.2 Floorplan current cell

The floorplan of one slice is shown in Figure 11.14, which is a more
elaborate version of the floorplan of Figure 11.13. The parasitic capacitance of
the internal nodes of the current cell needs to be minimized, hence the current-
source cascode, data switch, mixer and output cascode are grouped close
together. Tracks with high frequency signals are short while lower-frequency
tracks and biasing connections are allowed to be longer. The decoupling of the
locally generated voltages and the distributed voltages is split in two parts:
one part close to the signal path for high frequency decoupling and a part
further away for the lower frequency decoupling. The biasing block contains
the generation of the bleed currents and the local voltages for the gates of the
current-source cascode and output cascodes.

Bleed current source

Biasing

Latch and 

driver

Output and 

measurement tree

LO tree

Current source

array
Decoupling

Data switchCS cascode

Decoupling

Output casc.Mix.

Output cascode

biasing

Figure 11.14: Floorplan of one slice of the output stage, 90◦

rotated

11.3.2.3 Output cascode layout

The most important parasitic capacitance is at the source of the output
cascode (OutCasc, s in Figure 11.2), since it experiences the largest coupling
to the large output voltage swing. This capacitance should be minimized
and should be made maximally scalable for the binary cells. The layout
strategy for these requirements is illustrated in Figure 11.15. In this figure,
the measurement cascodes and the replica branches are omitted. The blue
blocks are the transistors. The sources of those transistors are connected to
the OutCasc, s node, while the drains are connected to the out node which is
the output of the Mixing-DAC. The black lines represent layout connections.
The length of the OutCasc, s connection is partly scalable and partly fixed.
The scaling of the parasitic capacitance can be perfected by tuning the width
of the track. Tuning of the track width is also required for the output cascode
of binary current cells B7 to B0.
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Figure 11.15: Layout strategy for the output cascode

11.3.2.4 Mixer layout

The mixer layout is specifically challenging because of the cross connec-
tions of the mixer. The layout strategy of the mixer is similar to that of
the output cascode and is illustrated in Figure 11.16. In this illustration, the
dummy transistors and the replica branches are omitted. This layout strategy
is focused at a scalable OutCasc, s node, minimal parasitic capacitance at the
OutCasc, s node, and differential matching.

Minimal parasitic capacitance of the OutCasc, s node and scalability of the
OutCasc, s node are both achieved by connecting this node without horizontal
connecting wires, as is the case for the LO and mix, cs nodes. However, there
still is a part of the OutCasc, s track which has a fixed length. Tuning of the
width of this track perfects the binary scaling of the parasitic capacitance of
this node.

For differential matching, all corresponding nodes (LO and LO,
OutCasc, s and OutCasc, s, mix, cs and mix, cs) have the same length of
wiring. However, some tracks see different environments and hence have
different parasitic capacitances to different nodes. Therefore, single ended
HD2 is converted to differential HD2 due to non-ideal matching of these
parasitic capacitances.
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Figure 11.16: Layout strategy for mixer

11.3.2.5 Layout of cascoded current source, data switches and
biasing

The layout of the current source, current source cascode, data switches and
biasing is adopted from the layout of the baseline DAC. The same approach as
for the mixer and the output cascode is employed: unit elements for scaling,
layout of the connection tracks for scaling, and minimization of parasitic
capacitances at sensitive nodes.

11.3.2.6 LO and output tree layout

For high spectral purity, the delay timing errors should be minimized,
see Chapter 6. Unbalance in the distribution of the LO signal or output
recombination can cause delay timing errors. Hence, a balanced tree structure
is used to implement these two functions.

For the LO distribution tree, the load of all unary and all binary cells is
equal. For the binary cells, this is achieved by utilizing the replica approach
which is discussed in Section 11.3.1.5. The tree structure is based on a binary
tree. The principle of the tree, which is adopted from the tree design of the
baseline DAC, is illustrated in Figure 11.17. The various metal layers in the
chip can be used to exchange lateral area occupation with the number of
occupied metal layers.

The tree is characterized by the delay between the root and the leafs. The
goal of the tree structure is do minimize the delay difference between the leafs.
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Figure 11.17: Principle of the binary tree for the LO and output
signal

Each level of the tree (L1, L2, ..., Lt) smooths this delay difference. All levels
consist of 2L connections to the next level, where L is the number of the level.
Since the number of cells is 80, which is not a power of two, the last level Lt

does not contain 2t levels, but 80 levels. The higher t, the lower the delay
differences between the leafs.

The relative delay for the LO tree is shown in Figure 11.18. The x-axis
is the spatial position of the current cell in the array of current cells, while
the y-axis is the delay error with respect to the average delay. As can be
seen in the plot, the binary cells are positioned at the center of the current-
cell array, while the unary current cells are positioned on either side of the
array. These simulation results are obtained using RC extractions. For higher
frequencies or higher accuracy, an EM simulation would be more appropriate.
The original configuration is a tree with 7 levels and with the position of each
connection between levels at the theoretical position. However, even with this
tree structure the delays of the 80 leafs are not identical. Due to edge effects
the delay distribution is inclined toward the middle. And due to non-identical
capacitive load at the binary cells, the delay for the binary cells is different
than the delay of the unary cells.

One optimization technique that is applied, is to shift the connections
between the various levels away from the center of the tree. This compensates
for the rotated delay distribution.

It can be observed that the delay spread of the binary cells is larger than
that of the unary cells. However, since the influence of the binary cells is
much smaller than the influence of the unary cells, the delay spread of the
binary cells is allowed to be orders of magnitude larger than for the unary
cells. Therefore, the larger delay spread of the binary cells is acceptable and
no compensation is required.

The same approach is used to design the output recombination tree,
which is shown in Figure 11.19. For the optimization of the output tree, the
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Figure 11.18: Relative delay error of each endpoint of the LO
tree to the root, both for initial and optimized layout

following methods are used: shifting of connections between levels, widening
of the last level, tuning of the leaf wiring of the binary current cells. The
output capacitance of the binary cells is not similar to that of the unary
cells. Therefore, the width of the wiring between the output of the binary
current cells and the last level of the tree is optimized to equalize the RC time
constants and remove any excessive delay timing errors.

The standard deviation of the delay errors of the unary part of the LO tree
and the output tree are 1.8fs and 7.2fs respectively, which are both smaller
than the required 55fs of Section 6.5.

11.4 LO driver

The LO driver is required to drive the LO switching transistors, which
are connected by the LO tree. The LO tree and the LO transistors cause a
large parasitic load at the output of the LO driver. The timing errors between
the LO signals at the gates of the LO transistors is required to be minimal.
Therefore, the LO driver is a global driver and connected to the LO transistors
via a balanced tree.

The LO drive chain consists of two cascaded CML drivers, a regulator for
the local supply voltage and a reference voltage generator for the regulator.
The schematic of the LO drive chain is given in Figure 11.20.
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11.4.1 Drivers

Both the main LO driver and the pre-driver are implemented using a CML
buffer to prevent signal-dependency in the supply current. It also enables
easy control over the signal levels and the cross-over point. The drivers use
thin-oxide transistors as switches (Mp1, Mp2, Mm1 and Mm2) to minimize
the parasitic capacitances and thus enable high-speed operation. The LO
signal voltage levels are above 1.2V, hence the bulk voltage of the switching
transistors is the same elevated bulk voltage as the mixer switches in the
output stage.

The LO frequency of 4GHz requires a low RC time constant for the LO
driver. The large LO tree parasitic capacitance, i.e. approximately 1pF, forces
a low load resistance for the CML driver. The load resistor (RLm) is chosen to
be 20Ω. Since the W/L of the mixer is low, the swing of the LO signal should
be large, i.e. 800mV. This requires a tail current of 40mA through Mm0.

The pre-driver only requires Itail=10mA (through Mp0) and RLp=80Ω for
fast operation. The input of the pre-driver contains a 100Ω differential resistor
for termination of the transmission line of the external LOin signal. The input
of the pre-driver also contains resistors for the biasing of the input transistor
pair, hence external capacitive coupling is preferred.

The LO driver has a number of digital inputs. The digital input can
configure the LO signal to be static. In that case, the mixer transistors in
the output stage become normal cascodes and the Mixing-DAC becomes a
Nyquist DAC. For calibration purposes, the polarity of the static LO signal
can also be controlled. For clarity reasons, the implementing circuits of both
functions are not shown in the schematic of Figure 11.20.

Disturbances at the supply of the LO drivers (VloHigh) couple to the output
of the Mixing-DAC through two coupling paths. One coupling path is that
low frequency disturbances (at fdist) first mix with the LO frequency, and
then appear at the LO signal. Hence, the output of the Mixing-DAC has
disturbances at fin+fLO+fdist. The second disturbance path is that a high
frequency disturbance at fdist directly couples to the Mixing-DAC output
at fdist. This coupling path mainly causes single-ended distortion at the
output. For achieving the desired spectral purity, these disturbances need
to be smaller than approximately 10mV. Therefore, the regulator of the local
supply voltage is optimized for rejection of disturbances from the 3.3V supply.
When expecting a disturbance in the order of 50mV on the 3.3V power
supply, the regulator should have a power supply rejection ration (PSRR)
of approximately 14dB.
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11.4.2 Local supply voltage

The internal regulator generates the local power supply VloHigh for the
LO drivers from the 3.3V supply voltage. The regulator also ensures that the
local supply voltage of the LO driver remains clean and undistorted.

A low output impedance is necessary to prevent modulation of the VloHigh

due to variations in the current through the LO drivers. The feedback
configuration provides a low output impedance for low frequencies. The
second stage of the regulator is a source follower, which supplies 50mA to the
LO drivers and hence has a very large area and large parasitic capacitances.
Therefore, the bandwidth of the feedback loop is only 8MHz. The source
follower configuration provides a low output impedance for frequencies above
8MHz. For very high frequencies, decoupling of VloHigh results in a low
output impedance. The decoupling capacitors are not shown in the schematic.
Combining these three features, the worst case output impedance is 5Ω.

The PSRR of the regulator is 15dB at the worst corner-case. This is better
than the required 14dB, hence disturbances below 50mV on the 3.3V power
supply will not cause the spectral purity to be worse than the target.

11.4.3 Reference generator

The reference Vref for the regulator is generated from the 1.2V supply
and a diode-connected transistor. This transistor has the same sizing and
layout as a mixer transistor in the output stage. The current through the
transistor is equal to the bleed current Ibleed,mix. Hence, the reference voltage
is: Vref = 1.2V + Vgs(Ibleed,mix). In this way, the voltage at the source of
the mixer never exceeds 1.2V, and the data switches are protected against an
excessive voltage.

The ratio of the current mirror in the reference can be programmed
through a digital interface. By controlling the current through the reference
diode, Vref can be programmed for optimal performance.

11.5 Driver for elevated bulk voltage

The schematic of the circuit which generates the elevated bulk voltage
is shown in Figure 11.21. It is a simple two-stage amplifier. The elevated
bulk voltage is approximately 0.6V and is referenced to the 1.2V supply and
decoupled to the same power supply. This referencing to the 1.2V power
supply is because all transistors in the output stage which are connected to
the elevated bulk voltage are also referred to the 1.2V supply. Thanks to the
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large decoupling capacitor, the output pole is dominant and the amplifier is
very stable. The reference current through the resistor is programmable.

Reference Buffer

M1 Vout=Vb1

M0Vg1

M5

M6

M2

M3 M4

CdecapRref

Vdd1.2V

Iref

Figure 11.21: Schematic for generating the elevated bulk voltage

11.6 Data path

The data path consist of a serial interface, digital signal processing, a
programmable decoder, latches and drivers. The implementation of these
functions are identical to the implementation in the baseline DAC.

The digital signal processing can be used to apply simple operations, such
as: upsampling, filtering, mixing with a sine-wave. These operations can be
applied in the complex signal domain and hence the two Mixing-DAC cores
can operate with I/Q signaling. The digital signal processing also contains
controllable compensation for mismatch in the analog part of the I/Q paths.

The ESD devices of the LO inputs and the digital power supply are
connected to the same power-supply rail. This causes coupling between the
LO signal and the digital supply voltage. Some of the digital operations are
executed at 1/8th of the sample rate, which causes harmonics in the supply
voltage at n·FS/8. Due to the coupling of the ESD devices, in measurements
spurious components at those frequencies can appear in the LO signal and
also in the Mixing-DAC output. Due to time limitations, the ESD domains
could not be separated to prevent this coupling.

For the latches and drivers, CML logic is used. This prevents data-
dependent current drawn from the power supply and enables control of the
crossover point of the Data signal.
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11.7 Full system simulations

The total area of the implementation of one Mixing-DAC core (Mixing-
DAC without digital signal processing) is 1.6mm2. System level simulations
are performed on the complete chip excluding digital signal processing and
with package model. The most important circuits are modeled with C-
extracted models.

A wide view of the resulting spectrum with full-scale signal is shown in
Figure 11.22, where both the single ended and the differential output signal
are shown. The main output components are around fLO=3.9GHz. A zoom-
in of the output Nyquist band above fLO is given in Figure 11.23. The main
performance specifications are: IMD3=-82dBc and SFDRRB=78dBc. The
SFDRRB is limited by an IMD2 component at the edge of the RB, close to
the LO frequency. When omitting the IMD2, the highest spur is the IMD3
component at -82dBc.
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Figure 11.22: Wide spectrum of the simulated full-scale output
signal of Mixing-DAC A

Fundamental limits of the IMD are the output coupling to internal nodes
and the mismatch of the mixer. The coupling of the output to internal
nodes is related to the output cascode. Increasing the cascode size improves
the cascode function, but also increases the non-linear capacitance values.
Mismatch in the mixer causes timing errors. The mismatch can be reduced by
increasing the size of the mixer. This will increase the parasitic capacitances
in the mixer which will increase the non-linearity due to coupling of the output
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Figure 11.23: Nyquist spectrum of the simulated full-scale
output signal of Mixing-DAC A

voltage to the internal nodes.

Practical error-sources also limit the performance. The IMD2 can be
caused by imperfect balancing of the layout of the current cells, ISI at the
source of the mixer and coupling between bond wires and wiring on the chip.
Practical limitations on the achieved IMD3 can be due to capacitive coupling
of on-chip signals.

For -16dBFS/tone output power, the simulated spectrum is shown in
Figure 11.24. The main performance specifications are: IMD3=-93dBc and
SFDRRB=80dBc. The SFDR in back-off is limited by the matching of the
binary cells.

Corner simulations show only small degradation of the performance
metrics. The simulation results are close enough to the formulated targets
to justify fabrication of this design for verification.

11.8 Conclusion

To validate the proposed architecture, a 16 bit 2GSps 4GHz Mixing-DAC
is designed. The design of the output stage is crucial for achieving the desired
spectral purity. Using the correct techniques, the desired performance can be
achieved. Crucial techniques are:

• giving each current cell an identical environment,
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Figure 11.24: Nyquist spectrum of the simulated output signal
of Mixing-DAC A in back-off

• isolating the current cells from one another,

• isolating the internal nodes of the current cells from the output signal,

• implementing each function of the output stage with a separate level of
transistors,

• using an elevated bulk voltage for improving voltage headroom.

The verification simulations show that the expected performance is close to
the target specifications.

The expected and simulated performance is limited by the coupling of
the output to internal nodes, output-cascode capacitances, mismatch-induced
timing errors of the mixer, coupling between signals due to the bondwires and
on-chip wiring, and matching of the binary cells.
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The design proposed in the previous chapter has been fabricated and
measured. This chapter presents the measurement results and compares
these results with the simulated performance and with the state-of-the-art
performance. The performance limitations are analyzed and suggestions for
improvements are given. The measurement results show that the proposed
architecture can achieve high linearity and large bandwidth at GHz frequencies.

This chapter is based on a paper submitted to the IEEE ISSCC 2015
conference [81].

12.1 Introduction

The design presented in Chapter 11 has been fabricated. A photo of
the dual-Mixing-DAC die with two Mixing-DAC cores and the digital front-
end is shown in Figure 12.1. This chapter presents the measurement results
of that chip. The measurement setup is discussed in Section 12.2. The
baseband performance (LO driver in static state) is discussed in Section 12.3.
The performance of the Mixing-DAC with the mixer enabled, is discussed
in Section 12.4 and Section 12.5 for sinusoidal signals and radio signals
respectively.

12.2 Measurement setup

The setup for measuring the Mixing-DAC performance is shown in
Figure 12.2. The two main parts of the measurement setup are the equipment
and the measurement board.

12.2.1 Measurement equipment

The 16-bit digital data for the Mixing-DAC is generated by the data
generation board. The output of the Mixing-DAC is observed by a spectrum
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analyzer.

The sample clock and LO signal are sine-wave signals, generated by signal
generators. As discussed in Section 12.4.4, the phase between these two signals
is important for linearity. Therefore, the sample clock and LO signal are both
split using power splitters. One side is connected to the Mixing-DAC and the
other side is connected to a phase detector. The phase detector is actually
an oscilloscope which measures the time difference between the zero-crossings
of the two signals. This time difference is transferred to the computer, which
compares it to the phase reference set by the user. The computer calculates
the phase error between the actual clock-LO phase and the desired phase.
The user can initiate the phase correction of the LO signal generator, so the
computer does not execute phase corrections autonomously during sensitive
measurements.

The settings of the data generation board and the Mixing-DAC are
configured using the computer. Power supplies provide power to the Mixing-
DAC.

12.2.2 Measurement board

The Mixing-DAC measurement board is used to interface between the
measurement equipment and the Mixing-DAC chip. An overview of the
schematic of the measurement board is shown in Figure 12.3.
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The input and output signals of the Mixing-DAC are all differential, while
the inputs and outputs of the measurement equipment are all single ended.
Therefore, transformer baluns (T2, T5, T6) are used to convert the signals
between differential and single ended. For additional common-mode rejection
at the Mixing-DAC outputs, an additional (1:1) common-mode transformer
(T1) is used. For measurements with I/Q signaling, a branch which combines
the single-ended outputs of the two Mixing-DAC cores is implemented with
transformers (T3, T4). This additional circuitry can be connected by closing
switches S1 and S2, but is normally disconnected to not influence the single-
Mixing-DAC measurements.

All transmission lines are terminated with effective 50Ω. The Clk input
of the Mixing-DAC contains an internal 100Ω termination. Together with the
external 100Ω termination and the 1:1 transformer T5, the input impedance of
the Clkin input is 50Ω. The LOA and LOB inputs are internally terminated
with 100Ω. Together with the 2:1 transformer T6, the input impedance is
50Ω. The Mixing-DAC outputs are not internally terminated. The external
termination of 100Ω differentially and the 2:1 transformer T2 result in an
output impedance of 50Ω.

Since the output connection contains the most sensitive signal, the output
circuit of a single Mixing-DAC on the measurement board is characterized.
The output return loss (S22) of the output of the measurement board with
chip and connecting cable is shown in Figure 12.4. The S22 should be below
-10dB for good suppression of the reflections. A possible cause for the two
violations at 1GHz and 2GHz can be that the output of the Mixing-DAC is not
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Figure 12.4: Scattering parameters of the measurement board
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a proper transmission line up to the 2x50Ω resistors, but is more capacitive
and inductive due to the Mixing-DAC output capacitance and bondwires. The
reflections caused by suboptimal termination can cause frequency dependent
fluctuations in the signal power and may cause degradation of the measured
linearity. The insertion loss (S21) of the measurement board and cable, from
the pins of the Mixing-DAC chip to the output of the cable is also shown
in Figure 12.4. The high frequency dependent loss is due to the loss of the
transformers, the tracks on the measurement board and the connecting cable.

A photo of the measurement setup is shown in Figure 12.5.
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& data generationPower sources

Figure 12.5: Photo of measurement setup

12.2.3 Calibration

The Mixing-DAC contains a sort-and-combine calibration method [3].
This calibration compensates for the static mismatch of the current sources
and timing errors of the Data switching. The principle of the sort-and-combine
calibration is to combine unary current cells with opposite errors. In the
combined current cell, the errors cancel one another. Hence the combined
error is much smaller than the individual errors. Due to the combining of
the unary current cells, the effective segmentation of the converter is not the
aforementioned 6MSB + 10LSB, but less MSB unary bits. The combing is
done twice, hence the effective segmentation is: 4 calibrated MSB unary bits,
2 calibrated binary bits, 10 uncalibrated LSB binary bits. A programmable
decoder for the binary-to-unary decoding for the unary current cells executes
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the calibration map, which contains the information about which current cells
should be used together.

The error sources are measured using an on-chip measurement circuit.
The measured values are transferred to a computer, which calculates the most
optimal combination of unary current cells, the calibration map. This map is
programmed once in the chip, and is active for the remaining lifetime of the
chip.

12.3 Baseband performance

First the performance of the Mixing-DAC in baseband mode is measured.
For this measurement, the LO driver is configured in static state, hence the
mixer transistors only acts as a cascode and do not mix.

The baseband mode of the Mixing-DAC is not the main operating
mode and the design is not optimized for this operating mode. Therefore,
the performance measurements at baseband are only informative. All
measurements are done using a dual-tone signal, no separate single-tone signal
is generated for SFDR measurements.

The sample rate is 1.5GSps and the input signal is a dual-tone signal at
155.0MHz and 155.1MHz. The output spectrum of the full Nyquist band is
shown in Figure 12.6. The dual-tone SFDR is 68.1dBc with the HD2 being
the highest spurious component. The spectrum of the reduced bandwidth
is shown in Figure 12.7, where the dual-tone SFDRRB in a 300MHz RB
bandwidth, excluding the IMD tones, is 87.1dBc. Further zooming in, the
spectrum around the signal tones in Figure 12.8 shows that the worst case
IMD is the IMD3 at -86.8dBc. The increase of the noise toward the two signal
tones is due to phase noise of the spectrum analyzer.

A sweep over the input frequency shows that the performance is best at
low frequencies and worsens for higher frequencies. The results of the input-
frequency sweep is shown in Figure 12.9. For these simulations, a dual-tone
input signal is used.

The results for the IMD is as expected by simulations. At low frequencies,
the IMD is constant and is limited by the matching of the current sources.
For higher frequencies, timing errors limit the performance, which results in
a degrading IMD for increasing frequency.

The harmonic distortion strongly depends on the input frequency. The
increase for the near-Nyquist frequency suggests that the error-source is in the
baseband part of the converter. Measurements in the mix mode determine
if that is the case, or if the error-source is output-frequency dependent, see
Section 12.4.5.2 and Section 12.4.5.3.
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Figure 12.6: Spectrum of the full Nyquist band for a dual-tone
input signal in baseband mode (no mixing)

Figure 12.7: Spectrum of the 300MHz RB for a dual-tone input
signal in baseband mode (no mixing)

The SFDR is mostly limited by the HD2. Only for frequencies below
100MHz other spurs limit the SFDR. The SFDRRB for frequencies below
RB/2 (=150MHz) are limited by the HD components. For higher frequencies,
the degradation for increasing frequencies suggest that timing errors cause
these spurious components.

The total current consumption is approximately 620mA from the 1.2V
power supply and 130mA from the 3.3V power supply. Hence, the total power
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Figure 12.8: Spectrum of the dual-tone output signal in baseband
mode (no mixing)
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Figure 12.9: Dual-tone output spectrum in baseband mode (no
mixing), FS=1.5GHz, dual-tone SFDR&HD

consumption of the test chip is approximately 1.2W. This includes two Mixing-
DAC cores and the digital signal processing. The power consumption of the
analog circuitry is 710mW with two Mixing-DAC cores enabled and 380mW
with only one Mixing-DAC core enabled. Since all circuitry in the Mixing-
DAC cores is implemented with CML circuits, the current consumption is
frequency independent. The same circuits are enabled for the baseband mode
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and the mix mode, hence the power consumption in the mix mode is identical
to the power consumption in baseband mode. An overview of the power
consumption is given in Table 12.1.

Table 12.1: Power consumption of the dual-Mixing-DAC test
chip

Part 1.2V 3.3V Power

Digital circuits 415mA 0mA 498mW

Mixing-DAC cores 2x80mA 2x70mA 2x327mW

Auxiliary analog circuits 43mA 0mA 52mW

Total 1.2W

12.4 Mixing dynamic performance

When the mixer is enabled, the digital baseband signal is upconverted to
the LO frequency. The spectrum of the output for FS=1.5GSps, fLO=3GHz
and a single-tone input signal at fin=155MHz is shown in Figure 12.10. These
results coincide with the simulation results of Figure 11.22, although with
different frequencies. Hence the test chip implements the function of a Mixing-
DAC. However, there are number of small differences in the spectra. The LO
leakage in the measurements is higher than the simulation results. This can
be due to coupling in the measurement setup or coupling on-chip at a level
which is not extracted for capacitive coupling. The output power is lower
than the simulated value, which is further discussed in Section 12.4.2.

Measurements at RF frequencies are sensitive to external disturbances, see
Section 12.4.1. The output power is discussed in Section 12.4.2. Optimization
of the Mixing-DAC settings and measurement setup results in improved
performance, see Section 12.4.3 and Section 12.4.4 respectively. The resulting
performance is discussed in Section 12.4.5.

12.4.1 External disturbances

When measuring at RF frequencies, signals from RF transmitters couple to
the measurement setup and can cause spurious signals in the measured signal.
For example, when measuring around 1.85GHz, GSM transmitters close to
that frequency directly couple to the measured output voltage. Figure 12.11
shows a measurement at 1.845GHz, with external disturbances at 1.855GHz
and 1.875GHz.
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Figure 12.10: Output spectrum in mix-mode

Figure 12.11: External interference due to GSM transmitter

Due to these external disturbances, a Faraday cage is used for the
measurements at frequencies where other transmitters are active. Around
1.5GHz, no strong transmitters are active. Therefore, some of the
measurements are executed around this frequency.
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12.4.2 Output power

The output power of the measured Mixing-DAC is lower than the
simulated values. The dependence of the measured output power on the
output frequency is shown in Figure 12.12 for output frequencies of 0.3GHz
to 5.8GHz. The value of the Mixing-DAC sample rate is limited. Therefore,
to generate a wide-band signal at this wide range of output frequencies,
multiple ratios between the sample rate FS and the LO frequency fLO are
used: fLO= r·FS , where r ∈ {0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4}. In other words, Figure 12.12
combines measurements with multiple ratios, as indicated at the top of the
figure. For each region with a fixed r, the LO frequency is swept to generate
multiple output frequencies, which consequently also sweeps the sample rate.
The input frequency is fixed at fin=155MHz.

The measured power is shown as Pmeas. Both the output power of the
low Nyquist band (at fLO-fin) and the high Nyquist band (at fLO+fin) are
shown, i.e. Pmeas Low and Pmeas High respectively.
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Figure 12.12: Dependence of the output power on the output
frequency

Between the output of the Mixing-DAC and the spectrum analyzer,
a number of components cause losses: capacitance of the tracks on the
measurement board, transformers on the measurement board and the cable
between the measurement board and the spectrum analyzer. The loss of
these components is measured using a network analyzer. In Figure 12.12,
the compensated output power is shown as Pcomp for both the low and high
Nyquist band.
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The expected output power is shown in Figure 12.12 as Pcalc. The expected
output power is calculated using the known output current (20mA), the 50Ω
differential effective load resistance, an estimated load capacitance of 1.5pF
and the response of the zero-order-hold and mixing. Due to the zero-order-
hold transfer characteristic of the DAC and mixing function, a sinc-shaped
frequency-response is present in the expected output power. The relative
frequency-response due to this sync-shape also causes the signal power in
the Low and High Nyquist bands to be different. This effect is shown in
Figure 12.13, where the frequency-response of the zero-order-hold and mixing
function is shown for various ratios between FS and fLO. The asymmetry of
the response is due to the mixing operation being a mixing operation with
fLO and -fLO. Multiplying the sinc-shape of the DAC zero order hold with
fLO and -fLO results in the asymmetric response.
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The compensated output power is close to the calculated output power
for low frequencies and around 4 GHz. The difference at other frequencies is
expected to be caused by frequency-dependent reflections on the PCB and in
the measurement setup due to imperfect impedance matching. The output
power can be improved in a redesign of the Mixing-DAC, where extra attention
is paid to the output impedance. An option for a redesign is to position some of
the termination resistances on-chip, thereby eliminating some of the negative
effects of the bondwires.
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12.4.3 Biasing optimization

The performance of the Mixing-DAC depends on the settings of the bias
currents and voltages. The biasing setting which are optimized, are:

• LO driver tail current ILO
• Data driver tail current Idata
• LO driver supply voltage VloHigh

• Elevated bulk voltage VbulkHigh

• Mixer bleed current Ibleed,mix

• Output-cascode bleed current Ibleed,oc

Main optimization targets are IMD, SFDRRB and SFDR. Optimizing for these
different optimization targets often results in different optimal bias settings.
For instance, for a good IMD, the Idata should remain at the nominal value,
while the SFDR improves when Idata is decreased. The final biasing value is
a trade-off between the optimal IMD, SFDRRB and SFDR.

12.4.4 Clock - LO phase optimization

The phase between the DAC sample clock and the LO signal influences
the spectral purity. Figure 12.14 shows a simulation result for changing the
phase of the LO signal at fLO=4GHz, FS=2GSps and fin=155MHz.

In these simulations, the HD3 limits the SFDR. It can be seen that
both the IMD3 and the dual-tone SFDR can vary 10dB depending on the
phase. There is a repetition with 180◦ since the alignment of transitions is
determining the performance, and the actual direction of the transition is less
important due to the differential structure of the Mixing-DAC. The phases
for the optimal IMD3 of the high Nyquist band and the low Nyquist band are
90◦ apart. Also the phases of the optimal SFDR in both Nyquist bands are
90◦ apart. The phases for the optimal SFDR and IMD3 in the high Nyquist
band coincide. However, the phases for the optimal SFDR and IMD are in
anti phase for the low Nyquist band.

The measured performance also shows a dependence on the phase between
the clock and LO signal. The dependence of the IMD and the HD on the
clock-LO phase for fLO=1.5GHz FS=1.5GSps and fin=155MHz is shown in
Figure 12.15. The repetition with 180◦ is also present in these measurements.
The main difference between the simulation results and these measurement
results is that the phases of the optimal IMD and HD in the low Nyuist
band are identical in the measurements, while they are in anti-phase in the
simulations. The causes for this difference are unknown.
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Figure 12.14: Simulated dependence of the spectral purity on
the phase between the clock and the LO signal
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Figure 12.15: Measured dependence of the spectral purity on the
phase between the clock and the LO signal
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These measurements clearly show a strong dependence of the performance
on the clock-LO phase. However, due to the different phase behavior of
the equipment, cables, PCB tracks and transformers, externally controlling
this phase is challenging. Therefore, in a redesign of the chip, an on-chip
synchronization method would improve the stability of the measurement
results. Since the frequencies of the sample clock and the LO signal have
a well-defined ratio, an on-chip frequency divider or PLL is also an option
worth investigating.

12.4.5 Dynamic performance

The linearity of the Mixing-DAC is assessed using sinusoidal signals. This
section discusses the linearity at the typical configuration and for various
values of the input frequency, sample rate and LO frequency.

12.4.5.1 Typical frequency

There are numerous wireless standards which use frequencies around
1.9GHz, e.g. GSM, 3G, 4G. Therefore, the linearity of the Mixing-DAC
around that frequency is important. For an output frequency of 1.905GHz,
the Mixing-DAC uses fLO=1.75GHz, FS=1.75GSps and fin=155MHz. The
output in the high Nyquist band is used.

The spectrum of the full Nyquist band is shown in Figure 12.16, where
the input signal is a single-tone signal. The power of the single-tone signal
is -14.9dBm at the input of the spectrum analyzer. Correcting for the losses
of the measurement setup, the signal power is calculated to be -8.0dBm at
the output of the Mixing-DAC. The SFDR is 66.3dBc, limited by the HD2
component. The HD2 is expected to be caused by imperfect symmetry of the
mixer layout in the output stage. The second largest spurious component is
the HD3 at -69.7dBc.

The spectrum of the RB of 300MHz is shown in Figure 12.17, where the
input signal is a single-tone signal. Since the HD2 component falls outside this
RB, the SFDRRB value of 75.1dBc is much better than the SFDR value. The
SFDRRB is limited by a spurious component at fLO+FS/8-fin=1813.75MHz.
Some of the digital circuits operate at FS/8. Its disturbance on the power
supply couples via the ESD circuits to the LO input, which causes this
mixing product, see Section 11.6. Other spurious components are: fLO+FS/4-
fin=2032.5MHz (-78dBc), and HD12 at 1860MHz (-80dBc). When omitting
the spurious components associated with the digital signal processing, the
SFDRRB is 80dBc.

The spectrum of a two-tone signal is shown in Figure 12.18. The IMD5 is
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Figure 12.16: Spectrum of the full Nyquist band at
fLO=1.75GHz, FS=1.75GSps and a single-tone signal at
fin=155MHz

Figure 12.17: Spectrum of the 300MHz RB at fLO=1.75GHz,
FS=1.75GSps and a single-tone signal at fin=155MHz

the most dominant odd-order IMD at -83.9dBc. The dominance of the IMD5
over IMD3 suggests that mismatch errors cause these non-linear distortion.
Also the relatively high HD12 in the SFDRRB with respect to the simulation
implies the dominance of mismatch errors. This is further discussed in
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Section 12.4.5.3. The thermal noise power is -168dBm/Hz at 10MHz from
the output frequency.

Figure 12.18: Spectrum around the output signal at
fLO=1.75GHz, FS=1.75GSps and a dual-tone signal around
fin=155MHz

12.4.5.2 Input frequency dependence

Measuring at various input frequency values shows which part of the
Mixing-DAC is limiting the performance. The measurement results for
FS=1.5GSps and fLO=1.5GHz are shown in Figure 12.19. For low fin values,
the IMD is below -80dBc, the HD3 and HD4 are below -75dBc. For increasing
fin, the HD values degrade. This applies to both the high and low Nyquist
band. Hence, the cause of the HD is in the baseband part of the Mixing-DAC,
e.g. the Data switches or the capacitance at the drain of the Data switches.
The IMD for fin<150MHz depends more on the output frequency than on
the fin value. Hence, the cause for this non-linear distortion is in the RF part
of the Mixing-DAC, e.g. the mismatch of the mixer switches or the parasitic
capacitance at the source of the output cascode.

For the exemplary application of multicarrier GSM, the linearity at
fLO=1.5GHz is near the target -85dBc. However, to maintain this linearity,
the input frequency should be limited to approximately 150MHz. These
results clearly show that the proposed architecture achieves high linearity
in a large bandwidth.
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Figure 12.19: Sweep over the input frequency in mix mode,
FS=1.5GSps, fLO=1.5GHz

12.4.5.3 Output frequency dependence

The flexibility of the Mixing-DAC architecture enables the generation of
an RF output signal from baseband to multi-GHz frequencies. To demonstrate
this capability, Figure 12.20 shows the performance for output frequencies of
1.1-5.3GHz. To cover this range, the ratio between FS and fLO should be
between 1 and 4. The FS is between 1.1GSps and 1.75GSps while the fLO is
1.3-5.1GHz. The input frequency is always 155MHz. For each value of fLO,
the configuration of the data driver bias current and the LO driver bias current
are altered in a range of 6% and 12% respectively for the best performance.
For each data point, also the clock-LO phase is optimized.

The IMD and the SFDRRB does not strongly depend on the output
frequency for frequencies below 1.9GHz and 1.7GHz respectively. Hence, the
error sources in the baseband part of the Mixing-DAC limit the linearity. For
higher frequencies, the IMD and SFDRRB depend on the output frequency.
For these frequencies, the non-linearity is caused by error sources in the RF
part of the Mixing-DAC. The SFDR is almost constant for fout<4GHz, limited
by the HD2, HD3 or HD4. These HD components are caused by effects in
the baseband part of the Mixing-DAC. Above 4 GHz, both the HD spurs and
the SFDR worsen, limited by error sources in the RF part of the converter.
The peak in the HD2 value around 3.2GHz suggests that there are two HD2-
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Figure 12.20: Sweep over the output frequency, FS=1.1-
1.75GSps, fLO=1.3-5.1GHz, fin=155MHz

generating effects, which can cancel one another.
To analyze which error-source causes the IMD to degrade for frequencies

above 1.9GHz, a dither signal is added to the input data. A dither signal
is a random signal, which has no correlation with the desired input signal.
The goal of adding a dither signal is to randomize which current cells
are used for a specific value of the desired dual-tone input signal. When
there are cell-dependent error sources which cause non-linear distortion, the
distortion is converted to noise. The amplitude of the dual-tone input signal
is decreased by 6dB to allow for the dither signal with a total amplitude of
-6dBFS. The resulting IMD is shown in Figure 12.21. For a discussion on the
relationship between the input-signal power and the linearity, see Chapter 9
and Section 12.4.5.4.

These measurement results show that the IMD can be better than -80dBc
for frequencies between 1.9GHz and 3.5GHz when using dither. Note that the
input signal effectively experiences a 15 bit converter due to the amplitude
reduction of 6dB of the input signal. The IMD performance up to 3.0GHz
is independent of the output frequency. From 2.5GHz up to the maximum
measured frequency of 5.3Ghz, the dither IMD is more than 10dB better than
the IMD without dither. These measurement results clearly demonstrate that
the most dominant error source above 1.9GHz is a cell-dependent error source.
Examples of this type of error source are:

• timing errors in the mixer;
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Figure 12.21: IMD with and without dither for various output
frequencies

• timing errors in the LO distribution tree;

• timing errors in the output recombination tree.

It is unknown which of these error sources is the most dominant. These error-
sources can be due to imperfect design or due to process variations. For errors
due to imperfect design, e.g. timing errors in the distribution tree, a redesign
can enable a solution. For errors due to process variation, e.g. timing errors
due to mixer mismatch, a calibration method can be used to measure and
correct the timing errors of the mixer. However, this requires the measurement
accuracy of the timing-error measurement circuit to be in the order of 55fs,
see Section 6.5. An exemplary applicable calibration method is the sort-and-
combine calibration already present in the Mixing-DAC implementation.

For the exemplary application of multicarrier GSM, the IMD value is near
the required -85dBc for output-frequency values up to 1.9GHz. However, if
the cell-dependent error-source would be compensated, the IMD performance
up to approximately 3.5GHz is satisfactory. The high IMD up to almost
4GHz closely matches the simulation results. The cell-dependent error-sources
can be compensated by adding a dither signal to the input data or in a
new implementation, e.g. by timing-error calibration of the RF part of the
Mixing-DAC. However, measurements show that the absolute value of the
Noise Spectral Density (NSD) (in dBm/Hz) degrades with roughly 6dB when
adding dither. This additional noise is caused by the HD and IMD components
which have been randomized and appear as noise.
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The measured thermal NSD (without dither) for various output-frequency
values is shown in Figure 12.22. For these measurements, an LNA is used
between the output of the measurement board and the spectrum analyzer
to reduce the impact of the spectrum-analyzer noise. Due to the low noise
power and the large attenuation of the measurement setup, the noise of the
measurement setup limits the measured noise above fout=1.7GHz. The NSD
up to 1.7GHz is -157dBFS/Hz and it is expected that the NSD of the Mixing-
DAC is identical for all other output frequency values. This NSD value is close
to the required -162dBFS/Hz for the exemplary application of multicarrier
GSM.
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Figure 12.22: Thermal noise spectral density for various output-
frequency values

12.4.5.4 Input-power dependence

Since multicarrier transmitters typically operate in back-off, the perfor-
mance with a reduced input-signal power is important (see Chapter 9). There
are two types of responses of the non-linearity to the value of the input-
signal power. Decreasing the input-signal power improves the IMD if the
dominant distortion is caused by a non-linear element, such as for instance a
single transistor. The IMD degrades for decreasing input-signal power if the
distortion is caused by cell-dependent effects.

The spectral purity for various values of the input-signal power is shown in
Figure 12.23. In this measurement, FS=1.5GSps, fLO=1.5GHz, fin=155MHz
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and the high Nyquist band is used.
A lower input power means that less unary current cells are used, that

the effective segmentation changes to less unary bits, and that the relative
importance of the cell-dependent error sources increases. At fLO=1.5GHz,
the IMD and SFDRRB almost linearly depend on the input power, hence
the dominant error source at this frequency is cell-dependent, as suggested
in the previous section. The error-source which generates the HD is not the
most dominant error-source at fLO=1.5GHz. However, the degradation of the
HD above 10dBFS back-off shows that there are cell-dependent error sources
which can influence the HD at the right conditions. This coincides with the
conclusions in the previous section, where the HD degrades for high output
frequency values, and with the discussion of the segmentation in Chapter 9.
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Figure 12.23: Dynamic performance for various values of the
digital input power (FS=1.5GSps, fLO=1.5GHz, fin=155MHz,
high Nyquist band)

12.4.5.5 Temperature dependence

The measurement board including the data generation board was placed
in an controlled-temperature environment to evaluate the performance over
temperature. The results of an ambient temperature sweep from -35◦C
to 125◦C are shown in Figure 12.24. In this measurement, FS=1.5GSps,
fLO=1.5GHz, fin=155MHz and the high Nyquist band is used.

There are no IMD results for temperatures above 95◦C because the data-
generation board failed to operate above these frequencies. However, because
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the temperature (FS=1.5GSps, fLO=1.5GHz, fin=155MHz, high
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the Mixing-DAC chip can independently generate single-tone signals, there
are HD and SFDR results for the complete temperature range.

The IMD degradation above 40◦C is due to the IMD3; the other IMD
components slightly improve from -83dBc at -35◦C to -88dBc at 80◦C. The
cause of the IMD other than the IMD3 is mismatch induced timing errors.
Mismatch becomes smaller for higher temperatures, hence timing errors are
smaller for higher temperature improving the IMD. The cause of the IMD3
degradation is expected to be transistors in the output stage of the Mixing-
DAC leaving their saturation region. When the LO high voltage (VloHigh)
and the Data driver bias current are slightly increased, the IMD3 at 95◦C
improves from -74dBc to beyond -90dBc. The SFDRRB is expected to also
suffer from this transistor not being in saturation.

The shape of the HD2 curve suggest that there are two HD2 effects which
cancel one another, which is also observed in Section 12.4.5.3. The other HD
components only weakly depend on the temperature.

The power consumption is almost independent of the temperature. The
total current consumption varies less than 4% for the temperature range of
-35◦C to 80◦C.
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12.4.5.6 Multiple samples

For analyzing the robustness of the Mixing-DAC performance, 15 samples
are measured. All measurements use identical clock-LO phase and identical
biasing configuration. The histogram of the IMD and the SFDRRB is shown in
Figure 12.25. In this measurement, FS=1.5GSps, fLO=1.5GHz, fin=155MHz
and the high Nyquist band is used.
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Figure 12.25: Histogram of |IMD| and SFDRRB for 15
samples with identical configuration (FS=1.5GSps, fLO=1.5GHz,
fin=155MHz, high Nyquist band)

The performance of the elaborately discussed sample (#5) is:
IMD=-82dBc and SFDRRB=82dBc. The median of the 15 samples are
IMD=-75dBc and SFDRRB=81dBc. Sample #5 has an average SFDRRB,
but it is the best sample with respect to its IMD. A possible cause of this
single good IMD for sample #5 is that the clock-LO phase and the biasing
configuration is optimized for this specific sample. However, when applying
the same optimization method to another sample (#12), the IMD3 only
improves slightly, from -74dBc to -76dBc, which is worse than the original
sample #5. But the IMD5, HD2, HD3 and HD4 of sample #12 are similar
or better than sample #5. Timing errors due to mismatch do not cause this
worse IMD3 because then also the IMD5 would be worse, which is not the
case. However, the determination of the reason for the worse IMD3 requires
further investigation.

The histogram of the LO leakage is shown in Figure 12.26. It can be
observed that the chips have two discrete values of the LO leakage: -22dBm
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or around -51dBm. There is a large correlation between the LO leakage
value and the value of the HD2 and HD4 in each sample. Hence, one of
the causes for the LO leakage is an unbalance in the differential signals. The
other cause for a high LO leakage is expected to be the calibration algorithm.
The Mixing-DAC contains a number of redundant current cells such that the
calibration algorithm can select the current cells with the best behavior, as
discussed in Section 11.2 and Section 12.2.3. The floorplan of the output stage
incorporates inversely polarization of half of the current cells, as discussed in
Section 11.3.2.1. This inversion of the polarization is done by connecting the
LO tree with inverse polarity to the mixer in the mirrored current cells. When
the calibration algorithm selects an equal number of inversely polarized and
straight current cells, the LO leakage of those two types of current cells cancel
one another. This results in a low LO leakage. When the number of the two
types of current cells are not equal, the LO leakage is not canceled and a high
LO leakage is observed.
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Figure 12.26: Histogram of LO leakage for 15 samples with
identical configuration (FS=1.5GSps, fLO=1.5GHz, fin=155MHz,
high Nyquist band)

12.5 Radio signals

The measurement of real radio signals shows the usability of the Mixing-
DAC for transmitters. GSM signals have a relatively small bandwidth, but
require a high spectral purity. WCDMA and LTE are standards which require
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more signal bandwidth, especially in a multicarrier setup. However, the
required spectral purity is lower than that of GSM. For all radio standards,
the required spurious-component free bandwidth is large.

The typical full-scale output current of the Mixing-DAC is 20mA, but it is
programmable up to 51mA. For the single-carrier radio signals, the noise of the
Mixing-DAC and the measurement setup limits the performance. Therefore,
configuring the Mixing-DAC for a higher output power at the expense of
linearity results in a better ACLR (Adjacent Channel Leakage Ratio). For
multi-carrier radio signals, intermodulation products can limit the ACLR and
hence the linearity is more important.

12.5.1 Multicarrier intermodulation

To demonstrate the excellent intermodulation performance of the Mixing-
DAC, a 13-tone signal is measured at 2.0GHz output. The measured
spectrum is shown in Figure 12.27. The reason for the low level of the
intermodulation spurs is due to the 13 tones acting as a sort of dithering signal
for the other tones, thereby spreading the energy of the distortion spurs (see
Section 12.4.5.3). In this figure, there is a spur at fLO+FS/8 (=1.97GHz)
present, which is masked by one of the signal tones. Since the clock-related
spurs are not caused by an error in the Mixing-DAC core but are caused by
the digital circuits, these clock-related spurs are not relevant. The SFDRRBin
a 300MHz bandwidth, excluding the clock spur, is 81dBc. This shows that the
linearity of the Mixing-DAC is sufficient to accommodate multicarrier signals
without being limited by intermodulation of the carriers.

12.5.2 GSM

A single-carrier GSM signal is shown in Figure 12.28, together with a
part of the GSM spectral mask. Figure 12.29 shows the same GSM signal
with the remaining part of the GSM mask. The validation of conformance
to the GSM mask is split in these two parts since the spectrum analyzer
can only handle a limited number of different levels in the spectral mask.
These measurements use an LNA to lower the impact of the spectrum-analyzer
noise. The GSM signal satisfies the spectral mask up to ±20MHz from the
carrier. This validates the excellent phase noise and thermal noise, which are
sufficiently low to satisfy the single-carrier GSM requirements. At more than
20MHz from the carrier, various spurious components violate the spectral
mask. However, most of these spurs are also present when the Mixing-DAC
is idle, and hence are expected to be external disturbances coupling to the
measurement setup.
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Figure 12.27: 13-tone output signal demonstrates low intermodu-
lation (fLO=1.75GHz, FS=1.75GSps, and a 13-tone signal around
fin=250MHz, high Nyquist band)

Figure 12.28: GSM signal at 1.625GHz and GSM mask close to
the signal (FS=1.5GSps, fLO=1.5GHz, fin=125MHz, high Nyquist
band)

The equivalent NSD at 20MHz from the GSM carrier in Figure 12.29 is
calculated to be -141dBFS. This does not correspond with the measured NSD
of -157dBFS of Section 12.4.5.3. Possible reasons for this difference are in
the spectrum analyzer. The attenuation of the spectrum analyzer is 14dB
to prevent non-linear distortion of the spectrum analyzer to limit the GSM
measurement. This increases the relative weight of the noise of the spectrum
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Figure 12.29: GSM signal at 1.625GHz and GSM mask far away
from the signal (FS=1.5GSps, fLO=1.5GHz, fin=125MHz, high
Nyquist band)

analyzer. Furthermore, the settings of the spectrum analyzer when measuring
the GSM signal are optimized for dynamic range and linearity and not for low
noise. Finally, the phase noise of the spectrum analyzer is -145dBc at 10MHz,
which is close to the calculated -141dBFS noise floor.

A 3-carrier GSM signal is shown in Figure 12.30. Since the noise floor is
much higher than expected from the earlier measured NSD of Section 12.4.5.3,
the noise violates the spectral mask. At the frequencies of the IMD3 of the
GSM carriers, slight increase in noise can be observed due to the limited IMD3
of the Mixing-DAC.

12.5.3 ACLR of WCDMA and LTE

The measurement of the ACLR of WCDMA and LTE signals is limited by
the noise of the measurement setup. Therefore, for most ACLR measurements
the output current is increased typically to 38mA. This improves the ratio
between the output-signal power and the noise floor, thereby increasing the
ACLR. Although increasing the output current reduces the linearity, it usually
does not degrade the ACLR since the ACLR is limited by noise and not by
non-linearity.

The spectrum of a 1-channel LTE signal is shown in Figure 12.31. The
peak-to-average ratio of the LTE signal is 11dB. Therefore the output power is
11dB lower than the maximum single-tone output power to prevent clipping.
The measured ACLR is -69dBc for fout=2GHz. Since the output power
increases for lower frequencies, the ACLR for lower frequencies is better.
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Figure 12.30: Multicarrier GSM signal at 1.805GHz to 1.824GHz
(FS=1.0GSps, fLO=2.0GHz, fin=176-195MHz, low Nyquist band)

Figure 12.31: Single-channel ACLR of a LTE signal at 2.0GHz
(FS=1.75GSps, fLO=1.75GHz, fin=250MHz, high Nyquist band)

A 4-channel LTE signal is shown in Figure 12.32. Since the carriers add
up in amplitude, the output power is 12dB lower than the power of the 1-
channel signal. To maximize the signal to noise ratio, an LNA is used in
the measurement setup to amplify the input signal of the spectrum analyzer.
Since the ACLR is limited by the noise, the 4-channel ACLR of -58dBc is
approximately 12dB lower than the 1-channel LTE signal.

The LTE ACLR at 4.1GHz is -73dBc, see Figure 12.33. This ACLR similar
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to the ACLR at 2GHz since the output power at 4GHz is similar to the 2GHz
output power, see Section 12.2.2.

Figure 12.32: 4-channel ACLR of a LTE signal at 2.0GHz,
measured with LNA (FS=1.75GSps, fLO=1.75GHz, fin=250MHz,
high Nyquist band)

Figure 12.33: Single-channel ACLR of a LTE signal at 4.1GHz
(FS=0.983GSps, fLO=3.932GHz, fin=155MHz, high Nyquist
band)

The ACLR dependence on the input frequency is shown in Figure 12.34.
By choosing a high fin, the distance of the output frequency to the LO leakage
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or signal images is increased. This allows for a wider or less-steep output filter.

The LTE ACLR is limited by the noise floor. Since the output power
decreases for increasing fin, the ACLR also decreases slightly. The higher
ACLR at 2.35GHz is due to the HD2 falling inside the measurement band.

The ACLR of the WCDMA signal is better than that of LTE since the
bandwidth of the ACLR channel is lower, integrating less noise in one channel.
The WCDMA ACLR in the first neighboring channel is the highest, since
it also contains intermodulation of the signal channel. The linearity of the
converter is limited due to the increased output current.
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Figure 12.34: Single-channel ACLR of a WCDMA sig-
nal and aLTE signal for various values of the output
frequency(FS=1.75GSps, fLO=1.75GHz, high Nyquist band)

12.6 I/Q signaling

The measurement board also contains an option to combine the outputs
of the two Mixing-DAC cores. When these two Mixing-DAC cores are used in
an I/Q configuration, cancellation of the output signal in one of the Nyquist
bands can be achieved. Without compensation of the mismatch between the
two Mixing-DACs, the combined output spectrum contains image leakage,
see Figure 12.35. The output signal also contains LO leakage. In this
measurement, FS=1.5GSps, fLO=1.5GHz, fin=155MHz.

The image leakage is approximately -27dBc, which is much worse than
the image leakage of a typical I/Q mixer. This high image leakage is mainly
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Figure 12.35: I/Q configuration (FS=1.5GSps, fLO=1.5GHz,
fin=155MHz)

caused by the I/Q combination transformer, which has amplitude and phase
unbalance. A transformer amplitude unbalance of 0.4dB already causes an
image leakage of more than -27dBc. However, the DSP in the digital part of
the chip contains gain correction for the I/Q channels. Phase correction can
be applied by changing the phase of the LO input signals. Tuning these
parameters, the image rejection can be optimized. Also the LO leakage
can be compensated by adding DC offset to the digital input data, which
is also enabled by the on-chip DSP. The results of manual tuning is shown
in Figure 12.36. The image leakage is -83dBc, 56dB better than the original
value. The LO leakage is -91dBm=-84dBc, 35dB better than the original
value. The tuning can be automatized, as is done in typical high performance
transmitters.

The high Nyquist band can also be selected by changing the phase of the
LO signal. The optimized image rejection is 69dB while the optimized LO
leakage is -85dBm (=-73dBc).

The sensitivity of the image leakage to the phase of the LO signal is
high. When the LO phase changes 0.5ps, which is 0.27◦ at 1.5GHz, the image
leakage of the low Nyquist band increases with 10dB, from -83dBc to -73dBc.
However, a more balanced recombination method than the transformer will
give a better initial image rejection and will consequently result in a lower
sensitivity to an LO-phase error.
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Figure 12.36: I/Q configuration with gain/phase mismatch
compensation and LO leakage compensation (FS=1.75GSps,
fLO=1.75GHz, fin=155MHz)

12.7 Comparison with the state-of-the-art

An overview of the performance of the state-of-the-art DACs, mixers and
Mixing-DACs is discussed in Section 2.7. A comparison of the performance
of this work with the performance of the state-of-the-art solutions is given
in Figure 12.37 and Figure 12.38 for the IMD and SFDR respectively. The
references of the state-of-the-art data points are given in Section 2.7.

The IMD, SFDR and SFDRRB of this work are better than or similar
to that of the referenced publications for all measured frequencies, see also
Section 2.7. The IMD is at least 10dB better and the SFDRRB is at least 5dB
better, while measuring in a larger RB.

The proposed Mixing-DAC is specifically aimed at achieving high linearity.
Other publications make architecture choices which degrade the performance.
The closest IMD is achieved by [8,9]. This is a GaAs implementation without
an output cascode (mixer modulation due to large output voltage swing),
without current source cascode (disturbance at switching of Data signal) and
it suffers from mismatch in the current sources. Other publications either do
not use an output cascode [5,10–13], do not use a current source cascode [5,10],
use global mixing (low linearity) [12] or use mixing in the current source (no
possibility for separate optimization of the ’reference’ and ’mixing’ function)
[5, 10, 11, 13].

For the SFDR and SFDRRB, the same limitations apply. Architectures
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Figure 12.37: Overview of the IMD of state-of-the-art Mixing-
DAC publications and this work

which come close to the measured SFDR [17–22] use separate transistors
for the main functions of the output stage (see Section 11.3.1), although an
output cascode or current source cascode is usually omitted, which reduces the
linearity. The SFDRRB of the referenced publications is generally achieved in
a very small RB of less than 20MHz. Only [21,22] measures in a larger RB of
200MHz, but achieves good SFDR and SFDRRB by using a output bandpass
filter to eliminate harmonic distortion.

A comparison of the performance of the Mixing-DAC test chip with the
best competitors is given in Table 12.2. The performance of this work is given
for the frequency range, fout61.9GHz and for the output frequency of 4.1GHz
since the performance at those frequencies is typical.

The comparison of the Mixing-DAC with the traditional DAC-mixer
combination is crucial in assessing the usability of the Mixing-DAC as a
replacement of the separate DAC and mixer in transmitters. There are two
main comparison points: linearity and power consumption. The presented
Mixing-DAC is compared with a state-of-the-art highly linear mixer which is
commercially available, the LT5579 [15]
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Figure 12.38: Overview of the SFDR of state-of-the-art Mixing-
DAC publications and this work

The output power of the Mixing-DAC at 1.75GHz and 2.14GHz is -7dBm
and -10dBm and achieves -83dBc and -77dBc respectively. The OIP3 (third
order output interception point) of the mixer at those frequencies is +29dBm
and +27dBm respectively, leading to an IMD3 value of -84dBc and -86dBc
respectively. This is less than 9dB better than the Mixing-DAC. However,
when using dither, the IMD3 of the Mixing-DAC improves to -86dBc and
-85dBc which is similar to the highly linear mixer. Hence, when counteracting
the cell-dependent error sources, the Mixing-DAC achieves similar linearity to
the highly linear mixer. If the output impedance of the Mixing-DAC would
be less capacitive and thus the bandwidth of the output RC filter larger, it
is expected that the IMD would be not degrade, which would improve the
comparison with the traditional mixer.

For extending the baseband DAC with a mixing-function, the Mixing-DAC
only requires 50mAmore from the 3.3V power supply than the baseband DAC.
The separate mixer requires 225mA from the 3.3V supply, which is more than
4 times more than the Mixing-DAC. Hence, the Mixing-DAC is a more power-
efficient solution for highly linear transmitters than a separate mixer.
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12.8 Conclusion

The chip implementation of the proposed Mixing-DAC architecture has
been successfully measured. The performance depends on the biasing
configuration and the clock-LO phase. The output power is attenuated by RC
filtering at the output of the Mixing-DAC and by losses in the measurement
setup.

Both in baseband mode and in mix mode, the target linearity of
IMD<-80dBc is achieved. The IMD is approximately better than -80dBc
up to 3.5GHz using a dithering signal in the input data. Without dithering,
the IMD is better than -82dBc up to 1.9GHz. This shows that the linearity is
limited by cell-dependent error sources. Clock-mixing spurs usually limit the
SFDRRB. At 1.9GHz, the clock-mixing spur is at -75dBc while the highest
non-linearity spur is at -80dBc. The SFDR in the full Nyquist band is mostly
limited by the HD2, which is expected to be generated by imbalance in the
layout in the baseband part of the converter. The noise power of -168dBm/Hz
at 1.9GHz is low enough to satisfy the challenging GSM spectral mask for a
singe-carrier signal.

The IMD, SFDR and SFDRRB of the presented chip is similar or better
than all state-of-the-art Mixing-DACs at the measured frequencies. The
measurement results of the test chip demonstrates that the proposed Mixing-
DAC architecture achieves both high linearity and large bandwidth at GHz
carrier frequencies.





13 | General conclusions

In this chapter, general conclusions are drawn. For detailed conclusions,
the reader is referred to the conclusions of the separate chapters.

A Mixing-DAC can be used to replace the DAC and Mixer of a traditional
transmitter. Using a Mixing-DAC results in different architecture trade-offs
than the ones that are available when just combining a DAC and mixer.
These new architecture trade-offs enable a reduction of the cost and power
consumption, while improving the linearity at high frequencies. One of the
most challenging applications is a multicarrier transmitter, which requires
high spectral purity in a wide band.

For the Mixing-DAC with high spectral purity in a wide band, an
optimal architecture should be used. In this work, a systematic analysis and
classification of various aspects of Mixing-DAC architectures are presented.
The classification is a powerful tool to synthesize the best architecture in
a structured way. The classification is used to synthesize a Mixing-DAC
architecture with high spectral purity. This architecture can indeed achieve
the desired high spectral purity. Characteristics of this architecture are:
current-steering principle, Cartesian signaling, local mixing with local output
cascodes, square-wave mixing, symmetric around zero signaling for the LO
and data signal, fully differential, cascoded operations, and LO-gate transistor
usage. Furthermore, it is also shown that using local output cascodes is more
power efficient than using an output transformer.

The implementation of the architecture is challenging. The current
cells in the output stage feature multiple cascoded functions, which are all
implemented using thin-oxide devices. This leads to multiple cascoded thin-
oxide devices in a limited supply voltage. The low supply voltage becomes
increasingly limiting for process technologies with smaller feature size. It
is shown that increasing the bulk voltage of some of the transistors enables
raising the supply voltage without compromising the reliability. Finally, a
DAC core is used which is calibrated for static and dynamic errors.

The measured linearity up to 1.9GHz is IMD<-82dBc, which is better than
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the target IMD of -80dBc. The SFDRRB up to 1.9GHz is >75dBc. Above
this frequency, the linearity decreases due to cell-dependent timing errors.
Circumventing these error sources, e.g. by means of dithering, the linearity
up to 3.5GHz is better than the target. This proves that cell-dependent
timing errors are the most dominant error sources. The thermal noise power
of -165dBm/Hz up to 1.9GHz is low enough to satisfy the challenging GSM
spectral mask for a singe-carrier signal. The measured linearity, expressed in
IMD and SFDRRB, is respectively 10dB and 5dB better than any published
state-of-the-art implementation known to the author.

The answer to the research question is summarized as follows. A Mixing-
DAC can indeed be used to generate wide-band signals with high spectral
purity. This is argued and demonstrated with the chosen architecture and
chip implementation. The most dominant spectral-purity limitations are:
timing errors between current cells, coupling of the large output voltage
swing to internal nodes and the non-linear output capacitance. The linearity
that can be achieved with current process technologies, is: IMD<-82dBc and
SFDRRB>75dBc up to 1.9GHz with 65nm CMOS.

The presented architecture enables the advantages of Mixing-DACs to
multicarrier transmitters.



14 | Recommendations

The presented research shows a Mixing-DAC architecture and implemen-
tation for high spectral purity and wide bandwidth. The results reveal new
possibilities for further research.

• The dependence of the linearity on the phase relationship between clock
and LO signal can be further analyzed. This can reveal if there is a
universal optimal phase for all configurations. The controllability of the
phase between the clock and LO signal would improve if both signals
were to be derived on-chip from one single clock signal.

• The output power of the chip implementation decreases with increasing
output frequency. This hampers the measured signal to noise ratio.
Further research is needed to reduce the impact of the capacitive output
impedance and thereby improve the output power for high frequencies.

• For higher frequencies, the cell-dependent timing errors limit the
performance. Possible sources of these errors are: mixer mismatch
between the current cells, or imperfect LO and output tree. Simulation
of the tree structures with an EM simulator can reveal if the tree
structures are indeed a source of timing errors. Improved design or
a sensitive calibration loop can reduce the timing errors or their impact.

• In a typical application, I/Q combination of two Mixing-DACs will be
used to eliminate one of the signal images. This I/Q combining is an
excellent candidate for on-chip integration. This integration can be
combined with an automatic calibration algorithm to improve the image
rejection and LO leakage.

• The Mixing-DAC architecture can also be used to generate signals at
much higher RF frequencies where the available bandwidth is very high;
e.g., at 60GHz roughly 7GHz of bandwidth is available [80]. At higher
frequencies, other considerations are important. The higher bandwidth
requires a higher sample rate and the higher RF frequency can increase
the importance of jitter.
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Summary

Wide-band Mixing-DACs
with high spectral purity

Cellular multicarrier transmitters for communication infrastructure re-
quire both high linearity and large bandwidth at GHz frequencies. The
combination of multicarrier GSM, WCDMA and LTE typically requires
IMD<-80dBc and SFDRRB>80dBc in a large transmit bandwidth (RB) of
300MHz and at an output frequency of up to 3.5GHz and beyond.

Using a Mixing-DAC, which integrates the function of the mixer and DAC
together, can result in different architecture trade-offs than just combining
a DAC and mixer, and potentially enables an overall reduction of the cost
and power consumption, while improving the linearity at high frequencies.
The state-of-the-art Mixing-DAC publications do not report a high linearity,
especially not in combination with large bandwidth. This thesis explores
the linearity limitations of Mixing-DACs and the challenges of designing a
Mixing-DAC with high spectral purity and large bandwidth.

To attain high spectral purity, a novel architecture is needed. The
synthesis of such an architecture requires optimal choices for many aspects.
This thesis classifies the possible choices for each aspect and evaluates their
impact on the Mixing-DAC performance. Based on this classification, three
promising architectures are selected for further analysis: cascoded global
mixing, cascoded local mixing and cascaded local mixing (digital mixing).

An important trade-off between these architectures is the mixing locality.
Global mixing at the output is sensitive to the non-linearity of the mixing
transistors. Local mixing per current cell is sensitive to the mismatch between
the local mixers. Cascoded local mixing can result in a higher linearity than
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cascoded global mixing.
The difference between cascoded local mixing and digital mixing is the

sensitivity to timing errors. There are two types of timing errors: delay errors
and duty-cycle errors. Both architectures are more sensitive to delay errors
than to duty-cycle errors. The delay errors in cascoded local mixing are much
smaller than in digital mixing, hence cascoded local mixing is the most linear
architecture.

A method to reduce the non-linearity due to the large output voltage
swing is to use an output transformer. Although the optimal transformer
configuration improves the linearity significantly, it also results in a four times
increase of the power consumption.

For achieving high spectral purity, the static mismatch between the current
sources should be minimized. This thesis proposes a calibration method which
combines multiple unit elements of the current source such that the mismatch
of these unit elements cancels one another. This results in an improved
static linearity which is robust against temperature variations and external
disturbances.

Furthermore, the segmentation aspects are considered. The traditional
segmentation trade-off in literature so far is based on static performance.
However, for high speed Mixing-DACs with high spectral purity, the
segmentation trade-off should be based on the dynamic matching of the binary
current cells which can be achieved.

Thus, this thesis concludes that the most optimal architecture is cascoded
local mixing, which has been implemented using a 65nm CMOS triple-well
technology with 1.2V and 3.3V power supplies. The key properties of this
architecture are: local mixing per current cell, multi-level cascoding with
double bleeding currents and elevated bulk voltage, supply-isolated LO driver,
and sort-and-combine calibration.

The measurement results up to 1.9GHz are: IMD<-82dBc,
SFDRRB300MHz >75dBc, NSD<-165dBm/Hz. The linearity up to 1.5GHz is
almost constant and is actually limited by the baseband-frequency part of the
converter. Above 1.5GHz, cell-dependent timing errors in the mixer cause
the linearity to degrade for increasing output frequency. Nevertheless, the
presented proof-of-concept outperforms all known state-of-the-art Mixing-
DAC publications in terms of IMD and SFDRRB, while measuring in the
largest RB and up to an output frequency of 5.3GHz.

The reported classification, the analysis and the verification of a full design
validate that Mixing-DACs can simultaneously provide high spectral purity
and large bandwidth.



Samenvatting

Multicarrier zenders voor de communicatie infrastructuur vereisen zowel
hoge lineariteit als een grote bandbreedte op GHz frequenties. De combinatie
van multicarrier GSM, WCDMA en LTE vereist typisch IMD<-80dBc en
SFDRRB>80dBc in een grote zendbandbreedte van 300MHz en op frequenties
tot 3.5GHz en hoger.

Het gebruik van een Mixing-DAC, die de functie van een mixer en een DAC
integreert, kan leiden tot andere architectuurafwegingen dan het combineren
van een DAC en een mixer. Nieuwe architecturen zouden een reductie van
kosten en vermogensdissipatie mogelijk kunnen maken, terwijl de lineariteit op
hoge frequenties wordt verbeterd. De state-of-the-art Mixing-DAC publicaties
vermelden geen hoge lineariteit, en vooral niet in combinatie met een grote
bandbreedte. Dit proefschrift verkent de lineariteitsbeperkingen van Mixing-
DACs en de uitdagingen van het ontwerp van een Mixing-DAC met hoge
spectrale zuiverheid en grote bandbreedte.

Om een hoge spectrale zuiverheid te bereiken is een nieuwe architectuur
nodig. De synthese van de nieuwe architectuur vereist optimale keuzes voor
alle aspecten van de architectuur. Dit proefschrift classificeert alle mogelijke
keuzes voor de architectuuraspecten en evalueert hun invloed op de prestaties
van de Mixing-DAC. Gebaseerd op deze classificatie zijn drie veelbelovende
architecturen geselecteerd voor verdere analyse: gecascodeerd globaal mixen,
gecascodeerd lokaal mixen en cascadegeschakeld lokaal mixen (digitaal mixen).

Een belangrijke afweging tussen deze architecturen is de lokaliteit van het
mixen. Globaal mixen bij de uitgang van de Mixing-DAC is gevoelig voor
de niet-lineariteit van de mixer transistors. Lokaal mixer per stroomcel is
gevoelig voor de mismatch tussen de lokale mixers. Simulaties laten zien dat
gecascodeerd lokaal mixen tot een hogere lineariteit leidt dan gecascodeerd
globaal mixen.

Het verschil tussen gecascodeerd lokaal mixen en digitaal mixen is
de gevoeligheid voor tijdfouten. Er zijn twee soorten tijdfouten: gelijke
vertraging van de steigende en dalende flank (delay), en tegenovergestelde
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vertraging van de steigende en dalende flank (duty-cycle). Beide architecturen
zijn veel gevoeliger voor delay-fouten dan voor duty-cycle-fouten. De delay-
fouten in digitaal mixen zijn veel groter dan in gecascodeerd lokaal mixen, en
dus is de laatstgenoemde de meest lineaire architectuur.

Een methode om de niet-lineariteit ten gevolge van een grote signaalamp-
litude aan de uitgang van de Mixing-DAC te verminderen, is het gebruik
van een uitgangstransformator. Het gebruik van een uitgangstransformator
met een optimale configuratie zorgt inderdaad voor een verbetering van de
lineariteit, maar dit leidt wel tot een vier keer hogere vermogensdissipatie.

Voor het bereiken van een hoge spectrale zuiverheid moet de statische
mismatch tussen de stroombronnen ook worden geminimaliseerd. Dit
proefschrift stelt een kalibratiemethode voor, die meerdere unit-elementen van
de stroombron op een zodanig manier combineert dat de mismatch van de
verschillende unit-elementen elkaar compenseren. Dit resulteert in een verbe-
tering van de statische lineariteit die robuust is voor temperatuurvariaties en
externe verstoringen.

Ook de segmentatieaspecten zijn overwogen. De traditionele segmentatie-
afwegingen in literatuur zijn gebaseerd op de statische eigenschappen. Maar
voor Mixing-DACs met hoge snelheid en hoge spectrale zuiverheid zou de
segmentatieafwegingen ook gebaseerd moeten zijn op de dynamische mismatch
van de binaire stroomcellen welke bereikt kan worden.

In dit proefschrift wordt dus geconcludeerd dat de meest optimale
architectuur is gecascodeerd lokaal mixen. Deze architectuur is gem-
plementeerd in 65nm CMOS tripple-well technologie met 1.2V en 3.3V
voedingsspanningen. De cruciale eigenschappen van deze architectuur zijn:
lokaal mixen per stroomcel, multi-level cascoderen met dubbele bleed-
stromen en verhoogde bulkspanning, voedingsspanning-gesoleerde LO-driver,
en sorteer-en-combineer kalibratie.

De meetresultaten bij 1.9GHz uitgangsfrequentie zijn: IMD<-82dBc,
SFDRRB300MHz >75dBc, NSD<-165dBm/Hz. De lineariteit tot 1.5GHz is
zo goed als constant en is afhankelijk van het basisbandfrequentiegedeelte van
de Mixing-DAC. Boven 1.5GHz degradeert de lineariteit voor toenemende
uitgangsfrequentie door cel-afhankelijke tijdfouten in de mixer. Toch heeft
het gepresenteerde ontwerp een betere IMD en SFDRRB dan alle state-of-
the-art Mixing-DACs tot aan de maximaal gemeten uitgangsfrequentie van
5.3GHz.

De gepresenteerde classificatie, analyse en verificatie van een volledig
ontwerp, valideren dat Mixing-DACs tegelijkertijd hoge spectrale zuiverheid
en grote bandbreedte kunnen leveren.
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List of symbols and
abbreviations

ACLR Adjacent channel leakage ratio
ADC Analog to digital converter
BB Baseband
CalDAC Calibrating DAC
Clk Clock
CML Current mode logic
CMOS Complementary metal oxide semiconductor
CMRR Common mode rejection ratio
CS Current steering
CUE Calibrated unit element
DAC Digital to analog converter
dBc dB with respect to a carrier
dBFS dB with respect to full scale
DCS1800 Digital cellular system at 1800 MHz
DDRF Direct digital RF
DNL Differential non-linearity
DPD Digital predistortion
EER Envelope elimination and restoration
EVM Error vector magnitude
fin1 Input frequency
FIR Finite impulse response
fLO LO (mixing) frequency
fout Output frequency
FS Sample frequency
FSM Finite state machine
GaAs Gallium arsenide
GS/s Gigasample per second
GSps Gigasample per second



198 List of symbols and abbreviations

GSM Global System for Mobile Communications
HD Harmonic distortion
HD2 Second-order harmonic distortion
I/V Current to voltage
I/Q In-phase / quadrature
IDT Integrated Device Technology
IMD Intermodulation distortion
IMD3 Third-order intermodulation distortion
INL Integral nonlinearity
IP Intellectual property
ISI Inter symbol interference
L Length of transistor
LO Local oscillator
LSB Least significant bit
LTE Long term evolution
MC Monte carlo
MSB Most significant bit
NSD Noise spectral density
OFDM Orthogonal frequency-devision multiplexing
PA Power amplifier
PLL Phase-locked loop
PSRR Power supply rejection ratio
QAM Quadrature amplitude modulation
RB Reduced bandwidth
RF Radio frequency
RZ Return to zero
SAR ADC Successive approximation ADC
SaZ Symmetric around zero
SFDR Spurious-free dynamic range
SFDRRB Spurious-free dynamic range in a reduced bandwidth
SFDRRB300MHz Spurious-free dynamic range in a reduced bandwidth

of 300MHz
V/I Voltage to current
Vout Output voltage
Vpp Volt peak-to-peak
W Width of transistor
WCDMA Wideband code division multiple access
Z Set of all integers
∆Σ Delta-sigma




